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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Commission has been asked to examine and report on whether the Gov- 
ernment of Canada set apart a reserve at the Cypress Hills in southwestern 
Saskatchewan for the people of the Assiniboine Chiefs Man Who Took the 
Coat and Long Lodge. The members of the Carry the Kettle First Nation in 
Saskatchewan are descended from the followers of these two Assiniboine 
chiefs, who adhered to Treaty 4 at Fort Wdsh, in the Cypress Hills, in 1877. 

The Cypress Hills are 2,500 square kilometres of tlat-topped uplands in 
southwestern Saskatchewan and southeastern Alberta. Surrounded by rela- 
tively barren Bat land, they are the highest point in mainland Canada between 
Labrador and the Rocky Mountains. Various nations, including the 
Assiniboine, used the Cypress Hills for hunting and gathering in the summer 
and shelter in the winter, but the Assiniboine have continued to maintain a 
deep, spiritual connection to the Cypress Hills. 

The Commission twice visited the people of the Carry the Kettle First 
Nation during the course of this inquiry, and on each visit the reverence of 
these people for their traditional territory was evident. In the days before 
adhering to Treaty 4, the Assiniboine occupied the Cypress Hills as part of 
their "homeland" and it was during this period that the Cypress W s  Massa- 
cre took place. The massacre was one of the most tragic events in Canadian 
history. History records how in 1873 Assiniboine men, women, and children 
were slaughtered in their camp by drunken wolf hunters from Montana in a 
dispute over stolen horses. To this day, the Carry the Kettle First Nation visits 
the burial site of their slain members each June 1. 

It therefore came as no surprise that the Assiniboine people would seek to 
preserve their connection to the Cypress Hills when a reserve was selected 
and apportioned under Treaty 4. It is the creation of this reserve that is at 
issue in this inquiry. The Carry the Kettle First Nation submitted that, after 
they verbally selected the site for their reserve in the Cypress W s  during the 
summer of 1879, Indian Commissioner Edgar Dewdney dispatched Dominion 
Land Surveyor AUan Poyntz Patrick to survey the land the Assiniboine 
selected. 
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Unable to complete his survey until the summer of 1880 because of 
inclement weather, A.P. Patrick's completed plan of survey did not in fact 
arrive in Ottawa until July 1881. In the interim, the Indian Department had 
decided to relocate the Assiniboine from the Cypress Hius. This inquiry is 
therefore devoted to examining the elements of reserve creation pursuant to 
the terms of Treaty 4, pursuant to the provisions of the Indian Act, and 
finally on a de facto basis. 

After a thorough and careful examination of all the evidence, the Commis- 
sion is unable to conclude that a reserve had been created for the 
Assiniboine Band on any basis. It is our view that the requisite elements to 
the setting aside of reserves under Treaty 4 included consultation and selec- 
tion, followed by survey, followed by ultimate acceptance by both the First 
Nation and Canada. The acceptance of the survey could be effected in a for- 
mal manner or could be found in the conduct of either party. 

The evidence is incontrovertible that Canada dispatched A.P. Patrick to 
survey a reserve and that the Assiniboine did select land in the Cypress Hills. 
In our view, the evidence is also clear that the First Nation accepted the land 
surveyed as its reserve. The absence of evidence of Canada's formal accept- 
ance of Patrick's survey means that we must look to the conduct of the party. 
In this case, Canada's conduct following the dispatch of surveyor A.P. Patrick 
leads us to conclude that Canada would not have accepted Patrick's survey 
when it reached Commissioner Dewdney's office in July 1881 because 
Canada had decided to relocate the Assiniboine from the Cypress W s  weU 
before July 1881. We therefore conclude that Canada did not accept Patrick's 
survey of the area selected as a reserve pursuant to Treaty 4. 

Examining the provisions of the Indian Act reveals that the statute is silent 
as to the process for creating a reserve. The absence of specific provisions in 
the Indian Act to set apart reserves, however, does not lead us to accept 
Canada's contention that the setting aside of reserve land is simply a matter 
of royal prerogative. The absence of a statutory reserve creation process, we 
believe, directs us to the provisions of the treaty. In our view, the treaties 
contemplated the involvement of both parties: a true meeting of the minds 
was fundamental to the selection, surveying, and setting aside of reserves. For 
the reasons previously explained, we are unable to conclude that the Govern- 
ment of Canada was a party to such consensus. 

Finally, the question of whether a reserve had been created on a defacto 
basis - namely, whether Canada by its conduct set aside a reserve - involves 
a consideration of the same facts. In our view, the totaiity of the evidence 
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does not demonstrate that the land set aside in the Cypress W s  was a 
reserve. 

Having found that the totality of evidence does not support a finding that a 
reserve was created for the Assiniboine in the Cypress Hills pursuant to the 
terms of Treaty 4, the provisions of the Indian A d ,  or on a de facto basis, 
we reluctantly conclude that Canada does not owe an outstanding lawful obli- 
gation to the First Nation. 

We say reluctantly because the ancestral claim of the Carry the Kettle Band 
to the Cypress Hills is incontrovertible. It is clear to us that, when reserves 
were selected and apportioned under Treaty 4, the Assi~boine people sought 
to preserve their connection to the Cypress Ws. Although many other First 
Nations sought sanctuary in the Cypress Hills, the Carry the Kettle Band 
repeatedly fought the government's attempts to relocate it to other lands. 
Eventually, the Carry the Kettle Band did succumb to this pressure, hut it did 
so reluctantly and only when faced with starvation as an alternative. 

In this inquiry we rely upon our supplementary mandate to draw to gov- 
ernment's attention the circumstances of this case because we consider the 
outcome unfair, even though these circumstances do not give rise to an out- 
standing obligation. In the final analysis, we are unable to find that a reserve 
has been created for the Assi~hoine. However, this conclusion does not do 
justice to the First Nation for it ignores the historical connection that has 
existed between the Carry the Kettle people and the Cypress Hills since time 
immemorial, a connection that was so tragically severed. In this report, we 
examine the history of the Carry the Kettle First Nation in the Cypress Hills 
and their forced removal at the hands of the government of the day. 
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PART I 

INTRODUCTION 

BACKGROUND TO THE INQUlRY 

In 1992, the Carry the Kettle First Nation submitted a specific claim to the 
Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development (DIAND) alleging 
that a reserve surveyed for the Assiniboine in the Cypress Ws had been 
wrongfully taken because the surrender provisions of the Indian Act were 
not complied with. 

Based on a preliminary analysis of the submission, Canada rejected the 
claim in a letter dated December 8, 1993. Jane-Anne Manson, Specific Claims 
Branch, stated in the letter that "a reserve was not created in 1880, either 
legally or de facto, and consequently the specific claim is not recommended 
for negotiation."' On August 30, 1996, the First Nation requested that the 
Indian Claims Commission (ICC) conduct an inquiry into the rejection of this 
claim. 

During the course of the inquiry, Canada provided additional particulars 
as to the basis for its rejection of the claim. Canada explained: 

If the Carly the Kettle First Nation is not estopped fmm bringing this claim, it is 
Canada's position that a resetve was never created in the Cypress Hills. Although a 
reserve in the Cypress Hills was sutveyed in 1880, it is Canada's view hat this is 
insufficient for a reserve to be created. It is our position that he  Royal Prerogative to 
set aside reserve lands was never exercised in relation to a resetve in the Cypress 
Hills. Furthermore, the evidence does not support a hding hat a resetve in the 
Cypress Hills was ever set aside on a de facto basis.I 

1 Jane-Anne Manson, Assistant Negotiator, DIAND, to Stephen PilLpav, Counsel far Carv  the Kettle RRI Nation. 
December 8, 1993 (ICC Me 2107-19.3). 

2 Rosomw Irwin, Counsel. Specilic CMms Branch, DIAND, to W e e n  Ucken, Legal Counsel, Indim CLvms 
ComnLuion, March 4, 1997 (IU: fde 2107-19-3). 
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Although the issue of estoppel was raised by Canada during the inquiry's 
preliminary stages, Canada later advised that it would not be relying on 
estoppel. 

MANDATE OF THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION 

The mandate of this Commission is set out in federal Orders in Council pro- 
viding the Commissioners with the authority to conduct public inquiries into 
specilic claims and to issue reports on "whether a claimant has a valid claim 
for negotiation under the [Specific Claims] Policy where that claim has 
already been rejected by the Minister."3 This Policy, outlined in the 1982 
booklet entitled Outstanding Business: A Native Claims Policy - SpeczjZc 
Claims, states that Canada will accept claims for negotiation where they dis- 
close an outstanding "lawful obligation" on the part of the federal govern- 
met~t .~  The term "lawful obligation" is defined in Outstanding Business as 
follows: 

The government's policy on speciGc claims is that it will recognize claims by Indian 
bands which disclose an outstanding "lawful obligation", i.e., an obligation derived 
from the law on the part of the federal government. 

A lawful obligation may arise in any of the following circumstances: 

i) The non-fuWment of a treaty or agreement behveen Indians and the Crown. 

ii) A breach of obligation arising out of the Indian Act or other statutes pertaining 
to Indians and the regulations thereunder. 

iii) A breach of an obligation arising out of government administration of hdian 
funds or other ass&. 

iv) An illegal disposition of Indian land. 

Furthermore, Canada is prepared to consider claims based on the following 
circumstances: 

i) Failure to provide compensation for reserve lands &en or damaged by the fed- 
eral government or any of its agencies under authority. 

3 Commission issued September 1, 1992, pursuant to Order in Council PC 1992-1730, July 27, 1992, amending 
the Commiss~on issued to Chief Corn-ioner Harry S. LaFome on August 12, 1991, pursuant to Order in 
Pnnn~i l  W IM1.1%79 llllv I F  lMl  """ ...- . " .,,. ~ .,-,, ,-, .,, .,,.. 

4 DIAND, Outslanding Burinsss A Ndim Claim Pd*y - Spec@ Cloim (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and 
Services, 1982). 20; reprinted in (1994) 1 ICCP 171-85 (hereinalter Oulsrrmding Business). 
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ii) Fraud in comection with the acquisition or disposition of lndian reserve land by 
employees or agents of the federal government, in cases where the fraud can be 
clearly demonstrated. 

It should also be explained that, when the original mandate of the Commis- 
sion was still under discussion, Tom Siddon, then Minister of Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development, wrote to then National Chief Ovide Mercredi of 
the Assembly of First Nations setting out the basis for what the Commission 
has previously referred to as its "supplementa~ mandate": 

If, in carrying out its review, the Commission concludes that the policy was imple- 
mented correctly but the outcome is nonetheless unfair, I would again welcome its 
recommendations on how to proceed.' 

In an October 1993 letter to the Commission, the Minister of Indian 
Affairs, Pauline Browes, reiterated the position taken by her predecessor. 
Minister Browes's letter makes two key points in relation to the Commis- 
sion's jurisdiction: 

(1) I expect to accept the Commission's recommendations where they Ezll within the 
SpeciGc Claims Polici; (2) I would welcome the Commission's recommendations on 
how to proceed in cases where the Commission concluded that the policy had been 
implemented correctly but the outcome was nevertheless unfair ...d 

The Commission has been asked to inquire into and report on whether the 
Carry the Kettle First Nation has a valid claim for negotiation pursuant to the 
SpeciEc Claims Policy. This report contains our findings and recommenda- 
tions on the merits of this claim. 

5 Tom Siddon. Minister of Lndian kbirs and Nonhern Dwelo~menl to Ovide Mercredi. Natioml Chief, hssembly 
d Firs ~ a t i k s ,  November 22, 1991, reptinled in (1995) 3 ICCP 244-46. 

6 Pzdine Browes, Mhlesler of lndian Affirs and Nonhern Dewlopmenl, lo Hvty S. !afome, Chief Cmmh- 
sioner, lndian Uaims Commission, October 13, 1993. reprinted in (1995) 3 lCCP 242-43. 
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PART I1 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

The historical evidence in relation to the Carq the Kettle First Nation's claim, 
reviewed in this part, includes several volumes of documentaq evidence and 
the oral evidence provided by members of the First Nation at two community 
sessions held in the Cypress Hills. The Commission also received sworn dec- 
larations of Olive Gordon, a report prepared by Dr Kenneth Ryan, a research 
report prepared by Jayme Benson on behalf of the Carry the Kettle First 
Nation, a report by Dr David Sauchyn, a report prepared by Jim Gallo on 
behalf of DIAND, Specific Claims, and a report prepared by Daniel Babiuk on 
behalf of the First Nation. 

The Commission has also considered the written submissions of the First 
Nation and Canada, in addition to hearing oral submissions from legal coun- 
sel to the parties on May 5, 1999. The documentary evidence, written sub- 
missions, transcripts from the community sessions and oral submissions, and 
the balance of the record before the Commission in this inquiry are refer- 
enced in Appendix A to this Report. 

CARRY THE K E T n E  FIRST NATION 

Carry the Kettle First Nation was once known as the Assiniboine Band. Its 
present reserve, Assiniboine Indian Reserve (IR) 76, is near Indian Head, 
Saskatchewan, 80 kilometres east of Regina. The Chiefs and headmen of the 
Assiniboine Band were associated with the Cypress Hills in 1877, when they 
adhered to Treaty 4, and in 1879, when they decided to select a reserve. They 
were Man Who Took the Coat, Long Lodge Tepee Hoska, Wich-a-wos-taka, 
and Poor Man. Man Who Took the Coat, Long Lodge, and their respective 
followers were settled at Indian Head by 1883. In 1885, after long Lodge 
died, his group amalgamated with that of Man Who Took the Coat? Members 

h l u  Pht, Twk Lull  ha, ~ r n e r ~ e d  a tnc prcdornnnant Chwl ~ 7 t h  r~ ipa  the onon, of ths C ~ r q  th* 
Kfldr B u d  The Cunrnls~concn wre ronmtlrd, nouewr, at the Ma) j O  199- rurnmunla wsurn (ha, an 
A x ~ n t h e n e  Clhcf w s  nut u 'amolu~ [uler ' k knneth Kyul', Lcoursu un <wn.bome Pc.l$n Tmluonll 
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pied a vast territory ranging from Lake Winnipeg to the Rockies.14 "At the 
peak of their power their territory ranged from the Saskatchewan and 
Assiniboine river valleys in Canada to the region North of the Milk and Mis- 
 SOU^ rivers in the US."I5 

Both the Cypress W s  and the Wood Mountains, southeast of the Cypress 
Hills, were used and occupied by several nations including the h s i n i b ~ i n e . ~ ~  
In a report for Canada in this inquiry, Jim Gallo linked Man Who Took the 
Coat with the Wood Mountains, but also concluded that, "by the early 1870s, 
the Wood Mountain Assiniboine frequented the Cypress Hills as winter camp 
sites and hunting grounds."17 The parties to this inquiry agree that the 
Assiniboine were using the Cypress Hills prior to Treaty 4 and that they took 
treaty there in 1877 .18  

Olive Gordon, the daughter of Dan Kennedy, author of Recollections of an 
Assiniboine CbieJ asserted that her father had always maintained that the 
Cypress W s  were the "permanent wintering ground of the Assiniboine 
tribes."lg They were also their "sacred grounds" for ceremonies such as the 
Sun Dance in the spring.20 

The presence of the lodgepole pine is likely one of the reasons so many 
nations were attracted to the Cypress Hills. The Cypress Hills mark the east- 
ernmost "outlier site" of the lodgepole pine, a tree that is found "from the 
Yukon through interior British Columbia, into western Alberta and south- 
ward."z1 The Hills were named after this pine, once commonly called 
"cypress." 

I - ICC Imscnpt, Inily 30. IJ1-, p 30 \(OIP ihumpror, ' *unntan ol upns l l J i  rlmon: pr<=rntau<,ll .. Uwr 
hay? Thvml,suo a1 rnnmun.n arsnnu 1. May ju. 19Y7. Maple (,repi. Suhtihruan IU: F~lxblt -, p 1 . l l n  
A 1  Gem, A%\#nmlnr." I k  12wdllm t)lr?;l,wdii ?nJ FJ .Edmtn.nlon Hun~c. IW.. 11. Ud idnor 

~ .. , ~- 

~nr)~d,-&dw ~./.Vorlb Awnaim Tnhrr .4 &+wbpnstw , 1 1 4  I!! Tnks jmm"ibs .4ba'b# lo rk 2""; 
Ysu Y ~ r W k ~ n t l ,  Yra Jcnq Cresc~nl b o b ,  IYXO,, 111.21. Uand Hew Ytllcr. "<sssln~barr, EnqrIopedm 
(.I W l h . 4 r n m u n  indtuni, ?d Frcdcnck E lloue cBouon/hnu Yurk Hnughtan \I~lflm C,n~pm). I*,, iu- . . 
, I .  

I 5  Ian A.L. Gelty, "kinihoine." Tbs CaMdL1n Encydopedia, 2nd ed. (Edmonton: Hurtig, 1988). 136. 
16 Thomas R. Ross and Tyrel G. Moore, eds, A C h m l  Ceopopby of Norfb Atnerican Idions (Bo&4er: West. 
*mu Press, 1987). 69. 

17 Jim Gallo, "Reseueh Report on Carly the Kelde Ckim lo a Reserve in the Cypress Hills," revised November 
1994 (ICC Mib i t  LOB, pp. 14-15), 

18 J a p e  Benson, "Report on the Mniboine Claun to rhe Cypress Hills Reserve," prepared for Federation of 
S a s b t c h m  Indian Nations, November 27. 1998 (ICC W b i i  11, pt I, pp. 6-12). 

19 StaNloly Declaration of Olive Gxdon, November 26, 1998 (ICC Orhibit 12, p. 2). 
20 SIamlory D e c l d o n  of Olive Cordon, November 26, 1998 (ICC Mih i t  12, p. 2). 
21 John Laird Farm, rees in C o d  (Markham: Canadiao Form Se~cUFiahenry & Whileside, 1995), 3, 60- 

61. 
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Ancestral Connection to the Cypress Hills 
The Commission twice visited the people of the Carry the Kettle First Nation to 
hear their oral history. The first visit took place in May 1997 at Maple Creek, 
Saskatchewan, and coincided with the Band's annual pilgrimage to the burial 
site of the Cypress W s  Massacre. We refer to the events of the 1873 massa- 
cre later in this report. It was at this first visit that Elder Kaye Thompson 
spoke of the Assiniboine people's connection to a territory they have always 
recognized as their "blessed homeland." She spoke about the "mountain by 
itself" (Wazixa-Wedum) as a "refuge," a source of abundant game and 
medicines, a positive iduence on climatic conditions, the highest point 
bringing her people "closer to god."2Z She explained that the Cypress Ws 
were central to the life of the Assiniboine Band: 

This is our homeland, a place which sings harmoniously of such great and ancient 
ceremonies: Wa-hi-k-ub, the calling of the spirits; the vision quest, important to gain 
more howledge of the dreams; mag-ju wacipi, the raindance; hawi wacipi or 
wiwanka wacipi, the sundance, performed wety year in the summer. It was in this 
area that the messenger to the great spirit, the mighty eagle, glided in perseverance 
throughout the open heavens and f?om whom we acquired the eagle feathers which 
endowed such signiGcance in our cultural societies. It was the one area from which 
we could acquire our lodge pole, which was pertinent to the assembling of our 
lodges, our dwellings, our ceremonial structures. This area insured the continuity of 
our way of life, our way of exi~lence.~3 

Through each generation the spiritual connection to the Cypress Hills is 
transferred to the people of the Carry the Kettle First Nation. The reverence 
with which the people speak of their territory is evident: 

Our heart is not here, our heart is in the Cypress Hills ... Our medicine people contin- 
ued to return to this area for the putpose of acquiring needed roots, plants and paint. 
Pipe keepers have continued to offer the perennial ceremonies required for our dead 
relatives whom are left behind in the Cypress Hills ... The Cypress Ws is our atea 
We, as a people, have only redy strong meaning in this place. Our cultural and 
spiritual health depends g r d y  on re-establishing a communication with this place ... 
Our people paid dearly fur this land in Cypress Hi, through the blood of our dead 
relatives which has srained the grounds. After seeing the Cypress Hills, why would we 
want to move to the Indian Head are&" 

22 " S w m q  of Cwress Hills Claim." oresenwion of Elder me Thomoson al communiN &on I. Mav 30. . . 
1997. Maple c&k. Saskatchevan (~CC Exhibit 7, pp. 2-3). 

23 ICC Transcdpk May 30, 1997, p. 30 (bye Thompson); "Summary of cress Hills Claim." presenlltion of Elder 
bye Thompson 11 c-unify session 1, May 30, 1997, Maple Creek, S u l t l t c h  (ICC Exhibrt 7, p. 1). 

24 ICC Tnnscripl, May 30, 1997, p. 35 (ffiye Thompson). 
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As the words of Elder Andrew Rider clearly indicate, the treaty is a sacred 
document and required the Crown to consult with the First Nation on the 
selection of its reserve. That the First Nation understood its people selected a 
reserve in the Cypress Ws was expressed by Andrew Rider: 

We are told by our forefathers that the Queen asked us to select a reserfe in our 
traditional homeland, and the signing of the treaty this is what our leaders have done 
after consulting with our people, our traditional way. We recall the specilk stories 
how our chiefs and warriors, men of leadership went with the Queen's men to select 
their traditional homeland. They always inhabited, even before treaty, the land that 
our chief chose for simcance to our people to sunive. We have done this from 

, . 
generation to gene~ation.~' 

The Commission has been asked to inquire into the events surrounding the 
First Nation's selection of reserve land in the Cypress Hills and it is to those 
events that we will now turn. 

Cypress Hills Massacrez8 
In the spring of 1873, a party of Cree stole horses from some American 
wolfers in Montana and set in motion the chain of events that culminated in 
the massacre of a group of Assiniboine a few weeks later in the Cypress W s .  
The wolfers tried to follow the Cree to retrieve their horses, but lost the trail: 
the Cree headed towards Fort Whoop-Up in southern Alberta and the wolfers 
went the other way, arriving at the trading post of Abel Fame11 in the Cypress 
Hills on the last day of May 1873. 

At the time, three groups of Assiniboine were camped on the other side of 
Battle Creek, a short distance from Farwell's post. One group, under Chief 
Hunkajuka (Little Chieo, were recent arrivals in the area, having made an 
arduous 480 kilometre trek from their camp on Battle River, looking for 
food to feed their staning members. Dan Kennedy described this trek: 

The hunting was good and meat was plentiful [at Battle River], but, as the winter 
wore on, buMo was getting scarce, until, in the Latter part of Amhanskam (Long Day 
Moon) February, the bdalo disappeared completely. They had to break camp and 
disperse. Chief Hankquka [Liltle ChiefJ decided lo lead his band 01 Assiniboines 

17 ICC Tnnsuipt, October 20. 1997, p. 17 (Andrew Rider). 
28 Most of the information about the Cpress Ws Massacre is laken fmm Wsller Hildebruldt and Brian 

Hubner, T& Cypress Hi& T6e Lmd and its Peoze (Saskataan: Punch Fubhhing, 1994), chapter 4, and 
Dm Kennedy, Recdlectionr of m k i n i b o i ~  Cbief, edited and with m introduction by j m e s  R. Siewns 
(Tofanto: M c C l e h d  and S t m .  1972). 42-47. 
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southward, in an effort to reach the Cpress Ws, a distance of almost three hundred 
miles as the crow flies. But the distance was even greater when the odds were all 
stacked up against them. However, there was no choice but to face the inescapable 
facts and meet the challenge. 

In their mad race wilh death across the blizzard swept plains, they ate their hor- 
ses, their dogs and even the Dint hides were masted over the fires to be eaten. When- 
ever they came across their old camp sites they dug up the cast off bones from under- 
neath the snow and were crushed and boiled for broth to sustain them. 

Their fight for survival was at along last over, so it seemed, when they reached 
Cypress Hills. The snow was practically all gone except for the snow drifts, which 
doaed the ravines and coulees, and there was every indication the h&o were near. 

Cuwihak eyaku (Took the Coat) was the lucky hunter to kill the first h&o. 
From then on, hunting was good and their winter's ordeal was just a sad memoly, sad 
because their trail was strewn with thirty of their ldnfolk who perished from hunger 
and cold." 

Little Chief was soon joined by Chiefs Minashinayen and Inihan Kinyen and 
their followers, making an encampment of about 300 people. 

Eashappie, son of Chief Inihan Kinyen and a Cypress Hills Massacre survi- 
vor, told the story of what happened on June 1, 1873: 

In the morning of the fateful day, my father had just returned from his visit to the 
Whiskey Traders, with the news of the arrival of ten American horsemen and the 
warning he had received that these men were looking for trouble. 

Immediately be instructed his followers to break camp, but 'Wicanahe,' an out- 
spoken Indian, ridiculed and scoffed at their panic, and bluffed them into staying 
encamped. 

That morning whiskey Bowed like water in the camps and by mid-day the 
tribesmen were all hopelessly drunk. Inside of our tent my father lay in a shpor and 
we employed every artace, including herbs, to revive him to consciousness. I know 
the other camps were also in the same predicament, working frantically over their 
men, hut it was hopeless; we were doomed. We were left defenceless.' 

Estimates of the number of Assiniboine who died in the Cypress Hills Massa- 
cre range from 253l to 80,3= but the deaths were only part of the atrocities of 
the day. Elder Kaye Thompson told us more about the "cruel bloodbath that 
occurred: 

29 Dan Kennedy, d d  for his book. "Recollections of an Indian Chiei; atached to Suoolemenwm Stamtorv Oecla- . . 
mion of olive Cordon. January 5. 1999 (ICC Exhibii 16). 

30 Dan Kennedy, Recohclionr o/an Asrinihine Cbiej; edited and with an inuaduction by James R. Stevens 
(Tomto: Md lehnd  and S twan ,  1972), 45. 

31 Alexander Morris, Tbe Trealies o / C a ~ d a  uilb lbe I n d i a ~  (Toronto, 1880, reprint Toronto: Coles. 1971). 
UP ,-. 

32 Dan Kennedy, RecollecIiDnr o/an Assinihine Cbiej; edited and with an lnvoduction by James R. Stevens 
(Toronto: McClellvld and S l m ,  19721, 46. 
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either side of what later became the Alberta/Saskatchewan b0rder.3~ In 1875, 
the North-West Tem'tories Act was passed to provide for the establishment 
of government institutions in the region.36 

Superintendent James Morrow Walsh's troops began building the fort that 
bore his name in the centre of the Cypress W s ,  near the site of the Cypress 
Hills Massacre, in spring 1875.37 During the late 1870s and early 1880s, the 
period during which the buffalo were being eliminated, Fort Walsh played an 
important role in the history of the North-West. Cecil Denny, an original 
member of the NWMP who served as Indian agent at Fort Walsh in 1881-82, 
described the circumstances as follows: 

This region was infested by whiskey traders. It was a favourite hunting ground for 
many Indian tribes, and they were continually coming in contlict. Horse stealing was 
rife. BrieRy, it was about as lawless a section as could be found in the territory It was 
to put an end to this state of atairs that Fort Walsh was established in the summer of 
1875. Major Walsh and his troop soon stamped out the whiskey trade, and did much 
to gain the goodwill of the various Indian tribes hat were accustomed lo visit the 
fort." 

Fort Walsb was near the American boundary; therefore, many Indians from 
the United States hunted in the vicinity. Denny believed that stationing the 
NWMP at Forts Walsh and Macleod likely "prevented the American Indians 
from using Canadian soil as a base of operations for prosecuting the war with 
the United States troops."39 

In the United States, the southernmost herds of buffalo had been destroyed 
by 1875 and those on the Amencan Plains were eliminated by 1883. Buffalo 
had ranged across the future states of Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky, the 
Carolinas, Virginia, Georgia, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois in the 1700s. They 
were slaughtered in the name of progress and civilization in the United States, 

35 David Reed Miller, "Asinibaine," Encyclopedia of Norib Anmiom Indians, ed. Frederick E. Haxie (Bos- 
tnn/New YnrC Hnanhtnn MiMin Comrnnvl 57 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .o. .. -. . . . . - . . - -. . . ,. -. , , , , 

5 ,  ' Yo&-Wr,t Trrrilono ~ c t . '  & 1:madwn Z q r l ~ p d ~ r .  2nd ell tHmnnwn Ii!lrug i~&?,, l j l {  
I' t:)prr5r Htb, ' Tk fhnadwn t'mchpedw. ?nJ ctl tEdmut~lon l lun~g, I)#, ioO U i l l ~ r  Hdd\,bnndt tnJ 

Rmn Huonct. T k  C~orerr / / #Us  r3e Land ~ n d  11s Pmnk liasht. I." Punch Puul~shtne. 19% . W).-\ On 
the subwt of how zmv bed m the C w r m  HIUS H sac re. Hddebmdt and ~ u b n &  say numberr are .. 
"uncertiin.'. 

38 Sir Cecil B. Deony, Tk h M d e r  Wesl, ed. W.B. Cameron, with a foreword by A.C. Rutherford (Toronlo: 
J.M. Dent and Sans, 1939), 76. 

39 Sir Cecil E. Denny, T& h Man3es West, ed. W.B. Cameron, with a forewad by A.C. Rutherford (Toronto: 
J.M. D e e  and Sons, 1939), 97. In the United Swtes. Indims' treaty "gh6 were being violated by aclions such as 
prospectors entering the Black Hills. Once the Sioux and Cheyenne had redialed by wiping out Lt.-Cal. Custer 
md be 76 Cavalry on June 25, 1876, ihousands of Sioux Ued nonh from Monlma. NWMP at Eon Walsh 
therefore became inmlved in mediating between the Siou and the mcious other tdbes in ihe us. 



and finally disappeared from Canada, owing to "economic exploitation," in 
the late 1 8 8 0 ~ ? ~  

After 1873, no large numbers of buffalo were seen in the Wood Mountain 
district. In 1875-76, only s t r a d n g  herds were found east of the Cypress 
Hiis.'l For the aboriginal peoples of the area, travelling from southwestern 
Saskatchewan to hunt buffalo in Montana around the Milk River was a neces- 
sary and often futile search for food. 

The federal presence at Fort Walsh, in the form of the NWMP, survey par- 
ties, and the Indian administration, generated a lively economy in the Cypress 
Ws at least for a few years. The fort attracted retail merchants, Indians, and 
M6tis and it facilitated the conversion of treaty annuities into goods.42 By 
1883, when Fort Walsh was abandoned, treaties had been made throughout 
the Canadian prairies, the Canadian Pacfic Railway had been built to Calgary, 
and the hsiniboine Band bad been settled at Indian Head?3 

TREATY 4, 1874 

When the Dominion of Canada acquired Rupert's Land from the Hudson's 
Bay Company (HBC) in 1870, it intended to promote western settlement and 
to construct a railway to the Pacific, using western natural resources and 
lands to pay for To open the required lands, the government initiated, in 
1871, a series of treaties with the Indian occupants of the southern section of 
the North-West Territories. 

By this time, Indians from Lake of the Woods to the Rockies were eager 
for a means to protect their own inte~ests.'~ They were concerned about the 
consequences of the sale of their lands by the HBC, developments in the 
United States and Canada, the depletion of animals on which they depended, 

40 Valerius Geie, Buffalo Nation: HirIory andlegendoJIh NartbAm&n Bison (Sskaloon: Filth House Ud., 
19961, 97-98 

41 Bany Potyondi. In Pdirer's Triangle Living in fbe CmuLmds, 1850-1930 (Saskaloon: Punch Publishing. 
15951, 31, 

42 Walter Hildebrandt and Brian Hubner. Tbe C v D m  Hills Tbe kndandltr PmDle (Saskatwn: Punch Publish- 
m,: 1993,. ' 9  
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nisina horses. The Eon W&h orooerw was Vansferred lo Park Canada in 1963. It became a national histatic 
sile 01650 hecmes (1.605 a&sj in.1972. 

44 "Dominion Lvlds Policy" and " R h y  llislary," Tbs C O W "  E"cycI@dia, 2nd ed. (Edmonton: Hunig, 
1988). 612 and 1822. In 1871, Briikb Columbi~ entered Confedenlion on the promise of a lmscontinenld 
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On September 8, 1874, the treaty party arrived under military escort at 
Fort Qu'AppeUe, 70 kilometres northeast of Regina.49 The party consisted of 
Lieutenant-Governor Morris as spokesperson; David Laird, Minister of the 
Interior and Indian Commissioner; and William J. Christie, formerly of the 
HBC's Saskatchewan District and soon to be Indian Commissioner for the 
North-West Territ~ries.'~ Discussions went on for several days, partly because 
of tribal diierences among the Cree, Saulteaux, and Assiniboine.il The Indi- 
ans sought answers to their questions and concerns about the changeover 
from HBC authority; for his part, Morris was bent on securing a treaty for 
Canada without delay: 

The Company and its relationship to the land seemed to be the focal point of the 
dissension amongst the Indians themselves as weU as the barrier to making a treaty. 
Morris frequently showed insight in understanding the Indian viewpoint, but was 
becoming impatient with the persistent questioning about the Company. He did not 
see the connection between the Indians' concern about the Company and what they 
were doing in anempting to make a trealy. The Indians saw the country as their own 
which the Company had no right to seU. Morris saw the land as belonging to the 
Queen. She had paid the Company for whatwet rights they had held there and was 
now prepared to extinguish aboriginal title as well. This basic misunderstanding about 
the land cession aspect of the treaty was never brought to the surface and resolved in 
the Treaty Four discussions, although it lay behind the questioning which occupied 
most of the time.i2 

To win the Indians over, Morris began the treaty negotiations by offering 
agricultural assistance: "When fish are scarce and the buffalo are not plenti- 
ful she [the Queen] would like to help you to put something in the land."'J 

On September 15, 1874, despite the divisions between the Cree and the 
Saulteaux and the absence of most of the Assiniboine at the negotiations, the 
terms of the treaty were finalized.'* Treaty 4, also known as the "Qu'AppeUe 
Treaty," saw the "Cree and Saulteaux Tribes of Indians, and all other the 

49 '"fon Qu'Applle; Tbs C a ~ d i o n  Eqdopedia, 2nd ed. (Edmonton: Hunig, 1988). Fort Qu'AppeUe was an 
HBC past at ihe site of an AngLm mission hat had begun here b 1854. Aher 1875 it was an NWMP oulposl. 

50 John Leonard Taylor, Tmaty Researcb Report Treaty Four (1874) (Oaam: Indian and Northern h8zi-s 
Cmada, 1985), 8. 

51 John Leonard Taylor, Tmaty Rssearcb Report Tmaty Four (1874) (Omm: lndim and Noahern MS~K 
Canada, 19851, 9. 

52 John Leomrd Taylor, Treaty Researcb Repork lkaty Four (1874) (Oaam: Indian and Nonhern &in 
Cmada, 1985). 13-14. 

53 lohn Leonard Taylor. Treaty Keseorcb Report: Tmrlty Four (18741 (Ouam: h d n n  and Northern Main . . 
Canada, 1985), i ~ .  

54 John Leonard Taylor, Treaty Researcb Report: Treoty Four (1874) (Onava: Indian and Nonhern Main 
Canada. 1985). 18-20, 
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Indians [sic] inhabiting the district," cede a 194,000 square kilometre area 
(75,000 square miles),55 encompassing most of the Assiniboine's traditional 
territories on the Canadian side of the border. In today's terms, Treaty 4 
covered nearly all of southern Saskatchewan to the international border, 
extending as far west as Medicine Hat, Alberta, and as far east as Lake Win- 
nipegosis in Manitoba. At its centre was Regina, Saskat~hewan.~~ There was 
little discussion about reserve lands during the six-day treaty conference. 
Morris simply indicated: "When you are ready to plant seed the Queen's men 
will lay off Reserves so as to give a square mile to every family of five per- 
sons, and on commencing to farm the Queen will give to every family cultivat- 
ing the soil two hoes, one spade, one scythe for cutting the grain, one axe 
and plough, enough of seed wheat, barley, oats and potatoes to plant in the 
land they get ready."" 

According to Treaty 4, Indian reserves were to be selected in consultation 
with the Indians concerned and were not to be disposed of without their 
consent: 

Her Majesty the Queen hereby agrees, through the said Commissioners, to assign 
reserves for said Indians, such reserves to be selected by officers [ofl Her Majesly's 
Government of the Dominion of Canada appointed for that purpose, afer confmce  
with each band ofindians, and to be of sufficient area to allow one square mile for 
each family of five ... [and] that the doresaid reserves of land ... may be sold, leased 
or otherwise disposed of by the said Government for the use and benetlt of the said 
Indians, with the consent of the Indians entitled thereto Brst had and obtained ...is 

Indians were not permitted to sell their reserve lands, but Canada reserved 
the right to expropriate reserve lands with compensation.i9 The Indians 
retained a limited "right to pursue their avocations of hunting, trapping and 
fishing throughout the tract ~urrendered."~~ 

Bands "now actually cultivating the soil, or who shall hereafter settle on 
their reserves and commence to break up the land," were to be given "once 

55 Alexander Morns, The Tmlier o/CnMda wilb the lndionr (Toronto, 1880; reprint Toronto: Coles, 1971). 
77 (ICC Documem. p. I ) .  

56 Canada, % Corndim Indion (Otlawa: D M .  1990). 58. 
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ference with the bands of Indians interested therein, and subject to the other 
conditions set forth in the treaty." A surveyor, who was to proceed in a man- 
ner recommended by the Surveyor General, was placed at his "disposal" for 
this purpose.63 

As of 1876, the Indian Affairs Branch's North-West Superintendency was 
responsible for administering the affairs of some 17,000 treaty Indians, most 
of whom depended on the buffalo for their subsistence." 

Assiniboine Adhesion to Treaty 4, 1877 
The Assiniboine at Fort Walsh were the last to sign Treaty 4. They were the 
largest group of Assiniboine to adhere to Treaty 4, but they did not sign until 
September 25, 1877, fully three years after the treaty began at Qu'Appelle.bl 
The Assiniboine's adhesion was taken by the commander of the fort, NWMP 
Inspector Major James M. Walsh. It was witnessed by Constant Provost, who 
explained it, and Sub-Inspectors J.H. McIUree and Percy Reginald Neal, both 
of the NWMP." 

The census, taken between September 19 and 23, 1877, named the bands 
assembled at Fort Walsh and sorted out individuals according to whether they 
were British Indians or American Indians. There were, in total, 296 lodges: 
189 Assiniboine, 60 Saulteaux, and 47 Cree at Fort Walsh that Se~tember.~' 
Approximately "one hundred and forty-five (145) lodges of Assiniboine ... 
had never given adhesion to any previous treaty nor received payment."@ 
When they adhered to the treaty on September 25, 1877, they made it known 
to Walsh that their territory included the Cypress Hills: 

The country claimed by the Assiniboine, admitted in treaty this year by me as the 
countly of their forefathers, extends from the west end of Cypress Mountain to Wood 
Mounrain on the east, north to the South Saskatchewan and south to Milk River. 

63 Order in Council, July 9, 1871, and instructions to WJ. Christie. July 15, 1875, National Archive3 of Canada 
(herraher NA), RG 10, "01. 3622, Gle 5007, as cited in Jayme Benson, 'Repon on !he Assinibaine Waim to the 
Cypress Hills Reserve; November 27, 1998 (ICC Fxhibit 11, pt 11, p. 21). 

64 Walter Hlldebrandt and Brian Hubner, Tbe Cypress Hills: Tbe landand I& Peopls (Saskatmn: Punch Publish- 
ing, 1994), 10647. 

65 Tmdy No 4 b e m n  Her M@s@ fbe Queen and tbe Cree and Szdfeawc Tribes ojlndizns at @appeIle 
andPo* Ellice (Ottaw: Queen's Printer, 1966), adhesion by Asinibaine, 13-14 (ICC Documenu, pp. 27-28). 
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Since my arrival in his country they have not gone further east than forty (40) 
miles east of the east end of Cypress Mounlain, this is owing to the large number of 
Sioux in that locality whom the Assiniboine do not care to be intermingling with. The 
other settions of the country mentioned have been occupied by them for the last two 
(2) years, one-halt have wintered on the Canadian side of the line on Milk River, the 
other half at the west end of the moun!ait1.~9 

That the Cypress Hills were Assiniboine territory, Walsh made known to Min- 
ister of the Interior Meredith in an October 1877 report.70 

When they adhered to Treaty 4, the Assiniboine Band members were rep- 
resented by Man Who Took the Coat,71 Long Lodge Tepee Hoska, Wich-a- 
was-taka, and Poor Man. Their names and marks appear on a short docu- 
ment, attached to a copy of the treaty, which reads, in part: 

We, members of the Assiniboine Tribe of Indians ... transfer, surrender and relinquish 
... all our right, title and privileges whatsoever which we and the bands which we 
represent have held or enjoy, of, in and to the temtory described and fully set out in 
the said articles of 

In a letter to the Deputy Minister of the Interior, Walsh reported on how 
the young Man Who Took the Coat, the elderly long Lodge, and Poor Man 
came to be Chiefs of the Assiniboine Band in 1877: 

After Mr. AUen had completed raking the census I found that more treaty Indians were 
divided into three Bands, sixty-nine (69) lodges under the "Man who took the Coat," 
forty-two (42) lodges under "Long Lodge," and thirty-four (34) lodges under the 
"Poor Man.:' The "Man who took the Coat" has been a treaty Indian since 1875, and 
a head soldier to the "Little Black Bear" (Cree). He is a young man of twenty-two 
(22) years of age, and at the present time the most intluential Indian in this section. 
He is an exceedingly good man and very obedient to the law. 

The forty-four (44) lodges of Assiniboine who had drawn annuities previously with 
the "Little Black Bear" told me they wanted a Chief of their own tribe added to this 
number: there were sixty nine (69) Lodges of Non-Treaty Indians who made a similar 
request. At the solicitation of such a large number of persons I consented to allow the 
Assiniboine who had formerly gone with "Little Black Bear" to withdraw from the 
latter's band, and knowing the "Man Who Took the Coat" to be a good man, and one 

b9 Repon, J.M. Walsh la Mister olthe Interior. E.A. Meredith. October 28, 1877, Canad& Parliament, Sessiorr* 
PaDen. 1879. No. LO, mri--v (ICC Doeurnens. DO. 39-42). . .. ~. 
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on whom the Government could depend, I consented to their request, and allowed 
them to elect him their Chief. I then allowed him to appoint two (2) Head men. "Long 
Lodge," an old and recognized Chief of the Assiniboine for a great many years had 
only forty-two (42) Lodges. This number said they did not want to see him thrown to 
one side and not admitted by the "White Mother" as a Chief, that he was now getling 
old and had always been a good friend to his people and the Whites. 

Sice my arrival here "Long Lodge" and camp (altogether considered notorious 
before the arrival of the Police) have been most obedient to the law. The "Poor Man" 
much the same as "Long Lodge's" camp, is veq much reduced owing to the objection 
that many of his fouowers were American I n b ,  he has at present thirty-four (34) 
lodges; he is a good man and very friendly to the Whites; his people said they would 
not join any orher Chief, and if I could not admit him as such, to pay them by them- 
selves. As the Act states that every Band composed of thirty (30) Indians was entitled 
to a Chief, I allowed them to elect him as such." 

The Indian Claims Commission has not been provided with any further 
information about Long Lodge's background; however, it is known that, when 
adhering to Treaty 4, Long Lodge reminded Walsh that, the previous year, 
Walsh had refused to take the adhesion of his band and others without 
authorization from the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs. Wdsh 
agreed to take this delay into account and to pay them for the previous year 
as well7' 

Since Walsh was concerned about the confusion arising from the bands of 
Little Black Bear (Cree) and Little Child (Saulteaux) going to Qu'Appelle for 
their annuities, he wrote: "The Assiniboine must be paid here [in the Cypress 
Hills], this being their country and the majority of them could not be 
induced to go el~ewhere."~~ Even though efforts were subsequently made to 
send them elsewhere, the "Assiniboine Band was paid treaty annuities at 
Fort Walsh every year from 1877 to 1882?6 

73 Reoon. 1.M. Walsh to Minrrler of the Interior. EA. Meredith. October 28. 1877. Canada. Parliament. Sessional 
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APPOINTMENT OF EDGAR DEWDNEY AS 
INDIAN COMMISSIONER, 1879 

By the time the members of Assiniboine Band were ready to select their 
reserve in 1879, Edgar Dewdney had replaced W.J. Christie as Indian Com- 
missioner. Dewdney, an English-born civil engineer, surveyor, and politician, 
became Indian Commissioner in May 1879." In the mid-1860s, he had 
supenised the construction of the "Dewdney Trail," a route to the British 
Columbia interior "for the British to maintain control over the growing gnld- 
mining interests in the region."78 He had been elected to the legislative Coun- 
cil of British Columbia in 1870 and, from 1872, had served as a Conservative 
Member of Parliament for Yale, British C0lumbia.~9 

The year before Dewdney's appointment as Indian Commissioner, the Con- 
servative Party under leader Sir John A. Macdonald had been elected to bring 
about tariff protection for Canadian manufacturers. In March 1879, Macdon- 
ald's government launched the "National Policy" which, during the 1880s, 
became synonymous with constructing the Canadian Pacific Railway and pro- 
moting western ~ettlement.8~ During the same period, Dewdney's name 
became intimately connected to the implementation of Indian Affairs' policies 
in the west; he took his instructions directly from Macdonald, who was also 
the Minister of the Interi0r.8~ 

This reorganization of the "system of administering Indian matters in the 
North-We~t"~~ depended on the appointment of "a gentleman of abiliv and 
experience, in whose judgment the Government had perfect ~onfidence."~~ 

SersiuM1 P a w ,  1881. hu 6, nl-\ru (ICC Documens, pp 86-8-1. h r h  s dro u John I Madonall. 
Supnntendent of lndtm .am Cmada. Ann& Rrpr l  ofrba ~~~~r o/lndwn Afilrs/or rba Y~ar 
l n d d  ? IY  I k r m t k r  ldRl IOIUM. IWI2). YU. 1" 1m MU. "RIb~-~rch &uon on Clrn he  Kettle C l m  lo a 
Reservein the Cypress ~ s , . : J u l u & y  1 9 9 8 ' ( 1 ~ ~  &bit 10~ 'and 108, h n i a l  Repom, k u ,  Sessional Papers. 
voi. 1, dac. 9). See for 1882: McDonald (o Dewdnq, November 11. 1882. N.4 RC LO. MI. 3744, fde 29506-3 
(ICC Documens, pp. 313-15). 

77 Report of John A. Macdonald, M i e r  of the Interior, in Canada, Annual Report of lbe Deprrlmenl o/lnIs- 
ria/& t k  YearEdd317'juns 1879 ( O m ,  1880). xii (ICC Dacumenu. p. 45). Dewdney's position wu 
eonfumed by an Order in Coumil d Mly 30, 1879. Dewdney's predecessors were Christie, McKay, and l i ud  
J a p e  Benson, "RepoR an the hinibaine CLaim lo  the Cypress Hills Reserve." November 27. I998 (ICC &hibit 
11, p. 26). 

78 "Sir Edgar Dewdnq  and "Dewdney T r C  76e CaMdLln Enqclopedia. 2nd ed. (Edmontoo: Huaig, 19881, 
<", 
,,a. 

79 ''Sir Edgar Dewdnq" and "Dewdnq Trail; Tba C a d i a n  En&pedia. 2nd ed. (Edmonton: Huaig, 1988). 
Fat 

ail "&anal Policy; Tbe G m d i a n  Encyclopedia, 2nd ed. (Edmonton: Huaig, 19881, 1432. 
81 Macdazdd memo, May 16, 1879, NA, RC LO. vol. 3686, Me 13364, in J a p e  Benson, "Repon on the 

Asiniboine CIvm to the Cypress H i h  Resene; November 27, 1998 (ICC Exhibit 11, pl Il, p. 24). 
82 Repon of John A. Macdondd, Minister of the Interior, . Canada, Annual Repotlo/Ik Deparlmenl oflnte- 

ri&for fbe Yeor Ended30bJune 1879 (Oflawa. 1880), xii (ICC Documek, p. 45). 
83 Repon of John A. Mzcdondd, Minister 04 h e  interior, in Canada Annual Repd of l k  Depar tml  of lnle- 

&rfor lbe Y w  Ended30U June 1879 (Ollawa, 1880). xii (ICC Documens, p.45). 
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Dewdney, therefore, had "large discretionary  power^"^' to "direct his subor- 
dinates at the different Agen~ies."~' He was also required to choose the loca- 
tion of 19 "farming agencies," which Macdonald stated should "lead in due 
course to the abandonment by the Indians of the hunt, and their settlement 
upon their reserves."86 

By the time of Dewdney's appointment, Indians had already starved to 
death at Qu'AppeUe, Fort Walsh, Fort Macleod, Battleford, Carlton, Fort Pitt, 
Fort Saskatchewan, Edmonton, Touchwood Hills, Fort EUice, Moose Moun- 
tain, Fort Calgq,  and elsewhere.87 Despite the Indians' perilous circum- 
stances, reliefwas meted out by the Deputy Superintendent General of Indian 
Affairs, Lawrence Vankoughnet, on the condition that his Indian agents 
"require labor from able-bodied Indians for any supplies given them" so they 
would learn "they must give something in return of what they receive."% 

At the same time, officials at Indian Affairs headquarters were keenly 
aware of the immediate perils of completely ignoring the desperate condition 
of Indians: 

There is little doubt that had supplies not been sent many more of these poor crea- 
tures would have perished, or they would have been driven by desperation to help 
themselves at the expense of the white settlers of the countly. The only wonder is that 
they did not do so before the relief reached them." 

The Indians reportedly were grateful for government help, which was given 
almost with a sense of relief if not gratitude: 

[Tlhe patience and endurance displayed by the Indians of the Notti-West Territories, 
under trying circumstances in which they were placed, are beyond a l l  praise, and 
their refraining from helping themselves at the expense of the white inhabitants of the 
counhy, even when pressed with hunger, and pained by the sight of some of their 

~ 

84 Repan of John A. Macdonald, MiruWer of he Interior, in Canada, Annual Reporr of t k  Deprtmsnt of lnte- 
riorfor 6k Year Ended3PJuna 1879 (Ottawa, 1880), xii (ICC Documents, p. 45). 

85 Report of John h Mlcdondb Minister of h e  mteriar, in Canada Annual Repon of tlw D e p a n W  of I&#- 
rior for tlw Year En&d3PJuns 1879 (Ottawa, 188(1), ui (ICC Documents, p. 45). 

86 Repon ol John A. Macdonald, Minislet of the hlerior, in Canada, Annual R e p n  of t k  Depnment of hte-  
rior/a tbe Yenr En&d3WbJuns 1879 (Ot!awa. 1880). xiii (ICC Documens, p. 46). 

87 L. Vulkouehnet. DepuN Suoerincendent General of Indian Maits, to Superintendent General of Indian Mac& 
~ecembeC31, 1879 (ICC Documents. p. 47). 

na 1. Vankoughnet, Depuly Superintendent General of Indun aalrs ,  lo Supe~tendent General ol Indian Main, 
December 31. 1879 (LCC Documents, p. 47). 

89 L. Vankouehnet. D ~ D U N  Suoerinlendent General of Indian Mars. to Su~erinrendent General o i  Indian f i r s .  
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friends dying around them and others greatly reduced in strength, entitles them to 
every consideration at the hands of the public." 

Dewdney launched the model or home farm system on reserves, but soon 
lobbied for the idea of central supply farms instead. There were eight farming 
instructors in Treaty 4 by January 1882, but, by that time, Dewdney was 
already planning to dispense with those in the eastern part of the Treaty 4 
area?l Ultimately the Macdonald government phased out the model farm plan 
alt0gether.9~ 

SELECTING THE ASSINIBOINE RESERVE SITE, 
CYPRESS HILLS, 1879 

On June 26, 1879, less than a month after his May 30 appointment, Indian 
Commissioner Dewdney arrived at Fort Walsh via Collingwood, Duluth, Bis- 
marck, and Fort Benton.93 He found "the reports as to the scarcity of buffalo 
had not been exaggerated, and numbers of Indians of the Cree, Assiniboine 
and Blackfeet were awaiting the arrival of Col. MacLeod and myself. ... They 
were anxious to know what the government intended to do to assist them and 
begged for food to take them to the buffalo, which they expected to find near 
the Boundary line."Y4 Commissioner James Farquharson Macleod of the 
NWMP, who accompanied Dewdney, explained that Dewdney had been sent 
by the government to devote his whole time to their interests and "to show 
them how to live"?' that is, the government expected them to "work and earn 
their own living."% 

Dewdney remained at Fort Walsh until July 6,  1879. He met with different 
hands to explain the government's policy and "advised them to select their 

W L. Vankoughet, Deputy Superintendent General of Indian ABairs to Superintendent General of Indian AUairs, 
December 31. 1879 (ICC Documents. o. 48). 

91 Edgar Dewdnq lo ~"'~erintendent Gen;ral 2 Indian Main, Janualy 1, 1882, Canada. Annual Repod of lbe 
Dsprlmenl oflndian Affairs for lbs Year E d d  31" DeCBtllber 1881 (Oltaua, 1882), 38, in Jim Gallo, 
"Rwearch Report on Cany the KelIle Claim to a R w e m  in the Cypress Ws,"Januuy 1998 (ICC &bit IOA 
and 108, Annual Reports, Acts, Sessional Papen, "01. 1, doc. 9). 

92 Walter Hildebmdt and Brian Hubner. Tbe CvDwss Hills: The Landand Its PeoDle (Saskaoon: Punch Publish- . .. 
ing, 1994). 108. 

93 Edgv Dewdney, lndian Commissioner, Noah-We* Terrilories, to Superintendent General of hdian AUairs, 
Januity 2, 1880, Canada. Parliamenl, Sessio~l Papers, 1880, No. 4, 76-77 (ICC Documents, pp. 50-51). 

94 Edgar Dewdney, lndian Commissioner. North-West Territories, to Superintendent General of Indian Main, 
lanuvv 2. 1880. Canada. Parliament Sessional Pams. 1880. No. 4. 76-77 (I02 Documents. DD. 50-51). 

91 idgar bewdney,' Indian ~ommissiooner, ~ o n h - ~ e s i  ~ek to r i e s ,  to ~uperintenhent General of iidian Main, 
Janualy 2, 1880, Canada Parliament, Sesr io~ l  Papers, 1880, No. 4, 76-77 (ICC Documenls. pp. 50-51). 

% Edgar Dewdney, lndian Commissioner, North-West Territories, to Superintendent General of lndian Main, 
Janualy 2, 1880. Canada, Parliament, Sesrional Papers, 1880, No. 4, 76.77 (I02 Documents. pp. 50.51). 





spring [late June or early July 18791 that he would like for his reservations." 
About the same time, he assigned John J. En@, of Omemee, Ontario, to 
start a farm on the "kiniboine Reserve." Nevertheless, Dewdney acknowl- 
edged the matter of early frosts there as soon as he saw the site, roughly 20 
miles west of Fort Walsh: 

It is situated on the north-west end of Cypress Mountains, and is weU located for 
farming, provided early summer hosts are not prevalent. As no crop of any kind has 
ever been put in this locality, it is difficult to say how it may turn out. It has been a 
favorite wintering place for Half-breeds for several years, and there are a number of 
abandoned houses, which will be made use of by the lndian instructor sent there, as 
weU as by the Indians themselve~.'~' 

En@h had a farm taking shape at the Assiniboine Reserve by the summer of 
1880 when the surveyor, AUan Poyntz Patrick, was ready to survey it accord- 
ing to Dewdney's i n s t ~ c t i o n s . ' ~ ~  Dewdney, reporting on the North 
Assiniboine who wanted to settle in the Wood Mountains and on the [South] 
Assiniboine Band who wanted to settle in the Cypress Hi, made it clear in 
Januav 1880 that the "Assiniboine have not, as yet, settled on their 
reservations. "Io3 

Assiniboine Reserve, Little Child's Reserve, and Farming Agencies, 
1879-80 
In the fall of 1879, Dewdney assigned the following farming instructors for 
the Southern District: 

Mr. Setter, east of the Cypress Hills (60 miles from Folt Walshl, on the Cree [Little 
Child's Maple Creek] Reselvation. I consider this an excellent appointment as he 
speaks the language fluently himself, and has been accustomed to Indians the greater 
part of his Life. Mr. English 1 despatched to the Assiniboine Reseration [west end of 
Cypress, 20 miles from Foa Walshl; Mr. Bruce, Piegan Resewation, and Mr. Patterson 
to the Blac!doot Crossing.'" 

101 Edgar Dewdney, lndian Commissioner. Noh-Weu Territories. lo Superintendent General of lndian AUdrs, 
Januacy 2,  1880, Canada, Annual Repod oflbe lkparfmnl  of I& lnlniorfor 168 Y w  6nded3P funs 
1879 (Otlaul, 1880). 95 (IIX Documem, p. 54). 

lo2 Edgar Dewdnq, Indim Commissioner. Nonh-Wesl Terrilories, lo Superintendent Cenenl 01 Indian AUm, 
Januvy 2, 1880. Canada, Annual R e p 1  of !be Deparrment of !be interiorfor lbs Y w  E d d 3 P f i n e  
1879 (Ottawa, 18801, 99 (IIX Docurnen&, p. 58). 

to3 Edgar Dewdney, indian Commissioner, Nod-West Territorie* lo Superintendent General of hdian AUzi8un. 
Janualy 2. 1880, Canada. Annual Report of lbs Deplrhnsnl offbe ln lm'wjbr  Ibe Y w  6n&d3ffhJune 
1879 (Othna, 1880). 97 (IIX Documents, p. 56). 

lo4 Edgar Dewdney, Indian Commissioner, Nod-West Terrimrier, b Superintendent General ot lndim ABain, 
Janualy 2. 1880, Canada, Annual Reporl of fbe lkparlmenl of tbe lnleriorfor !be Y e m  6nded3ff8 June 
1879 (Ottawa, 1880). % (ICC Documents. p. 55). 
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This information appeared in chart form in the 1879 Annul  Report of the 
Departmat of the Interior, but Dewdney qualified it with a note stating: "It 
may be found by and bye that it will be desirable to alter the location of some 
of these."lo5 

The location of Little Child's reserve was most in question at that time. 
Little Child had indicated to Dewdney in the spring of 1879 that he had 
wanted his reserve about 20 miles east of Fort Walsh (near the future town of 
Maple Creek), "but on visiting it and finding timber was very scarce, he [Lit- 
tle Child] thought he would prefer it up Battle River, the creek upon which 
Fort Walsh is built."lffi Dewdney agreed, providing "the country was capable 
of raising crops."t07 Being unable to visit h s  locality in October 1879, Dewd- 
ney sent Setter to see it, but Setter "did not appear to think favorably of the 
location, so [Dewdney] instructed him to make but very slight improvements, 
as [Dewdney] expected different arrangements would be necessary in the 
spring [of 1880]."L08 The location Setter saw likely was the spot Little Child 
had chosen on Battle River, for, in November 1879, Dewdney inspected Little 
Child's reserve, "to which I had appointed Mr. Setter, and found it was totally 
unfit for a farming agency or an Indian reservati~n."~W Dewdney therefore 
redirected Setter "to the valley near the police station ... east of the Cypress 
His"  and ordered Little Child to inspect that location (near the future town 
of Maple Creek) and "inform Mr. Setter if he was satisfied with it."lLo What 
Little Child's feelings about this location were in 1879 is not known, but by 
1881 he was not content there. 

Dewdney had originally intended to assign English to Fort Macleod, but 
circumstances led to his reassignment to work with the Assiniboine Band. 
The farming instructor's two-month trip west from Winnipeg via the Missouri 

105 Edgar Dewdnqi, Indian Commissioner, North-West Territories, to Superintendent General of Indm hnain, 
January 2, 1880, Canada, Annual Repofi of /be aeporhenr oftbe hteiiorfor /be Yenr Ended 3PJune 
1879 (Otlawa, 1880). 94 (ICC Documents, p. 58). 

106 Edpr Dewdney, lndivl Commissioner, Nonh-West Territories, to SuperintendeM General of India AEain, 
lanuw 2. 1880, Canada. Annul Reml of /be Department of tbe Interior for tbe Year Ended 3ffLJune 
1879 ioti&. 1880), 95 (ICK ~ o c u i e n u . ~ p .  54). 

107 Edgar Dewdney, Indm Commissioner, North-West Terrilaries, lo Superirdendent General of India Anain. 
lanuam 2 1R80 Clolda. A n n d  Remrt of tbe I)ebortmenl o f  /be Interior for tbe Year Ended Z b  luns ,.~-~~~, -, ~~~ , -~~~ .., ~~ ~~~ ~~~ 
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1879 (Ottawa, 1880), 95 (ICC Documents, p. 54). 

109 Edgv Dewdney, Indian Commissioner, Nanh-West Territories, to Superintendent General of I n d h  AE%ia. 
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Riveru1 had brought him to Fort Walsh late in October 1879, when there was 
already snow on the ground. 

On January 2, 1880, Dewdney recommended that a Fort Walsh Agency be 
established with an additional Treaty 4 agent."= There was only one agent, 
Agent Alan McDonald, at Swan River, with sole responsibility for the entire 
Treaty 4 area, but his location was in the easternmost part. It was not until 
September 13, 1880, that Edwin AUen became the first Indian agent based at 
Fort Wal~h.''~ 

In a lengthy letter to the editor of the Omemee Herd,  his home newspa- 
per, English explained what happened on his arrival: 

We remained in our tents for three days waiting the arrival of the Commissioner to 
send us to our different reservations. My appointment was for Fort McLeod [sic], 180 
miles further west, but the Commissioner thought as I had my tvnily along, and as the 
season was late, 1 had better remain here and rake the Assiniboine ReSe~ation, which 
is situated at the head of Cypress Mountain, a distance of 18 miles from the Fort ... I 
went up to the reservation in a few days and on it found quite a number of houses 
unoccupied, so I took possession of one for the present and here made the acquain- 
m c e  of eight young En&h gentlemen, just out from the Old Country, who had come 
West to start Earming and stock-raising. They also took possession of one of the 
houses and remained all winter, so between h e  Fort and fm I spent the winter, my 
man remaining on the reservation all the time, in case any Indians should come 
hungry to feed them; but we had not any until about h e  end of April, when they 
commence to anive.'I4 

Consequently, English's appointment as the farm instructor at the site 
selected by the Assiniboine Band in the fall of 1879 preceded by about a year 
Allen's arrival as the Indian agent at the fort.Ili In spite of snow remaining on 
the ground until May 1, 1880, being incapacitated for weeks when his knee 
was kicked by an ox, and having to replace his assistant, English was not 
discouraged: 

111 Gwen Pollock and Elsie Hammond Thomas. Our Pioneers (Prime: South Western Saskatchewdn Oldwen' 
Association, 1%4), 38-39. 

112 Edgar Dewdney, Indian Commissioner, to Superintendent General of Indian &a, January 2,  1880, Canada, 
Annual Report of t k  Lkprtmsnl o f l k  interior far f k  Yem Ended3ffoJune 1879 (Onam 1880), 101 
ilrc nor~~mena  n 64) 
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The assistant Commissioner [Likely E.T. Gall] paid me a visit a short time ago and 
was well pleased with the result of my labour. To use his own words in a letter he 
sent me from the Fort shortly after his visit, he says: "I may say that my visit to the 
Reservation last week was a very satisfactory one lo me, and proved M me that you 
are taking a lively interest in the welfare of the Indians, and which I am quite sure, in 
a short time will show good re~ults.""~ 

The specifies were: 

Have thiny acres under cmp, broken this Spring with one team, out of sod. The 
crop consists of six acres of wheat, eight of potatoes, seven of oats, and seven of 
barley, with two acres of turnips and carrots and about hvo of garden vegetables, 
which look weU for this high climate, we have lots of vety cold weather, being over 
4200 feet above the level of the sea 

I have at present about eight hundred Indians on the Resetvation, to whom I issue 
rations every morning, namely half a pound of flour and half a pound of beef for each 
member of the family. The beef cattle ate driven up from the Government herd at the 
Fort, and killed on the resemtion. 

I have forty Indians at work, for which they receive extra rations. They work weU 
and I have vety little trouble with them. They are very ldnd to me and often make me 
presents, but at the same time, as is natural with Indians, expect double the value in 
return. 

1 intend to have a jollification for them as soon as I get my new house, which I 
think will be about the 12 inst. I have invited some of my Ciends up from the Fort and 
have purchased some articles for prizes, as I intend to have races, shooting, sack 
races, squaw races and a lot of other amusements, and also give them a big feed, as I 
promised it to them when I got in my new house. 

I expect about 1500 Indians on the 25" inst, as that is about h e  time the payments 
are being made, and all Indians this year have to be paid on the Resenalions."' 

According to Our Pioneers, English did not move out of the Cypress Hills and 
to his first home near Maple Creek until 1883.118 

Dewdney's January 2, 1880, report to Prime Minister Macdonald (who 
was still Superintendent General of Indian Affairs) seemed to seek confirma- 

116 Gwen PoUock and E.kk Hammoad Thomas, hrr  P w m  (Prime: Soulh Wetern Saskatchchwan Oldmers' 
Assacialiou. 19941, 38-40. 
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tion of the government's objectives in sending farm instructors to newly 
established reserves in the North-West: 

The idea of raking a few Indians from each resewation and teaching them as you 
would pupils on a model farm would not be a success. 

1 presume the wish of the Government is to obtain as great a return of foal for the 
distressed Indians at as cheap a rate as possible, and while raising that on the reser- 
vation themselves, give the Indians an opportunity of leaming how to make their own 
living out of the ground."9 

Dewdney defended teaching Indians to farm as a way to avoid starvation, 
Indian wars, and crippling expenses for the government.120 Moreover, he 
rejected the idea that Indian farms would unfairly interfere with agricultural 
production by settlers, reasoning that large numbers of settlers had not 
arrived yet: 

[TI he present policy of raising food ourselves in the interior, and at the same time 
that we are doing this, teaching our Indians how to make their own living, is the right 
one; the argument that growing with our own labour produce that could be raised by 
the settler is unfair to him, falls to the ground at the present time when should settlers 
not come in so rapidly as to supply the inevitable demand, a general uprising of 
Indians might foUow; and it is surely desirable that when immigration sets in our 
hdians should he in as independent a position as possible. I am in hopes that in 
many sections of the North-West our Indians will be able to seU the settlers the seed 
they must have when Erst starting."' 

Evidently Dewdney did not agree with the government's reserve-based 
approach. In his January 1880 report, he presented arguments in favour of 
establishing "farming agencies" separate from reserves: 

In considering in what way the farmers would be of most use in carrying out the 
wishes of the Government, I thought it desirable that they should be located off the 
Indian resewations ... and where a group of reservations had been settled on within a 

119 Edgar Dewdney, Indian Commissioner, No&-Wen Territories, la Superintendent Genenl of India AJaln. 
January 2, 1880, Canada. Annul  R e p r i  of lbe Oeparhenl of tbe Interior far I k  Yem Bnded3ffbJune 
1879 (Ottsw, 1880). 100 (ICC Documents, p. 59). 

120 Edgar Dewdney, Indian Cmmhioner.  Nonh-Wea Territories, to Superintendent General of indim AJw, 
January 2, 1880, Canada. Annual R e p r i  of l k  OeparImnl of Ibe lnIenenor/w Ibe Yem Ended3ffbJune 
1879 (Ottaw 1880), 100 (ICC Documents, p. 59). 

121 Edgar Dewdney, Indim Commissioner, Nonh-Wesl Territories, to Superintendent General of Indian Hairs. 
January 2. 1880, Canada, Annual Re@ri of Ibe Dspamnenl of lbe Interior for tbe Yem Ended3ffbJwne 
1879 (Ottawa. IW), 100 (IU: Documen&, p. 59). 
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small radius a central position should be selected so that they could have the supervi- 
sion of more than one 

As Dewdney conceived of them, "farming agencies" offered a threefold 
advantage. First, they would prevent Indians from regarding any crops or 
improvements produced or carried out on their reserve land in "the first 
season or so" largely by "our own labourv as their own. Second, they would 
allow farm instructors more independence. Finally, any surplus produce 
could be sent to "our central depot for future issue to distressed Indians."123 

At Qu'AppeNe, Indian Affairs' Inspector Thomas Page Wadsworth had 
already, where possible, located farmers off the reserves in accordance with 
Dewdney's reasoning in favour of farming agencies.lz4 Dewdney was seeking 
Sir John A. Macdonald's approval of this approach which, if given, would 
have run contrary to English's activities on the Assiniboine Reserve. 

Survey of the Reserve, 1880 
As we have seen, in the fall of 1879, surveyor A.P. Patrick received instruc- 
tions from Commissioner Dewdney "to define the limits of the Assiniboine 
and Little Child's Reserves, among This Patrick did in the spring of 
1880 because severe weather prevented him from carrying out Dewdney's 
instructions before then. In the meantime, on January 20, 1880, Dewdney 
advised the Surveyor General, Lindsay Russek 

Mr. Patrick is now at Fort Walsh, and when able to work will complete a reserve for 
the Assiniboine and one for the Crees after which it will be necessary for him to 
proceed to Carleton.'* 

On October 1, 1879, approximately six weeks before Dewdney directed 
Patrick to define the Assiniboine Reserve, the Depuly Superintendent General 

122 Edgar Dewdney, I n d h  Commissioner, Nonh-West Territories, to Superintendent General of Indian Maim, 
January 2, 1880. Cmda, Annual Reporl of !be Department of t& Interior for !be Year Ended33BdJune 
1879 (01- 1880). 100 (ICC Documents, p. 59). 

I23 Edgar Dewdney, I n d h  Cammlssianer, North-West Temtones, to Superintendent General of Indian Maim, 
muaq 2, 1880, C a a d s ,  Annul Rapor1 of lbs Deprlmml gllbe lnten'wjbr /be Year Endad Pb/m 
1879 (Ouawa, 1880), LO1 (ICC Documen& p. 60). 

124 Edgar Doudney, l n d h  Cammissioner, Nod-West Territories, to Superintendent General of Indian A&im, 
Januvv 2. 1880. C d a .  Annual ReDotZ oflbe &bortmenI o f t k  Interior for lbe Yeor Ended36Iune ~. 
1879 ( o m ,  1880). 101 (ICC Docmen&, p. 60): 

125 [A.P. Patrick] to Edgar Dwdny, lndian Commissioner, Nod-Wes! Temtories. December 16, 1880, NA. RG 
LO. vol. 3710. Me 26219 (ICC Daeumene. o. 71). . e . 

126 ~&dne~ to Sutveyor C;n& Januvy 20, 1880, M. RC 10, vol. 3713. fde 20694, cited in J a p e  Benson. 
"Report on the hsinibaine Waim to the Cpress H i  Reserve," November 27, 1998 (ICC Exhibit 11, pt 11, p. 
26). 
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of Indian Affairs had occasion to advise Sir John A. Macdonald on the general 
process whereby reserves had been defined. Vankoughnet stated: 

The rule followed by the Deparlment has been when the Agent repom a Band to be 
desirous of having their Reserve set apart for them, which implies that they are pre- 
pared to settle down upon the Reseme, and cultivate same, the application of the 
Agent is referred to the Sumeyor General for action.'27 

Alan McDonald was the Swan River-based Indian agent for Treaty 4, but 
there is no reference to him in documentation outlining the selecting and 
surveying of the Assiniboine Reserve in the Cypress W s .  His November 2, 
1879, report to the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs did not discuss 
any departmental initiatives in the Cypress Hills.128 

In 1879 the Indian Branch was still part of the Department of the Interior, 
as it had been from 1873. On May 7, 1880, it became an independent 
department, and a Survey Branch was eventually established within the new 
Department of Indian Affairs.129 According to the report prepared by Jim 
Gallo for Canada in this inquiry, the establishment of the Survey Branch "was 
still in progress in the spring of 1881."130 Throughout 1880 and 1881, there 
was some confusion about whether the Deputy Superintendent General 
should be asking the Deputy Minister of the Interior to instruct surveyors, or 
whether Commissioner Dewdney was to direct the surveyor at his 
Using excerpts from correspondence pertaining to the St Peter's Reserve in 
Manitoba, Gallo asserts that, by 1883, or "once the Survey Branch had been 
established," Commissioner Dewdney had to seek the Deputy Superintendent 
General's approval of ~urveys.l3~ The Surveyor General was unable to correct 
surveys of Indian reserves, and that created tension between the Department 

127 Vankoughnet to Sir John A. Macdanald. October 1. 1879, NA, RG 10, vol. 3700, Pie 17207, cited in J'm Gdo, 
"Research Rewn on Carn. the Kettle C l d  to a Reserve in the Cwress IWls." revised November 1998 (ICC .. 
exhibit 1OA &d LOB, vol.'l, doc. 11). 

I28 A. Macdanlld [sic), lndian Agent, Trnly No. 4, to Superintendent General of Indian &in, November 2. 1879, 
Canada, Annual Report of lbe Deparhent of rbe lnlerior for ibe Year Ended3i7'June 1879 (Ottawa, 1880). 
108-9. in Tim Wla.  "Research Reoon on Cam, the Kede r1d lo a Reserve in the Cwres Bills." lanuarv 

~ . . ~~~, . ~~~~ ~ . >  . 
1998 (ICC ~ i b i t ~ i ~  a n d i i ~ ,  L;lnullRepom, Acts, ~ e s s i a n ~  Papen, val. I, doc, ij. 

129 The Department of lndlao &in was established under the provisions of SC 1880. 43 Vict.. c. 28. 
13oJ'i Gallo, "Research Repon on Carry the Kettle Claim lo a Resem in the Cypress IWls." t e a e d  November 

IWR flrX Fxhihit IOR n 21) .,,. ~... ..., ..,. 
151 lim Gdo. '"Research Reoon on Carn. the Kettle Claim to a Reserve in the C w m s  Hills." re-ised November ,. 

'1998 (ICC Exhibit 108. 011: 21-22). ' 
132 ~ e w d n b  to vankougime('May 21, 1883, NA, RG 10, wl. 3713, Mile 20815, and kls tant  Depuly Superintendent 

General Sindair to Dewhey, June 1, 1883, cited in Jim Gallo, "Research Repon on Cany the Kettle C I d  lo a 
Resew in the C p e s s  WkWls." revised November I998 (ICC Exhibit LOB, p. 22). 
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of the Interior and the Department of Indian Mairs.l33 This arrangement pre- 
vailed until 1893, when control over Indian reserve surveys was returned to 
the Surveyor General.134 

Just days before the Department of Indian Mairs was officially established 
in May 1880, and about the time surveyor Patrick was carrying out Dewd- 
ney's instructions, Dewdney felt it necessary to seek ministerial clarification 
of his general authority from Macdonald, who, in addition to being Prime 
Minister, held the portfolio for the Departments of the Interior and Indian 
Affairs: 

You h o w  my instructions are of a very general nature, and it is very dilEcult to 
&tennine what authority I possess - you may possibly deem it advisable to make 
them more deGnite - I am aware it is Wcult to give detailed instructions to govern 
the dutia thaI I have undertaken scattered as they are over so large a Tenitoty with 
questions arising which must often be settled on the spot ...'3' 

Whether more definite instructions were given can only be inferred from 
some of the documentation under consideration. With respect to the survey 
of a reserve for the Assiniboine in the vicinity of Fort Walsh, there is no clear 
evidence that either Macdonald or the Surveyor General directly objected to it 
at the time. 

In the spring of 1880, "acting in accordance with a telegraphic despatch 
from [Dewdney] and instructions conveyed to [Patrick] by [Assistant Indian 
Commissioner] Mr. Galt," Patrick proceeded with the survey of the 
Asslniboine Resetve.[J6 The area he marked off during the summer of 1880, 
in consultation with the Assiniboine Chiefs, encompassed approximately 340 
-square miles, including the model farm at the western end of the Cypress 
Hills and, to the north at a lower elevation, prairie and a lake.L37 

As the end of the year approached, Patrick reported on the seven reserves 
he had completed, the first being "Assiniboine, north of Cypress Ws ,"  and 

133 J a p e  Benson, "Repon on ihe Axhiboine Claim to the Cpress Kills Reserve." November 27. 1998 (ICC WUbil 
11, pt 11. pp. 32-33). 

I34 Jim Gallo, "Research fkpon on Cany the Ketde C l i m  lo a Reserve in the Cyprw Hills." revised Nowmber 
1998 (ICC Wtbit LOB, p. 22). 

135 Dewdnq to Sir John A. Macdonald, May 2. 1880, NA, RG 10, mi. 3686, Me 133M, cited in Jim Gallo, 
"Rerearch Repon on Carry the Kettle Clam lo a Reserve in the Cypress Hi: revised Nowmber 1498 (ICC 
Exhibit 108. p. 20). 

1% [A.P. Patrick1 to E ar Dewdney, Indian Commissioner, Nonh-Wea hmtorips, December 16, 1880, NA, RC 
10, mi. 3730, fde 2 2 219 (ICC Documenu, p. 71). Calt was apqainted Assistant Indian Commissioner by Order 
in Cound 845, June 12, 1879. 

137 [AP. Purick] lo Edgv Dewdney, I n d i a  Commissioner. Noah-West Territories, December 16, 1880, NA, RG 
10, voi. 3730, Me 26219 (ICC Documens. pp. 70-75). 
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the others being four in the File Hills and two at Crooked Lake.lS With 
regard to the Assiniboine reserve he wrote: 

I have to report that this Reservation comprises an area of about three hundred 
and forty square miles. It extends along the North slope of the Cypress Hills the 
direction of which is East and West, a distance of Eleven miles having a depth of two 
miles on the summit platform and stretching away for thirty one miles out on the 
Prairie land below the ridge. The Indian Farm is on the highest point d the range, 
4000 feet above sea level and about two miles from the brow of the Hills. On my 
arrival I met the Chiefs of the Band, who urged upon me heir desire that the lines 
should be so run as to include the whole of the Timbered land. 

Mer much persuasion they consented that the course of the lines should be run 
as I proposed, North and South and East and West; My object in view being that the 
h e s  should, in their direction, accord with the general system adopted in government 
sumeys; and further by this partition, a fair division of the Timbered Iands would be 
made. 1 carried out my sumey accordingly and on my leaving them the Chiefs 
expressed themselves weU satisfied with the result 

The inilial point is situated about one mile to the south of the Government fann at 
the head of the Mountain, and twenty-one miles West of Fort Walsh. The land in this 
vicinity is well timbered, and the Indians appear to be thoroughly aware of the value 
of the timber - which consists of Douglas Pie,  a specia of first class pitch pine, 
averaging in size from 12 to 14 inches in diameter and having a height from 40 to 50 
feet clear of branches. The soil, a heavy black loam, is of itself well adapted for 
hrming purposes. As a consequence of the excessive altitude - severe summer frosts 
exercise a detrimental intluence upon farming operations. 

For my initial point 1 ran North a distance of thirty-one miles. 
For the first three miles, my h e  runs through a weU timbered section of the Hills. 

In the course of the next five miles, which comprise an area of gently undulating hills, 
it crosses a lake of about two miles and a half in extent, known as Fish lake, adjacent 
to which a large number of Indians had been located for the winter, living upon the 
fish which are there abundant, principally Pike. The pasturage in this distance is very 
Iwruriant, and the soil rich. From this p in t  I descended to the Plain proper and for 
the remaining twenty-three miles the soil was barren and utterly useless for agricui- 
ural purposes. 

I then returned to the initial point and ran East upon a chord of eleven miles. 
For this distance the soil is good and similar to Uvdt before described at the Head 

of the Mountain. To the North of this line there are a number of "cwlees" slightly 
timbered. These "coulees" form the heads of Creeks, these run North and join a water 
system which ultimately empties into the South Saskatchewan at the South East comer 
of this Reserve, there are two "coulees". Extending first Lo the East, where my East 
line crosses them, about a mile before their junction; and then trending to the Sou@ 
from these "coulees" the Battle River rises; running south it passes Fort Walsh, and 

138 [A.P. Mrickl lo Edgar Dewdney, Indian commissioner, Nanh-West Territories, Deeember 16, 1880, NA, RC 
10, vol. 3730, Me 26219 (ICC Documenls, pp. 70-71). 



then into the Milk River, a tribuiaq of the Missouri. From the South East comer of the 
Reserve the line runs North to the Iake of "Many Islands" a distance of lhniy-hvo 
miles. 

For the k t  Eve miles the Pashuage and soil are good the "coulees" are sparsely 
timbered. On the rest of the distance to the Iake the soil is poor and alkaline. In 
order to meet the earnest wish of the lndian.s within justifiable limits (the soil being 
worthless) I slightly extended the line to the shores of the Iake valuable to them on 
account of the water fowl which are there plentiful. 

1 then proceeded to the North West angle of lhe Resetve previously located by me 
and commenced to tun a line representing the northern boundary. From this paint I 
tan the line due east for a distance of three miles; thence north to the "Iake of Many 
Islands" making this Iake a part of the notthem limit of the Resetve. Here the soil is 
barren and alkaline, I devoted much attention to gaining a topographical howledge 
of the interior of this Reseme, the result of which will appear on my Plan.'j9 

No plan has been located but, from the foregoing description, one can easily 
tell that, within the boundaries of this area, the landscape ranged from lush 
hills to a treeless prairie to lake Land. 

The area included timber, fish, fowl, rich pasture, and rich soil as weU as 
barren plains, alkaline soil, and sparsely timbered coulees. The Chiefs, 
though not named, gave Patrick specific directions based on their long-term 
interests. In his report for this inquiry, Jayme Benson calculated that a 
reserve of 340 square miles "would have been sufficient for about 1750 peo- 
ple, which would have made sense given that Engl~sh had stated that 1500 
people were expected."14o 

How much Dewdney or Galt communicated with Patrick at Fort Walsh 
during 1880 is not clear.'41 Both visiting and communicating were difficult in 
1880, as people and mail alike had to make their way to Fort Walsh through 
Montana. No post offices existed from the western boundary of Manitoba to 
the Rocky Mountains.142 United States postage was used, and the mail was 
delivered by contract with the North-West Mounted Police on a fortnightly 
basis.I43 

By June 1881, when Patrick's plans, mailed from Montana, were received 
in Ottawa by Deputy Superintendent General Vankoughnet, Patrick was no 

-- - - 
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longer employed by the department.144 Nevertheless, Vankoughnet forwarded 
the plans to Dewdney for approval: 

1 have now to idom you that on the 15h and 17h inst. respectively three plans of (1) 
tittle Black Bear, Star Blanket, Okanee and Pe-pe-kis-sis Reserves at Fie W s  ( 2 )  
Osoup's Reserve on the Qu'AppeUe River and (3) the Assiniboine Reserve, Treaty 4, 
were received at this Department without any covering letter. They were apparently 
mailed at Fort Assiniboine, Montana Territoty U.S. about the 8h instant. 

1 now send these documents to you inasmuch as they require to be examined and 
cef ied by Mr. Dewdney before they can be accepted by the Department as 
correct "5 

Dewdney received Patrick's plans on July 4, 1881.146 It is not known what 
became of them. Only two of the seven reserves described in Patrick's 
December 16, 1880, report were finally approved and confirmed, these being 
the Okanese and Starblanket reserves.14' 

Recognition of the existence of the Assiniboine "reserve" appears to have 
been given by the NWMP, at any rate. In late 1880, Lieutenant-Colonel I ~ n e ,  
who bad succeeded Macleod as lieutenant-in-charge at Fort Wal~h,~" 
reported that annuity payments had been made by Agent McDonald that fall 
to "the Assiniboine Indians at the Indian reservation at the head of the 
Cypress Hills."149 Also in late 1880, Inspector Crozier, NWMP, noted "a con- 
siderable number of fish ... caught by the Indians in the lake at the head of 
the mountain, where the Assiniboine Resewation now is."L50 There is also 
evidence that medical help was sent to the area in the fall of 1880.151 Pat- 

144 Dewdney to Vankoughneg February 5, 1881, NA, RG 10, vol. 3733. 61e 26733, in Jim Gdo,  "Research Repon 
on Carry the Kettle Claim to a Reserve in the Cypress Hills," revised November 1998 (ICC Exhibit LOB, p. 25). 
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rick's report describing his survey of the Assiniboine Reserve in the Cypress 
H i s  was published in the department's Annual Report for 1880.152 Elsewhere 
in that Annual Report, a year-end chart entitled "Farming Agencies and 
Indian Reservations" shows John J. English as the instructor for the 
"Saulteaux" and "Assiniboine" at a location named simply "Cypress H i i ~ . " ~ ~ 3  
No Indians are shown "on Reserve."15' Although be was primary Indian agent 
for T r a y  4, Alan McDonald made almost no remarks about the Cypress Hills 
or the Assiniboine in the department's annual reports for 1880 or 1881. 

DEWDNEY'S RELOCATION PROPOSAL, NOVEMBER 1880 

Barely a year after English had been assigned to the farm on the Assiniboine 
reserve and only a month after Fdwin Men had been appointed Indian agent 
at Fort Walsh, Dewdney recomrhended relocating the Assiniboine out of the 
Cypress HiUs.Ii5 This recommendation was made in November 1880, a month 
before Patrick gave his year-end report to Dewdney on the survey of the 
Assiniboine reserve. 

In the summer of 1880, John Macoun, a professor of botany and geology, 
had explored the Cypress Hills and had somehow compared English's farm at 
the Head of the Mountain with that of Setter at Maple Creek Although 
Macoun found the soil at the Head of the Mountain "far superior" to that at 
Maple Creek, he pronounced that farming in the Cypress Hills would "always 
be a failure" owing to the ~1irnate.l~~ This sentiment was echoed in Agent 
Edwin Men's first report to Macdonald on September 30, 1880: 

I next visited the Assinibome Reservation at the Head of Cypress Mountain. The 
reserve is situated in an excellent locality. for wood and water, but the climate is such 
that it is useless to think of conlinuing agriculture in that localiry owing to h e  early 
frm and snow storms which are so prevalent ... It is very much regretted the crops 

152 A h  Poinu Palrick to [Indim Cammissioner], December 16, 1880, Canada. Annual Repor? oftbe &pod- 
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were not a success as the Assinniboines took every interest in h e  advancement of 
their agricultural pursuits, and displayed great willingness to do any work they were 
called upon to perform. 1 trust they will meet with better success next year, as their 
conduct during the past season has been most commendable and really merits beaer 
success than has attended to them this year. Although their crops were a failure they 
appear in no way discouraged, on the contraty, they speak of looking for a better 
location for their reserve next year.'>' 

Allen had become the additional Indian agent in the Treaty 4 area on Septem- 
ber 13, 1880.158 In the position barely a year, he managed the western part 
of the Treaty 4 territory from Fort Walsh, where he had the company of T.P. 
Wadsworth, Inspector of Indian Farms and Agencies and one of the NWMP 
per~onnel.~~9 

Wadsworth had been appointed in July 1879. Being a "close associate of 
Vankoughnet," he often communicated directly with Indian Allairs headquar- 
ters in According to Wadsworth, he had been sent to Fort Walsh in 
1881 "with instructions - first to ascertain what facilities that section of the 
country offered for the settlement of Indians, and next to induce them to go 
North and settle upon Reserves there."161 

At least in a limited way, Dewdney anticipated the material considerations 
of vacating the Assiniboine Reserve. His concern was that nothing of value be 
left behind: 

It is of utmost importance that we should know as early as possible whelher the 
change is to be made, as I have instructed Mr. Agent McDonald to look for a reserve 
to get some ground broken in the spring --- a year. Ill the event of this arrangement 
being carried out, the reserve at the head of the Cypress Mountains will have to be 
abandoned, and everydung that can be made use of must be transferred to the new 
reserve.la 
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Dewdney gave this instruction to Inspector Wadsworth on February 21, 1881; 
he still had not received Patrick's plan of survey. There is no evidence that 
compensating the Assiniboine Band for improvements at the Assiniboine 
Reserve or for the loss of this land surveyed for them was being contem- 
plated, nor was any discussion of surrender documented. 

Dewdney suggested to Macdonald on November 13, 1880, that costs asso- 
ciated with anticipated crop failures at the "AssinibOiIIe Reserve" were a rea- 
son to move the Assiniboine to the lower elevation of Maple Creek: 

I have the honor to inform you that the result of the Farm on the hsiniboine 
Reserve in the neighbourhood of Fort Walsh has not been as satisfactoly as we had 
hoped. 

The grain was all h z e n  and had to be cut for hay, the Potatoes were all infused by 
the frost but the yield was considerable, fearing however that they had not ripened 
sufficiently to keep over the winter, 1 directed they should be fed, thus saving our 
nour. 

1 am not at all sure whether in most seasons both Potatoes and Barley could not 
be raised there, but as a failure of a crop on a Reserve whete so many Indians would 
eventually reside and depend on for food would be a very serious matter, 1 thought it 
better to advise a change of location for the Assiniboine Indians. 

I have induced the Ctees who were senling on Maple Creek (Mr. Setter's Agency) 
to go north to their own Country where Reserves have been allotted some time ago 
and where portions of those bands are now settled and I think it will be advisable to 
transfer the Assiniboine to that locality. They are very good Indians and willing to do 
as we advise - they have worked weU this summer, and Mr. English told me that at no 
times did he call on them for assistance without getting all the hands he required. 

Mr. Sener was more successful than any of our Fanners, his crops not having 
suEered from frost, a sample of his wheat I have which is Erst class and he ripened 
cucumbers and other vegetables which convinces me that the location would be a 
gwd one for the Assiniboine. 

I may state tha* I instructed Mr. Setter to return with the Indians that promised to 
go North. I expect they are already in the Qu'AppeUe Di~trict.'~3 

Dewdney had coddence in the Assiniboine's potential to be good farmers. 
He was also very aware of their hunting activities and their attachment to the 
Cypress Hills. At the end of 1880, he wrote: 

The country south is entirely destitute of game ... consequently our Blacldeet and 
Assiniboine will be utterly without ... resources. I am in hopes to be able to induce 

163 Edgar Dewdnq, Commissioner 01 indim AK&rs, No&-West Territories, to Superintendent General of Indian 
h8airs, November 19, 1880, NA, RC lo, vol. 3726, file 24800 (ICC Documenls, pp. 83-85) 
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those Crees who, up to this time, have been attempting to make their living by the 
b&o to go north; but it cannot be expected that either the Blacldeet or the 
Assiniboine can be induced to leave their own country. These, hitherto supposed to 
be averse to agriculture, have all shown such a disposition to work, that I believe in a 
few years they will be independent of the Government, if properly assisted and 
instructed in agriculture.'" 

The department's farm at Maple Creek, first associated with Setter and then 
with English, in 1881-82 became part of the story of the Assiniboine Band's 
removal from the Cypress Hills. The present town of Maple Creek, Saskatche- 
wan, did not take shape until after the railroad reached the area in 1882. 

Dewdney knew some Blackfoot and AssiNboine were attempting to pursue 
buffalo and small game south of the border. Doing so was dangerous owing 
to border patrols, hostile tribes, horse stealing, and whiskey traders.165 
Canada wanted to avoid any untoward incidents with the Americans; moreo- 
ver, any violence on the frontier was contrary to Canada's plan for the open- 
ing the North-West to agricultural settlers. 

On the border crossing situation, Macdonald wrote in his 1882 annual 
report as Minister of the Interior that "[alpart from considerations of an 
economical nature, the presence of these Indians in the vicinity of Fort Walsh 
is objectionable from an international point of view." Consequently, a pass 
system was proposed to curtail the movement of Indians across the b0rder.l" 

Three weeks before Dewdney wrote to Macdonald proposing a relocation 
of the Assiniboine Band, the Macdonald government signed, on October 21, 
1880, the controversial and costly contract for constructing the Canadian 
Pacific Railway.16' Regardless of whether farming or ranching would have 
provided a feasible livelihood for the AssiNboine Band in the Cypress Hills, 
larger political and economic factors were at work. 

164 Edgar Dewdney, Commissioner of Indian AKain. Noh-West Territories, lo Superintendent General of Indian 
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During the winter of 1880-81, Assiniboine at the Cypress Hik had to eat 
their horses to survive.'68 Indians in the vicinity of Fort Walsh were generally 
unable to subsist by hunting, farming, or selling their labour. On May 4, 
1881, Agent Allen reported large numbers of destitute Indians arriving at the 
fort from the direction of the Missouri. He feared they would become unman- 
ageable unless they could be "divided into small parties." Furthermore, Indi- 
ans from Battleford were bound for Fort Walsh, as well as those Indians 
starving at Q~'Appelle.'~~ 

Assistant Commissioner Galt's response to this news was to advise Allen 
"to endeavour to persuade" any Indians looking for relief to go to their 
respective reservations and "to inform them that the government will only 
alTord them assistance while they are working on their Reserves." If neces- 
sary to get them on their way, AUen was authorized to send provisions with 
them for part of the way.170 

Given the concerns of NWMP officials regarding the crisis, Galt immedi- 
ately wrote to Macdonald.17' Galt anticipated that the destitute Indians inun- 
dating Fort Walsh would wish to remain to "take up their Reserves in that 
neighborhood," a situation he opposed because the land in the "neighbor- 
hood  was "poor and generally unsuited for farming purposes." In his view, 
"it would just be wasting money to go to the expense of having Reserves 
surveyed for them, as in the end they must locate elsewhere."t72 

Galt wrote to the Superintendent General again on May 24, 1881, about 
the need "to prevent a large gathering of Indians at Fort Walsh." He won- 
dered if he would be directed to "cut down the rations" if the Indians refused 
to go to their reserves.173 He advocated supplying bacon over beef as a way 
"to arrive at the cheapest method of feeding Indians."174 Undermining Indi- 
ans' ability to earn wages was another strategy Galt thought would help to 
force Indians to their reserves: 

165 Dan Kennedy, Recdlections of on Assiniboine Chief (Toranlo: McCleUand and S t e m .  1972). 66, cited in 
Jim Gallo, "Research Report an Carey the Ketlle Claim to a Reserve in the Cypress Hills," revised November 
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Although the government sought to avoid paying annuities at Fort Walsh in 
1881, to prevent confusion and losses that might result from paying individu- 
als in more than one location, the Indians who had congregated there 
"refused to comply with the wishes of the Department" that they "return to 
their respective districts" and be paid "within the agencies to which they 
belonged."178 The officers of the department abandoned their stance on pay- 
ing only at reserves when enough buffalo appeared in the Fort Walsh area to 
provide "a pretext" for informing the Indians that "they would be paid on 
this occasion at Fort Walsh, in order that they might follow the buffalo at 
once without incurring the loss of time which their proceeding to their 
reserves for their annuities would involve."179 This "fortuitous circumstance" 
enabled the government to avoid "a complication which might have resulted 
seriously, owing to the small number of mounted policemen at Fort 
Walsh."lso Later in 1881, Colonel Imine succeeded in convincing the govern- 
ment of the need to increase the strength of the NWMP from 300 to 500 men 
distributed over 13 posts in the No~th-West.~~~ 

Maple Creek, Little Child, and the Assiniboine Band, 1881 
When farm instructor Setter was transferred from Maple Creek (east of the 
Cypress Hills) to the Crooked Lake Agency in 1880, English replaced him at 
Maple Creek.Ig2 From this information, Jim Gallo concludes that the Head of 
the Mountain farm was closed at that time.183 No other information, however, 
has been found to confirm this assumption. 

Included in the 1881 Ann& Report is a letter from Agent Allen or 
Inspector Wadsworth to Dewdney about a May 1881 visit to Maple Creek 
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Farm.Ig4 There, Little Child had "asked [the author] to give him a deed of the 
reserve, saying he was alarmed that it would be taken from him and handed 
over to some other Indians."ln5 The author responded that he could not give 
him the deed, but said the land would not be handed over to anyone else 
provided Little Child "worked the place p~oper ly . "~~  Little Child's response 
was to try to return his flag and medal with the statement: "[H]e had made 
his living before we came in the country and could do so again."18' The 
writer of this May 14, 1881, letter reports that he told Little Child to give the 
flag and medal to English if he wanted and that he [the writer] "would see 
about appointing a new chief, and one who would make his men 
The table in the report headed "Number of Indians in the North-West Territo- 
ries and their whereabouts on the 318 December, 1881" has columns for 
"Name of Band," "Location of Reserve," "Tribe," "No. on Reserve," "No. 
being absent," "Total No. of Indians," and "Whereabouts of Absentees." On 
this table, all 297 of Little Child's Band are shown to be absent and hunting 
in the Fort Walsh District. The columns for "Location of Reserve" and 
"Tribe" opposite Little Child's name are empty.I89 AU the members of the 
bands of Man Who Took the Coat (2781, Long Lodge (1231, Poor Man 
(137), Chic-ne-na-bais (286), and Duck Head Necklace (13), plus 74 
"Stragglers," are also shown as absent and "Hunting buffalo, Fort Walsh Dis- 
trict."lW Unlike Little Child's Band, under "Tribe," the column for 
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Assiniboine is filled in, and the "Location of the Reserve" is shown as "Maple 
Creek" for all the other bands.'9l Elsewhere in this 1881 A n n d  Report, a 
chart for "Farming Agencies and Indian Reservations" shows '7.J. English 
(Assiniboine Indians)" under the heading "Instructor," and "Maple Creek is 
given as the "L0cation."l9~ Five men were employed at Maple Creek, includ- 
ing the instructor.l93 Setter was shown to be at Crooked Lake.'g4 

A local history of southwestern Saskatchewan, Our Pioneers, conErms 
English's involvement with Maple Creek Farm.lg5 Unfortunately, it does not 
date the farm's establishment; however, it clearly locates Maple Creek Indian 
Farm near the present town of Maple Creek, Saskatchewan: 

The Department of Interior started an Indian Farm on Maple Creek a few miles south 
of the town [Maple Creek], the Gnt instructor being J.J. English, who came west from 
Omemee, Ontario. A substantial log house was erected on the farm together with 
suitable out-buildings. When the Indians were moved to Qu'AqpeUe in 1882-83, the 
farm was no longer necessary for Indian purposes and it passed into the hands of 
Major ShircliBte, an ex-Mounted Police officer.'% 

Ninety acres of land at Maple Creek Farm were broken and 22 of them 
planted, mainly with wheat, oats, and potatoes in May 1881. Without naming 
the band or bands involved, Dewdney wrote: "Some of the Indians have 
ploughed and worked remarkably well, which only tends to prove that those 
who wish can learn as readily as the ~hites. l9~ In June 1881, Dewdney stated 
that the "Indians appear to have displayed considerable pride in making gar- 
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dens for them~elves."'~ But, in Dewdney's mind, the Indians that he associ- 
ated with Maple Creek were not yet at their reserves: 

After Mr. Wadsworth arrives, should any of he Indians who are here desire and make 
up heir minds to settle on reselves this fall, 1 will, with your permission, get large 
farms broken up this year so that next spring the land will be in proper condition to 
work and raise whatever is planted.'" 

First Attempt to Settle the Assiniboine Band at Maple Creek, June 
1881 
The spring of 1881 saw a setback to the government's plans to encourage 
more Treaty 4 Indians to settle around Qu'AppeUe. Dewdney had held a 
council at Qu'AppeUe with Indians he considered "so contented that he 
encouraged one chief from Crooked Lake reserve to go to Fort Walsh and 
"advise his young men to come h~me."~w This plan bacffired: 

[Oln arriving at ForI Walsh he acted in a manner diametrically opposite to that which 
he had voluntarily promised to observe, and it was reported to me that he had told 
the Indians that the Government was starving them and hat some of his relatives had 
died last winter from the effects of stmation.'"' 

This impression was difficult for the government to counteract; moreover, the 
Cypress HiUs Indians were not well disposed to settling in the vicinity of 
Maple Creek Farm. 

In June 1881, Inspector Wadsworth set out from Fort Walsh to identdj 
other lands for reserve He began by going east of the Cypress 
Hills to Maple Creek Farm, taking with him Piapot, "the principal Chief here 
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of the Cypress Mountain Crees," and some of his head men.m3 The 
Assiniboine were not ready to cooperate with Wadsworth: 

1 had a counci meeting with the Assiiboine and requested the four chiek to accom- 
pany me and see the country and show me where they wished to take a Reservation. 
They declined to do this without giving reasons, nor could I change their 
resoi~t ions .~~ 

On this occasion, Piapot did the required tour with Wadsworth and picked a 
spot for his reservation about 10 miles north of Maple Creek: 

Upon my return I again held a meeting with the Assiniboine and told them I could not 
consent to their taking a reservation in this part of the country, and that I was pre- 
pared to send them to a good one at either Little Touchwood Hills, Qu'Appelle or 
Crooked Lake. 

"The Man Who Took the Coat" speaking for them, "said they wished to go to" 
(Describing the country where Piapot had chosen) and which is not sufficient in 
extent for them too, particularly as the Crees and Assiniboine are not good enough 
friends to be such near neighbours. 

I then reminded the Chief that he had stated last winter to Mr. English (vide Mr. 
English's letter) that he was willing to go anywhere north he was desired to go. He 
replied, he never said so. ... but there is no doubt in my mind English had not inter- 
preted these Indians correctly whether W y  or not I will not state. 

Piapot got up and said that the reservation he had selected was no new place to 
him, that he and "Little Pine" had picked it out long ago, and that it was marked by a 
pile of stones (1 did not see them) and that he claimed it. 

Here was a dilemma: These large bands of Indians choosing the same ground. 
Had it not been for this claim of Piapot on behalf of himself and "Little Pine" I would 
have telegraphed you for permission to settle the Assiniboines here: as it now stands I 
don't think it would be right to do."5 

Agent Men's July 5, 1881, account of the tour confirms Wadsworth's 
report, but it also expresses Allen's discomfort at being connected to English 
through the Assinib~ine.~" AUen distrusted English and was suspicious of the 
Assiniboine's motives: 

It was quite apparent that some secret inhence had been at work to induce these 
Indians lAssiiboiie1 to ask for that particular location [Piapot'sl. I am inclined to 
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believe from what I have seen and heard that the Assiniboine would have gone north 
to take up a reselvation had not a secret power been in their midst advising them 
contrarily ... 

The crops at the [Maple Creek] farm looked extremely well and only a small 
portion remained to be fenced. I expect we will have a very large return of wheat and 
oats and should other reservations be taken up by Indians in this Mountain we will 
have sufGcient to seed very large farms from what will he raised this year at Maple 
Creek. If it is the intention of the Government to locate any more Indians in this 
district, I trust same will be accomplished this year so that we will be able to break 
up large tracts of land on each reselvation and have the ground in good condition for 
s p ~ g  crops ... 

Mr. Wadslyorth informed me that Mr. English had reported to you [Dewdneyl 
dutimg the winter hat the Assiniboine wished to go to Touchwood Ws. I was aware 
you had heard a mmour to that dect  from the tenor of one of your letters wherein 
you stated that such [illegible] that he never stated such a ihing. Mr. Wadsworth 
asked him at Maple Creek if he had expressed a desire to go to Touchwood W s  and 
he replied that he had not, that this was his home and country, and he wished to 
remain here. I cannot understand the motive that prompted Mr. English to report this 
to you without sending it through me ... Had the Assiniboine expressed a desire to me 
or had Mr. English informed me of their wish (which he should have been obliged to 
do) to go to Touchwood Ws so that I would have known their feeling, I would have 
asked in conjunction with same. It is very difEcult to manage Indians at any time but 
now particularly when those working direcdy with them, as a fanning Instructor is, 
and who does not work in perfect accord with the Agent I might state that Mr. English 
having been Farming Instructor previous to my appointment, and having full manage- 
ment of this reservation feels the restraint of official interference and even went so far 
as to say, when my appainment was made known here, last summer, that it didn't 
make anv merence to him. that he was emnloved bv the Government. and the Aeent 
would have nothing to do kith him. I have'iiorm& you of this mauer to let ;our 
mind into the innate feelings of Mr. English from time to time are giving vent to 
themsel~es.~~' 

How, or if, the Assiniboine came to consider the Touchwood Hills is unclear. 
In this letter, Men states that English had what amounted to "full manage- 
ment of this reservat i~n."~~~ Whether Men was referring to Maple Creek or 
the Assiniboine reserve in the Cypress Ws is not entirely clear. 

In any case, the only result of Men's complaint against English seemed to 
be that Sir Cecil E. Denny, and not Men, served as the Indian agent at Fort 
Walsh from the fall of 1881.2" The English-born Denny arrived in Canada in 
1874 via the United States to obtain a commission as captain in the new 
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NWMP. He left for Fort Walsh from Calgary or Fort Macleod in the fall of 
1881. In 1882, he resigned from the NWMP to carry out his duties as Indian 
agent.z1o 

In Denny's autobiography, The Law Marches West, he recalls driving "with 
Lieutenant-Governor Dewdney from Macleod to Fort Walsh to take charge as 
Indian Agent of the Crees and Assiniboine at that place." The events that 
followed were summed up by Denny: "I succeeded after tedious negotiations 
in persuading them to their dierent  reservations, the Crees to the north and 
the Assiniboine to the east."211 Early in 1882, Denny was back west in the 
Treaty 7 area as the Indian agent based at Fort Macleod. 

Directions from Ottawa, July 1881 
Inspector Wadsworth received clarification regarding the government's poli- 
cies with respect to rations and settling Indians from Assistant Commissioner 
Galt on July 13, 1881: 

It is the policy of the Government to keep the Indians on their Resemations as much 
as possible and to that end to feed there only - and if they choose to roam about the 
Couny they must not be permitted to think that they can go to any Post and receive a 
similar Ration to those Indians who belong there. 

... Before you leave Walsh, establish a Gxed Ration for those who are settled in 
their Resemtions and also a meager ration for those who don't belong to the District 
and who won't go Home. 

... You must use your discretion in these matters keeping down the expenditure a. 
much as possible while at the same time making sure that peace and order will be 
preserved. You are on the spot, and in a position to judge how far we can go in 
endeavouring to insist upon these Northern Indians going Home without causing 
trouble.212 

Evidently, Galt at that time still recognized that certain Indians had a right to 
settle in the Cypress H i s ,  but feared many others might choose to remain 
there too. 

Headquarters was quick to blur the distinction between Indians who 
belonged in the Cypress Hills by virtue of having selected a reserve there and 
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those Indians considered to be from the north. On July 16, 1881, Galt wired 
Deputy Superintendent Vankoughnet to ask: "Can I senle Cypress Mountain 
Crees and Assiniboine in this locality if I fail to get them to move north ... ?' 
The reply from Vankoughnet on the same day was: "Wadsworth must remain 
at Walsh should do utmost persuade Cypress Indians take Reserves north 
before settling them near Wal~h."~'3 

Galt therefore directed Wadsworth two days later to pressure all the Indi- 
ans to leave the Cypress Hills. To advise Macdonald of this plan, Galt wrote 
from Winnipeg: 

In reference to the question of giving certain of the Indians their Reservations about 
Cypress Ws, 1 beg to say that in accorrlance with your instructions by telegraph I 
have wired Mr. Wadsworth that he must use evay endeavour to persuade the in&- 
ans to take their Resenres North &fore settling then near Wakh but I fear the 
Indians will become obdurate and insist upon remaining where they now are. They 
have a sort of lingering hope that some day or other the Buffalo will return to our 
country and that in consequence the Fort Walsh District is the most convenient area to 
settle 

From this letter, it appears as though the general instruction to clear the 
Cypress Hills of Indians originated with the Prime Minister.ZLS 

Of course, Dewdney had already written Macdonald on November 13, 
1880, about relocating the Assiniboine Band from the Assiniboine Reserve to 
Maple Creek. The more general instructions, which Assistant Commissioner 
Galt passed on to Inspector Wadsworth and to Agent Allen, paid Little heed to 
a reserve having been selected under Treaty 4 and surveyed in the Cypress 
Hills for the Assiniboine Band. 

CLOSING FORT WALSH, AUGUST 1881 

Four or five thousand Cree and Assiniboine assembled in the vicinity of Fort 
Walsh during the summer of 1881.216 By mid-summer, Inspector Wadsworth 
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and Colonel l ~ n e  were already urging the Indian Department and the NWMP 
to abandon Fort Walsh. This action, they thought, would accomplish the 
department's objective of making the Indians go north and save it money.217 
Faced with the challenge of paying treaty money at Fort Walsh and !mowing 
the government's few men were in danger of losing a possible power struggle 
there, Wadsworth pointed out the obvious to Galt on August 8, 1881: "[Ilf 
this Post &Agency are to be continued, the former must be strengthened or 
no Indian Agent can manage or carry nut orders regarding the Indians."218 

Ten days later, Wadsworth wrote Deputy Superintendent Vankoughnet 
about closing Fort Walsh: 

I still adhere to my opinion that the only peaceable way to get them North is to 
abandon his place. Should the buffalo remain in the country I suggest a postpone- 
ment of this course, for in that case the whiskey traders have to be looked after: when 
the Indians have nothing to trade there is no liquor t r a lG~ .~ '~  

None of the bands wanted to go north, Wadsworth wrote. He attributed this 
reluctance to the ease with which they were receiving rations at Fort Walsh, 
whereas further north they had to work for  ration^.^" He also considered 
that peaceable "removal" would permit the government to save face should 
the Indians' situation deteriorate - the government could not be called upon 
to provide rations on humanitarian grounds if it had no representatives in the 
area: 

Colonel Imine ... was quite in favor of this plan of removal, viewing it in the same light 
as I did, that instead of coming to loggerheads with the Indians through forcing them 
to leave here, they can be left helpless with no other course than to follow us, which 
in my opinion would increase our prestige with them, thus to remain here and be 
forced to yield to their wishes against our own judgement in fact it would be a moral 
[illegible] .ZZ1 
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After Wadsworth and Colonel Inine had "explored the country adjacent to 
the Cypress Mountains, and which was spoken of as the country they [the 
Assiniboine] would choose to settle in," Wadsworth wrote again from Fort 
Walsh to elaborate on his reasons for advocating closure of the fort and for 
driving the Indians far from the Cypress Hills.ZZ2 He concluded that simply 
leaving the hills to avoid the problem of summer frosts would create another 
problem: an alternative reserve in adjacent country located eight or 10 miles 
from timber. To illustrate the difficulties he anticipated with this course of 
action, Wadsworth wrote: 

I have seen the result of locating Indians a distance from timber practically demon- 
strated in the situation of the present Reservation altho' a year and a half have elapsed 
since the Indians first settled there not a house for these has been built during last 
winter the fences were used as fuel, and it has raken the greater part of this summer 
after the cmps were put in to replace these to be again burned (possibly) this coming 
 inter.'^' 

Wadsworth recognized that the area could be productive, hut, as this 
August 29, 1881, letter demonstrates, he cast doubt over the Assinihoine's 
ability or, more correctly, their future opportunity to farm there: 

That the land has made a wonderful return to us, and should have had two consecu- 
tive crops [illegible] a yield and sample of wheat equal to any in the Territories prove 
that it is adapted for agriculture but to albw our Indians to settle there would I am 
afraid never prove a success particularly as other sections of this great country con- 
tain the requisites of timber, good land, and pure water, plentiful and combined.224 

It is hard to know whether the Indians with whom Wadsworth was meeting at 
Fort Walsh had absorbed or embraced the concept of being permitted to 
settle by the government. Given that they had been putting in crops, they 
might have perceived the harvest as a return of the land to them. 

Fort Walsh, Winter 1881-82 
On November 1, 1881, Agent Denny wrote to Dewdney that tittle Child and "a 
large camp of Assiniboine are near the foot of the mountain." With respect to 

222 T.P. Wadswonh, Inspector af lndian Agencies and Famls, to L. Vankoughnet, Deputy Superintendent Genenl of 
Indian a a i r s ,  August 29, 1881, Nh RG 10. "01. 3744, fde 29506.1 (ICC Documents. pp. 124-35). 
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By November 6, 1881, there was a foot of snow at Fort W a l ~ h . ~ ~ ~  Cree and 
Assiniboine who had gone south of Fort Walsh looking for buffalo along the 
Missouri River late in the summer of 1881 had returned starving, some with- 
out h0rses.~~7 Reluctantly, Agent Denny found he had to increase rations at 
Fort W a l ~ h . 2 ~ ~  Most of Man Who Took the Coat's camp had come in, but were 
expected to leave that day. Poor Man's camp was in, and Long Lodge, who 
had about 15 lodges "towards the foot of the mountain," was thought to be 
"on the way in."229 Piapot, with 30 lodges, was camped about 40 miles from 
the fort?% Denny gave ammunition to the most able of the destitute Indians 
coming in and sent them out again to h ~ n t , ~ 3 l  but he was already working on 
the problem of how to get the Assiniboine to leave the area: 

I have been calking to Bear's Head and the Poor Man (Assiniboine Chiefs) about their 
moving to Qu'AppeUe but can get no answer out of them as yet. Mr. English seems to 
be Liked by the Assinaboines [sic] & I think that if he could go with them in the 
spring to Qu'AppeUe, it would not be hard lo get them off. With your permission I 
would speak to Mr. English about going with them.i32 

In the end, that is what happened. 
By December, Denny was also advocating closing Fort Walsh. Convinced 

that, with the NWMP and the Indian Department there, the Indians would 
always make Fort Walsh "a center," Denny considered "the only way to get 
them on to their reserves is for this place to be aband0ned."~33 He advised 
Dewdney on December 6, 1881, that he was announcing this plan: 

I have been and am still n o w g  all the Indians that the place is going to be aban- 
doned next spring since some of the Chiefs have already promised to go to Qu'AppeUe 
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I tell them all that if they go before me [sic] as they will get help to go with but if not 
they will be out of lnck.'Jh 

Any hesitancy Dewdney may have felt about this approach was not apparent 
until February 1882. 

Roughly a week before Denny left Fort Walsh, his replacement, Acting 
Indian Agent J.N. McIUree of the NWMP, had also written to Dewdney. Osten- 
sibly seeking direction, he actually advised Dewdney of his intention to close 
the farm, which by this date must have been a reference to Maple Creek 
Farm.235 In a letter dated January 9, 1882, McIllree outlined the current state 
of affairs at Fort Walsh: 

I have before the beginning of this month issued very little food and have kept the 
Indians out hunting and fishing as long as the buffalo lasted but have had to give in at 
last and put a good many more Indians on the ration. ... I should think there were 
about 2,000 Indians mund the Cypress, half of which number are here. 

... IPiapotl said he would go neltl spring to Qu'Appelle ... he also wishes his 
brother Little Pine to go with him ... I think we can get these two camps down in the 
SpMg ... 

1 have sen1 three or four lodges north and a few lo the Qu'Appelle this winter ... 
If the farm is to be worked it will keep the Indians round and a large outlay will 

have to be made in the way of horses, etc. as there are now only two horses on the 
farm two but police horses having died this winter and the rest with a wagon having 
been sent to Qn'Appelle last fall, I have been telling the Indians that the farm would 
be abandoned next summer telling them at the same time they would get a better 
place at Qu'AppeUe. As yet I have heard no decided answer from the Assiniboines, 
who do not like to leave their countly. 

AU the Assiniboine Chiefs except Long Lodge are here. The Assiniboine tell me that 
they have heard that Long Lodge has joined the Southern Assiniboines and does not 
intend to rehlrn here.'" 

McIUree mentioned that smallpox was spreading in Montana. He thought it 
would send some people back "if it gets among our Indian~."~3~ 

Denny formally handed over the Fort Walsb Indian Agency to McIllree on 
January 17, 1882. Denny wrote to his superior that he had informed the 
Indians of this development. In the same letter he noted: 
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English came in today and has been informed of the change, he will keep on the 
same. 

It would be well to have it settled whether the Earm is to be carried on next spring 
or not as a great deal of the wheat that would have to be saved for seed could be fed 
to Indians, also the potaioes. 

I h h k  most of the Assiniboine will go to Qu'AppeUe in the spring, if encouraged 
to do s0.l" 

Preoccupied as the Indian agents were with managing the overwhelming 
numbers of Indians who gravitated to Fort Walsh, it appears that they, too, 
lost sight of the fact that a reserve had already been selected by and surveyed 
for the Assiniboine Band in the Cypress Hills. 

Peter Hourie, an interpreter for the government, wrote to Dewdney from 
the "Indian Office, Fort Walsh," on January 25, 1882, expressing regret that 
Denny had to leave Fort Walsh. Hourie and Denny had been "getting on very 
well with the Indians," to the point that Hourie thought "we would have got 
them all to go down to Q~'Appelle."~39 Hourie was still trying to persuade 
them on his own, telling them that, if they did not "go and take up good 
Reserves," they "would injure themselves in the end, for soon the country 
will be filled up by white people and the best of the land taken."240 

Second Attempt to Settle Band at Maple Creek, February 1882 
A February 1, 1882, report by Colonel I ~ n e  anticipated the abandonment of 
Maple Creek Farm, the reserve in the Cypress W s ,  and Fort Walsh: 

[TI he Indian Department do not consider that the farming operations at Maple Creek 
have been successful in the past, and that they are still less likely to prove so in the 
fuhlre. I am also of the opinion, so I understand is the Indian Commissioner, that d 
the Indian Reservations (excepting those in the Macleod district) should be estab- 
lished further north. If, then, Maple Creek Fann is to be abandoned and another 
reservation located in the vicinity of the Cypress Hi, I consider that retaining Fort 
Walsh as a Police Post will act in a manner calculated to become detrimental to the 
police of the Government, inasmuch as retaining this post offers an inducement to the 
Indians of the north to abandon their reservations and move towards Fort Walsh. now 
that a Police post is maintained and an Indian Agent stationed 
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Although there is no reference to it in Irvine's report, Dewdney still recog- 
nized, in February 1882, that the Assiniboines had a right to decide about 
moving away from the Cypress Hills. Asked to report on Agent Denny's pro- 
position to discontinue Maple Creek Farm in the Fort Walsh District, Dewd- 
ney wrote to Macdonald: 

[Ilf [the Assiniboine] assent to go north we will abandon the farm. If not as this 
country is the Assiniboines old hunting ground I do not see how we can force them to 
move unless with their C O I I S ~ S I ~ ? * ~  

Based on the documentation assembled for this claim, it appears that 
Dewdney and Walsh were the individuals most mindful of the Assiniboine 
Band's connection to the Cypress Ws. Four and a half years earlier, Walsh 
bad asserted that " [tlhe Assinihoine must be paid here [in the Cypress Hills], 
this being their country and the majority of them could not be induced to go 
else~here."~~3 Dewdney's letter reminded Macdonald of this need for con- 
sent. Just two days after Dewdney wrote to Macdonald, Agent McIllree 
informed Dewdney that the Assiniboine - represented by Man Who Took the 
Coat, Bear's Head, and Poor Man, with Long Lodge absent - "wanted to 
remain in this section of the country and settle permanently on Maple Creek 
rese~e . "~"  On Dewdney's instructions, McIUree "had urged on them the 
expediency of removing from the Cypress Hills and taking up a reserve some- 
where north of here or in the Qu'Appelle country." The reasons McIUree 
gave the Assiniboine are not outlined in his letter to D e ~ d n e y ? ~ ~  

As expressed by Mcflree, the Assiniboine's main reasons for not wanting 
to move were "that they had been brought up in the Country, that although 
they had given up their Country to the Queen, she had promised to give them 
a Reserve in whatever part of the Country they liked to pick out, that they did 
not Like the Northern Country or the Indians living there."2G Man Who Took 

242 Indian Commissioner Dewdney to Supentendent General of Indian Mun, February 13, 1882, no reference 
aMiiable (ICC Doeumenls, p. 228). 2nd Acting Agent Mclllree to Dewdney, February 15, 1882, NA, RC 10, uol. 
3744, fde 29506-2 (ICC Documenls, pp. 224.27) The second letter conlirms that the discussion is about Maple 
Creek Farm, and not the farm begun an the k i n i b o b e  reserve. 

243 Repon, J.M. Wdsh to Minkter althe Interior, E d  Meredith, October 28, 1877, Canad% Pldiment, Sesn'onal 
Papers, 1879. No. LO, LXX-miv (1K Docurnenls, pp. 39-42). 

244 Acting Agent McUree, Fon W h h ,  to Indian Camis ianer  Dewdney, Ottawa, Februa~y 15. 1882 (IK Docu- 
menu, pp. 224-27). 

245 Acting Agent McUree, Fon Walsh, to India Commissioner Dewdney, Omawl. Februaly 15, I882 (IK Doco- 
menu, pp. 224-27). 

246 Ading Agent Mclllree. Fan Whh,  to Indian Commissioner Dewdnq, Ottawa, Februaly 15, 1882 (11% Docu- 
menu, p. 225). 



the Coat hoped the government would not be angry with him if he wanted to 
remain where he 

One week later, Dewdney was prepared to give the Assiniboine their Treaty 
4 entitlement of oxen and implements "to farm at Maple Creek if they were 
not to be persuaded to go to "settle upon a Reservation near Q~'AppeUe."~~~ 
But Dewdney feared the influence this exception could have on others. He 
reminded McIUree that, if the Assiniboine took their treaty-dotted agricul- 
tural assistance at Maple Creek, no other Indians would be able to stay there: 

No Cree Indians nor half breeds will be petmined to occupy the Reselve or be 
allowed to farm there, and if the Assiniboine allow the Crees to stay about and help 
eat up their grub they (the Assiniboine) will sutTer, for only a supply will be sent in 
s d c i e n t  for the As~iniboine.~~9 

Dewdney concluded his instructions to McIlree by stating that he hoped the 
Assiniboine would not remain at Maple Creek: 

Should the Assiniboine change their minds and agree to go to Qu'Appelle, assisbnce 
will be aebrded to enable them to do so, and as this is llie particular wish of the 
government, you should exhaust evety means to bring it about before proceeding with 
fanning at Maple Creekxo 

No documentation in this inquiry itemizes precisely the agricultural items 
the Assiniboine may have been given at their reserve in the Cypress W s .  
Marginalia on an April 26, 1882, letter from Dewdney to the Superintendent 
General dudes  to "implements ... in Treaties 4 & 6 and ... the nos. oE axes 
and hoes in the various It seems reasonable to assume that 
there would have been some farm implements in use and Livestock present 
when English was overseeing the tending of crops on the lands surveyed by 
Patrick in the Cypress His .  

247 Acting Agent McUiree, Fort Walsh, to hdian Commissioner Dewdnq, Ottaua. February 15. 1882 (ICC Docu- 
men&, p. 225). 

248 Dewdney to Mclllree, February 22, 1882, NA, RG LO. vol. 3577, 6le 444 (ICC Dacumentr, pp. 229-32). 
249 Jim GaUo, "Research Repon on Carry the Kettle Claim to a Reserve in the Cypress Hills,' revised November 
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251 Dewdnq lo Superintendent General. April 26, 1882, NA. RG 10, MI. 3744, fde 29506-2 (ICC Documen&, 

pp. 235-36). 



MOVE TO QU'APPELLE, SPRING 1882 

In keeping with what seemed to be the message from Macdonald, McIllree's 
orders from the Indian Commissioner's office were that "the express wish of 
the Government was to see all Indians North of the CPR."252 McIUree contin- 
ued to press the Indians to move north, but they advised him they would not 
answer until after they met with Colonel Irvine. 

Irvine was not at Fort Walsh during the winter of 1882.253 Nevertheless, a 
March 1882 telegram directed McUree: "Transport all destitute Indians 
ready to move north as economically as possible."254 Inine returned to the 
fort on April 8, 1882, ready to pursue the government's plan with new 
vigour: 

Soon after my arrival at Fort Walsh in April last, I commenced holding councils, with 
Indians (Crees and Assiniboine) with a view to persuading them to move northward 
to settle upon the new  reservation^.^'^ 

The Assiniboine put up considerable resistance, which Inine seemed to 
understand: 

In the case of the Assiniboine I also experienced much trouble. These Indians have 
always looked upon the Cypress Hills as their home. It is not thereiore, to be won- 
dered at that I had considerable ditficulty in inducing them to accept a new and 
northern re~erve."~ 

As Irvine recalled it, the Assiniboine did agree to move to "new" reserves: 

"The-man-that-took-the-coa" or "Jack" was the first Assiniboine Chief who consented 
to proceed to the reservation dot ted him by the Government. 

I aftewards secured a promise from "Long Lodge," "The Poor Man," "Bear's 
Head" that they and their people would accept new [sic] the reservations as alloued 
by the Indian Department "Long Lodge's" reservation near Qu'AppeUe, "The Poor 

252 McUree lo Dewdnq, December 2, 1882. NA, RG 10, "01. 3744, file 29506-3 (ICC Documents, pp. 316-28). 
253 McUree lo Dewdnq, December 2, 1882. NA, RG 10, vol. 3744. Me 29563 (ICC Documents, pp. 316-28). 
254 McIllree la Superintendent General d Indian Atlairs. March 23, 1882. NA, RG LO, vol. 3744, file 29506-2 (ICC 

Documens p. 233). 
255 Report of M e .  Canada, "Seltlers and Rebels: Belng the Officid Repom lo Parliament of the AcMties d the 

Royal Nod-West Maunled Police Force fram 1882-1885." as cited in J a p e  Bemon, "Repon an the 
Asinibaine Claim to the Cypress Hds Reserve," November 27, 1998 (ICC Erhibit I t ,  pt UI, p. II), and Jim 
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(ICC Exhibil LOB, p. 51). 
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Man," and "Bear's Head," in the vicinity of Battleford, their previous reservakions 
having been at Maple Creek near Fort Walsh. 

The Assiniboine chiefs 'Tack and "Long Lodge" left Maple Creek farm in charge 
of Mr. English, farm instructor, beimg accompanied by a small detachment of police 
and straggling Crees belonging to "Little Child's" and "Sparrow Hawk's" bands they 
reached Qu'Appelle on the 1' of June. I was afterwards informed that their reserve 
had been selected at Indian Head, about lwenly-four miles south-east of Qu'AppeUe. 

"Bear's Head and "Poor Man" (Assiniboine) left Fort Walsh on the 2Y6 of May 
for Battleford, they were accompanied by a constable of the force who issued rations 
while en mute. They arrived at Battleford on the 17" June.2i1 

In a later report to Dewdney, Mclllree detailed some of the groups that 
had agreed to move to these "new" reserves: 

AU the chiefs in the neighborhood assembled to meet [Colonel Ininel and day after 
day the talk went on whether they would move as desired or remain where they were. 
AU at last agreed to do as the Govt wished. The Assiniboine Erst, though they felt it 
hard to leave the Cypress Ws. Then Piapot said he would go and these were really 
the only two bodies of Indians who had any claim to call h e  Cypress H i  their own. 
The remainder belonged to the Saskatchewan Valley mostly. The Assiniboine and 
Piapot's band being vely poor and owning no horses, it was agreed that transport 
should be furnished them. A few other smaller bands were promised the same privi- 
lege. As it was impossible to [illegible] transport at that l i e  (he Assiniboine were 
sent to Maple Creek Farm and the Crees to David lake, where Piapot had been 
camped all winter. 
... 
On the 12th Long lodge, Head Chief of the Assiniboine, got in. He after numerous 
interviews with Col. lnine said he would go to Qu'AppeUe and was sent out to Maple 
Creek Farm to the fishing ground.'" 

Maple Creek Farm was closed once the Indians were bound for their respec- 
tive reserve~.~j9 About this time, April 1882, the Crown granted John Adams a 
timber lease to cut timber in the Cypress 

From Fort Walsh, Irvine advised Ottawa, on April 20, 1882, that all 
Assiniboine had agreed to move and that some had already left: 

?il  Hcym of h n ~ .  Czttadz. ktllrrr ind Rcbelj Remg Ihr O f f i d  H.;ysm to Ylrl.unent ul rhe .\ruuluo ol thc 
R v w  \unhUe.t Wut~nsd Pullce Force from IS42 188;: p 3. nlc.t in Jm (idlo, 'R?irar.h Keyfin '(1 i'arn 
the &[dc Urn lo a H ~ w n e  8 0  lh,, Crnrers llolls.' re$b:d Sovetnbrr 1')IIR llCC f.\h~lnl IUH, u 5 1 ,  
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AU the Assiniboine have agreed to go north. South Assiniboiie to Qn'Appelle, North 
Assiniboine to Battleford. The Man That Took the Coat, Assiniboine Chief, with his 
camp lefl here yesterday for Fort Qu'A~pelle?~~ 

Food shortages became a factor in the move. It was not until May 7, 1882, 
that the Assiniboine actually left Maple Creek Farm for Qu'AppeUe in the 
company of their farm instructor, Mr. ~ng1ish.Z~~ As McIUree reported: 

On the 7th May having secured su5cient transport, I accompanied Col. lmine to 
Maple Creek Earn and made final arrangements for the Indians collected lo move the 
next day, they were both loath to go, but we started according to promise, consisting 
of the following Chiefs and their bands: Long Lodge, Jack, Liule Child, Sparrow Hawk 
and some independent bodies of Indians going to join their respective chiefs in the 
vicinity of Qu'Appelle ...263 

That rations were actually cut off to force the Assiniboine to move was 
considered by both Mr Gallo and Mr Benson in this inquiry. In his report for 
Canadza in this inquiry, Gallo states that "rations were refused the bands at 
Fort Walsh afi they had consented to move north and then refused to do 
so,"264 and "[iln the spring of 1882 the Cree and Assiniboine were told no 
further rations would be issued to them while they remained in the Cypress 

Similarly, in his report for the First Nation in this inquiry, Benson 
commented that "McIUree refused rations to anyone not willing to leave 
immediately for their r e s e ~ e s . " ~ ~  

So many Indians had been convinced to go to Qu'AppeUe that the govern- 
ment faced difficulty feeding them there.Z6' Others who were willing to go 
could not because the government could not give them enough supplies to 
make the trip." It was also hown that it would be difEicult to supply Treaty 

261 IMne lo Fred %lute, A Q ~  20, 1882, Nh RG 10, MI. 3744, FUe 295506-2 (ICC Documents, p. 234). 
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4 provisions in full to the Indians on their arrival at Qu'Appelle because of 
~hortages.2~9 

Dewdney made plans to meet the Indians on their arrival at Qu'AppeUe 
and reassured Macdonald on April 26, 1882, that he would "endeavour to 
make them satisfied with the change."270 In anticipation, Dewdney had 
instructed the Indian agent at Qu'Appelle, Alan McDonald, to break some 
land.271 Two reserve areas were identified: 

I have directed Mr. Agent Macdonald [sic] to get ploughn~g done in patches of 10 
acres about 1 mile apart on the Reserve at Indian Head, south of Qu'AppeUe, also on 
the Reserve east of long take, in order that some crop may be put in lhis spring. 

If there is no hitch in gelling the Indians to settle on the Reserves, we shall have to 
provide a number of tools such as axes and hoes. I think it would be weU to order 20 
doz. axes and handles and the same number of hoes for Treaty 4 and a like quantity 
for Treaty 6. 

I hope to be able to use some of the artides called for in lhis year's contracts to 
start the new reserves. 

I shall endeavour to carry out the wishes of the Minister and use every exertion lo 
render the Indians satisfied."' 

A note to the chief clerk on the margm of this letter reads: "Please refer to 
Mr. Galt's return of implements [illegible] in Treaties 4 & 6 and state the 
nos. of axes and hoes in the various reserves and the no. of Indians approxi- 
mately of an age to use such implement~."~~3 

Inine was keenly aware of the importance of the Indians being "well 
received in the north and treaty obligations heing fulfilled. Otherwise, they 
might not remain there and, Inine feared, the result would be considerable 
expense and a threat to law and order: 

If these recommendations are not acted on, I feel that I am no1 far astray in predicting 
a general stampede southward. Should this once occur, the h a 1  settlement of the 
Indians on doued reservations will be materially retarded. 

269 Commisioner's Office lo Vankoughner, April 24, 1882, NA, RG 10, vol. 3744, We 29506-2 (ICC Documents, 
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The experience of our neighbour Americans cannot be without its lesson to us. In 
their case the non-hdhent of treaty obligations gave rise to much of the trouble, and 
expense they had been put to in the governance of their Indians. It is worthy of note 
too that even with a very strong force at their command it has not been found practi- 
cal to force Indians to remain on a particular rese~ation.2'~ 

Removing the Assiniboine Band from the Cypress W s  did not immediately 
solve the government's problem at Fort Walsh. In May 1882, about the time 
the Assiniboine were on their way to Qu'AppeUe, Big Bear and hundreds of 
his C~ee followers arrived at Fort Walsh, putting pressure back on the fort 
and the virtually abandoned Indian Agency there.27s Moreover, events later 
proved that the Assiniboine had not seen the last of the Cypress Hills. 

THE "NEW RESERVE," INDIAN HEAD, SUMMER 1882 

Today, Indian Head, Saskatchewan, is a town south of the Qu'Appelle Valley, 
68 kilometres east of Regina. It was named after the hills south of the town- 
site. The town's first settlers moved to this location in Saskatchewan's richest 
farming area in 1882, or just before the Canadian Pacific Railway line went 

In June 1882, in preparation for the arrival of Indians from the Cypress 
Hills, Agent McDonald requisitioned Livestock and agricultural implements in 
accordance with the undertakings of Treaty 4.277 Similarly, surveyor John 6. 
Nelson, assisted by David Macoun, identified a site at Qu'Appelle on which 
the relocated Indians could settle.278 McDonald, seeing that the site first cho- 
sen by Nelson lacked wood, water, and hay, selected another location about 
nine miles east. The new site was broken for seeding before the Assiniboioe 
arri~ed.~'9 

In early May, Nelson surveyed the "Indian Head Reserves" (220 square 
miles) for the bands of Man Who Took the Coat, Long Lodge, and Piapot. He 
described it as "an attractive place for these unsettled Plains Indians. The soil 
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is of the choicest quality; there is a good proportion of hay grounds, wood 
and plenty of water, and the Canadian Pacific Railway is only a few miles to 
the north."280 McDonald was also optimistic: 

1 feel certain the Indians will be pleased with their reserve and do weU thereon. Its 
close proKimily to the large fams oE the Qu'AppeUe Valley Fanning mmpany will at 
all times enable the good workers to secure employment at such times as their atten- 
tion is not absolutely required on their Reserve for, of course, I shall see that they do 
not neglect their own to work for outsiders. Besides the fanning company, the line of 
Railway passing within a comparatively short distance from the Reserve, together with 
the fact that al l  around them, the land is being rapidly and thickly settled upon by 
immigrants, assures me that those Indians will not remain long a heavy burden on the 
Government. The past record of the Assiniboines shows that they are g o d  workers 
and with the facilities to procure work as I have pointed out surrounding them, I have 
no fear as to their ultimate future, for of course, we will have to feed and help them 
until they get settled.18' 

The Assiniboine (numbering 157 with Man Who Took the Coat and 97 
with Long Lodge) arrived at Qu'Appelle "from Ft. Walsh District" with English 
on June 9, 1882.282 The following day Dewdney and McDonald supplied them 
with three days' rations of flour and bacon, "together with some tea, tobacco, 
and pemican as presents from the Commi~sioner."~~~ On June 12, the Indians 
met with Dewdney in Major Walsh's tent.284 McDonald's account of the meet- 
ing mentioned "signs of discontent" and "unwillingness to go to their 
Reserve," but, he reported, the Chiefs agreed to view it with Dewdney and 
Walsh. Once they had seen it, McDonald wrote that "they expressed them- 
selves perfectly contented with the choice of the Reserve that had been made 
for them, and stated their willingness to go off as soon as we could get 
transp0rt."~~5 At subsequent meetings with the agent and the commissioner, 
the terms of Treaty 4 were read and explained to the Assinib~ine .~~~ The 
chiefs each received a yoke of oxen, a harness, and a wagon, with the expla- 
nation that they would get the rest promised under treaty once they had set- 
tled on their Indian Head reserve.287 

280 Dewdnqi lo McDonald, December 29, 1882, NA, RG LO, ml. 3744, Me 29506-2 (ICC Documents, pp. 354-55). 
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On June 21, 1882, Man Who Took the Coat's band (255 people) and Long 
Lodge's band (91 people) set out from Qu'Appelle to go to their reserve at 
Indian Head. Piapot and his followers had not yet arrived but three areas 
were selected within the reserve for the respective bands.288 By July 18,1882, 
McDonald reported that "'Jack' (Man Who Took the Coat) and his Indians 
were all hard at work and perfectly happy" on the Indian Head reserve. They 
were "under the charge of Mr. Instructor Provost ... [but] owing to the late- 
ness of the season, only a few bushels of potatoes were planted."289 

On arriving in late July 1882, Piapot made it clear to McDonald that he 
had expected to choose his own reserve, not to have it chosen for him.2w 
McDonald countered that "they were to choose reserves for themselves 
wherein they might farn1."~9~ Stressing that the other Chiefs had done so and 
"were contented and that Piapot was the "last" to go on his reserve,2g2 
McDonald convinced Piapot, with a present of "Tobacco, Pemican 3 bags, 
dried meat, 2 bags, and 1 ox," to tour the other reserves with him and to 
"inspect the location selected for hi1n."~93 

Long Lodge's band was less than ~on ten t .~9~  Lack of fresh meat and vegeta- 
bles and the resulting illness soon affected morale at the Indian Head 
reserves. McDonald's instructions were to issue as few rations as possible to 
Indians who did not w0rk.~9~ McDonald was frustrated by the restrictions on 
his purchasing power, since he knew this lack of rations could jeopardize the 
effort to settle the Indians on the northern reserves.2% 

Long Lodge and 18 lodges were the first to leave the Indian Head 
departing in August 1882 for the Wood Mountains and eventually 

south of the border for the winter of 1882-83. Soon after, Man Who Took 
the Coat departed apologetically for Fort Wal~h.~9~ The report of those events 
shows that the Assiniboine were unhappy, still hoped for a reserve in the 
Cypress Hills, and were not ready to accept agricultural assistance, at least in 
the form of treaty-allotted implements: 
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C A R R Y  T H E  K E T T L E  FIRST N A T I O N  C Y P R E S S  H I L L S  INQUIRY 

The Assiniboine were induced lo take a reserve at the lndian Head. They at fitst 
appeared fully contented but towards payment time became unsettled and restless, 
they stated they could not live on bacon, and had always been accustomed to live on 
fresh beef. in order that they should have no excuse in that respect, 1 ordered beef 
three times a week; this satisfied them for a time, but after payment they returned 
evelything that they had received from the Govemment in the way of tools, etc, and 
said rhey must go south. The chief, The-man-that-took-the-coat, came to me with his 
men and said that he would not leave, as his brother chief, Long lodge, had done, 
without telling me why he did not Like to stop north, he said he was pleased with the 
way that he had been treated, but his people did not Like the place, that their friends 
all lived south, and that their old people were buried there, they begged for a reserve 
in the south.2* 

Agent McDonald's reply was as follows: 

I informed them that the Government did not intend to give any reserve in the south, 
and if they did so, the American Indians would be c o n t i d y  crossing the border to 
steal horses, and there would be continual tmuble.m 

In contrast to the "contentedness" expressed by Agent McDonald, Kaye 
Thompson's presentation on behalf of the elders of Carry the Kettle First 
Nation at the May 30, 1997, community session in this inquiry expressed 
some of the reasons her people were reluctant to settle at Indian Head. Tne 
bountiful Cypress Ws were regarded as the Assiniboine's h0meland.3~' Their 
dead were buried in the Cypress Hills, not around Indian Head, where the 
memory of the deaths of others Lingered, even in the name Skull Mountain: 

No one wanted to live in the Indian Head area, where "Wacapaxa" - Skull Mountain, 
was located since this is the burial grounds of another tribe. This land was not as 
lucrative in terns of provisions necessaty for survival as was Cypress Hills and our 
people continued to suller from malnutrition.g2 

299 Repon of Agent McDonald to Supetintendeol General of lndian Affairs. December 15. 1882. Canada, ParLa. 
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INDIAN C L A I M S  C O M M I S S I O N  PROCEEDINGS 

Nonetheless, the government curtailed their movements to keep them at 
Indian Head: 

With the introduction of the permit system, our people were denied the freedom to 
return to their homeland. It has been told from generation to genetdon that this 
reserve in Cypress Hills is there for them always. Elders have always said, "Our heart 
is not here. Our heart is in Cypress Hills." The old people longed to return to their 
homeland. Our medicine people continued to return to lhis area for the purpose of 
acquiring needed roots, plans, and paint. Pipe keepers have continued to offer the 
perennial ceremonies required for our dead relatives whom are left behind in the 
Cypress Ws."' 

The memory of lives lived and lost in this beautiful but troubled area had not 
been forgotten in 1882 and remains vivid to this day. 

Fort Walsh, Fall 1882 
Inine reported some 2000 staning Indians at Fort Walsh in September 1882. 
They said it was their country and that they intended to remain there. They 
were asking for food and, if it were not given, Irvine feared, they might "com- 
mit &predations3' to acquire it.3w Conscious of their shared confidence- 
building role, Irvine wrote Dewdney: 

The actual power of the Indians now here, in view of future hostility, is certainly not 
great. But as it is superfluous to point out to you, an outbreak of any kind would be 
disastrous, and create universal alarm throughout the c o ~ n t r y . ~ ~  

Comptroller Fred White of the NWMP was dispatched to investigate. He 
confirmed that the Indians were desperate and not prepared to leave the 
area: 

Of course they have asked again to have reservation here &say they may as well starve 
to death here as on the reservations north and east, but many of them are in such 
desperate condition that I fear hunger may impel them to commit illegal acts, and as 
large working parties are now grading the C.P.R north of here it would be a pity to 
risk trouble his winter. Limited rations, absence of game, scarcity of clothing and the 
suffering they must endure this winter owing to the hetered condition of their lodges, 
will I hope bring them to their senses by next spring. 

303 " h m q  of Cyprw Hills Claim: presenmtiatian of Elder Kaye Thompson at communiry session I ,  May 30. 
1997, Maple Creek, Saskatchm (11% Exhibit 7, p. 11). 
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C A R R Y  T H E  K E T T L E  F I R S T  N A T I O N  C Y P R E S S  H I L L S  I N Q U I R Y  

Under al l  the circumstances, though with great reluctance, I have telegraphed ask- 
ing you to send [Agent] McDonald from Qu'AppeUe to pay them. He knows who have 
been paid and who are entitled to pay and for other reasons it is better that the 
payments should not be made by the P ~ l i c e . ~  

Eventually, McDonald paid Treaty 4 annuities at Fort Walsh in mid-November 
1882.M7 

In October 1882, interpreter Peter Hourie reported to McDonald that he 
would likely have to remain at Fort Walsh for the winter because there were 
about 290 lodges there.3°8 These included Piapot's Crees, some of the 
Assiniboine who returned from Qu'Appele (he did not identlfy the bands), 
and some Crees from the north and elsewhere.3w Although the buffalo were 
reported to be plentiful to the south, American troops were ready to appre- 
hend any Indian hunters who crossed the border, and so a congregation of 
needy Indians at Fort Walsh was considered dangerous.31° 

In his letter, Hourie also commented on the general state of affairs and on 
the Assiniboine leaving Qu'AppeHe: 

I am of opinion that as long as there wiU be Indians at this place, that it will give the 
Government some trouble to keep these people quiet and not only that but it wiU be 
the means of creating a row behveen the two governmenls. 

I hear lately that some of the Assssiniboine, The-man-that-took-the-coat had arrived 
at Wood Mountain. 1 am sorry that they are all leaving their Reserves if there be any 
truth in it. What a pity they could not be kept down there?" 

Wood Mountain was less than 50 kilometres from the border and about 200 
kilometres east of Fort Walsh. Man Who Took the Coat stopped there on his 
way to Fort Walsh. 

Since White feared that many Indians would perish from the cold while 
wintering at Fort Walsh, he urged Dewdney to instruct McDonald to come to 
the fort to make ~ayments.3~~ Correspondence consequently ensued behveen 
the Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, Lawrence Vankoughnet, 
and John A. Macdonald, about relief supplies, the necessity of sending Agent 
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INDIAN C L A I M S  C O M M I S S I O N  P R O C E E D I N G S  

McDonald to Fort Walsh, and the concern that "if Piapot is given Reserve 
south we will not get our Indians to go n0rth."3~3 

In the course of instructing I ~ n e  on October 27, 1883, Dewdney blamed 
this crisis on the NWMP's failure to close the fort when the Indian Agency 
there was withdrawn.314 

I think it is vety unfortunate the Post at Walsh had not been abandoned this summer 
as agreed upon last winter in Ottawa The Indians will not now believe that the Post is 
to be abandoned and we will have considerable dilliculty in inducing them to leave. 

You are aware that the Southern Countty is not the Country of the Crees and they 
should be told that it is no good their making a request to be given Reserves in the 
South. 

I hope you will impress upon the Indians that they have brought their ptesent 
helpless condition on themselves, that they have been warned that they would suffer if 
they remained South and the longer they continue to act against the wishes of the Govt 
the more wretched will they become. 

I should regret vety much to see the Indians come into contlict with the force as 
you a p p m  to apprehend, but should such be the case 1 tmst you will recollect that 
over and over again yon have been instructed to inform the Indians that the payments 
would not be made, neither would the Indians be fed at Ft. Walsh. This was done in 
anticipation of the Post being abandoned as agreed upon. 

Mr. McDonald has gone to kt. Walsh to make the payments which I have, with 
great reluctance assented to he will also report to me the necessity of sending in 
supplies. If it is absolutely necessaty to feed the Indians they will have to go to Swift 
Current Creek as supplies can then be sent from Winnipeg?" 

Annuity moneys were distributed by McDonald at Fort Walsh over the 
course of some 20 days beginning on November 8, 1882.316 He was not sym- 
pathetic to the Indians' plight: 

The Indians look very bad, I know they are not getting enough flour but I like to 
punish them a little. I will have to increase their rations, but not much. 

I say let us get the Indians through the winter the best way we can feeding them is 
the cheapest. The Railroad is progressing well and it would be a pity that anything 
should spring up which would be an excuse for the Indians to cause trouble now. 

313 Vankaughnet to Macdanald. October 25, 1882. NA, RC LO, vol. 3744. file 29506.3 (ICC Documents, pp. 405- 
9). 
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C A R R Y  T H E  K E T T L E  F I R S T  N A T I O N  C Y P R E S S  H I L L S  I N Q U I R Y  

There are some very ill disposed Indians here, year by year they have been getting less 
and a few months more will I think see very few on these hills."' 

McDonald thought the Indians would leave the area on their own "in the 
spring or as soon as the Police go from here: there will be nothing to keep 
them and the fear of the Indians south and west will make them abandon 
Cypress 

Fort Walsh, Winter 1882-83 
During the winter of 1882-83, with McIUree at Fort Calgary3I9 and no Indian 
Department staff at Fort Walsh, Dewdney recommended that NWMP Inspector 
Frank Norman be delegated to issue food rations to the Indian~.3~O %te 
suggested that it would be preferable to have an officer of the Indian Depart- 
ment at Fort Walsh, however: 

Very considerable hct and discretion will have to be exercised in getting the Indians 
now there moved to their Reserves and complications with them may be avoided if a 
responsible officer with powers to act, beyond the mere issuing of rations, is in the 
vi~inity.'~' 

If the Minister's decision was to leave Norman in charge of the Indians at 
Fort Walsh, White felt Norman should be entirely relieved of police duty.Q2 

Faced with "sometimes over four thousand Indians in the immediate vicin- 
ity of Fort Walsh ... in a very deplorable and starving condition," Norman 
refused to further reduce the food allowance as in~tructed.3~3 As it was, for 
every seven days he was issuing each Indian sufficient flour and meat to last 
just two d a ~ s . 3 ~ ~  In January 1883, Norman had to borrow from the NWMP 
stores to meet the demand for rati0ns.3~5 By the beginning of Februq, sup- 
plies were running out entirely. Deep snow made it impossible to travel the 
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43 miles to the end of the CPR track to pick up the flour available 
Nor could supplies be obtained from Fort Benton, which was 200 kilometres 
south of Fort Wal~h.3~' 

Return to Indian Head, Spring 1883 
In his year-end report for 1883, Dewdney remarked that the "large sum" that 
had been expended in 1882 to assist Indians "to remove to their reserves" 
was effectively "thrown away" when so many returned to Fort Walsh for the 
winter of 1882-83. Fearing that "more serious complications of an interna- 
tional nature" would arise in 1883 from their "horse-thieving expeditions" 
into the United States, Dewdney resolved to try again: 

I consequently decided to make another d a r t  to disperse these bands and endeavor 
to get them to move to those sections of the Territories which they had formerly 
claimed as their own and had ceded under treaty to the D~minion.'~ 

Dewdney attributed the Indians' reluctance to relocate to a romantic attach- 
ment to a bygone era: 

It is a m a r  of no wonder that such a strong stand should have been made against 
our repeated efforts to cause them to leave their old haunts, places associated with 
thoughts of freedom and plenty, whilst the b&o roamed the Plains in countless 
numbers. Leaving these hills behind them dashed to the ground the last hope to which 
they had so strenuously and fondly clung, of once more being able to live by the 
chase ...3" 

For government officials in the spring of 1883, the priorities were presew- 
ing order in the Regina, Qu'Appelle, and Indian Head areas and trying to 
banish the remaining Indians from the Cypress Hills. Having wintered poorly 
at Fort Walsh or elsewhere, the bands of Piapot, Long Lodge, and Man Who 
Took the Coat had little choice but to return to Indian Head in the spring of 
1883. The railway track had been laid, enabling these bands to be sent by 
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train eastwards from Maple Creek,33O hut a derailment during this trip, in 
which some AssiNboine were injured, heightened their anxiety. On May 25, 
1883, the Indian Commissioner in Winnipeg wrote to the Superintendent 
General in Ottawa to advise him how things were progressing: 

[Glreat diIEculty has been experienced in inducing the Walsh Indians to go to their 
various Reserves, influence from many sources were stmngly bearing upon those who 
were deciding to go north to change their minds, and not go. The Railway accident 
which happened to those who were on their way to Qu'AppeUe did a great deal 
towards upsetting their minds and it was with great persuasion that they were induced 
to go farther, nothing would encourage them to take the cars again, so cart had to be 
engaged to do the carlying of those unable to walk)" 

Assistant Indian Commissioner Hayter Reed and Colonel Irvine visited the 
Indians in May. At the Assi~hoine camp, about 15 miles from the rail line at 
Indian Head, Inine urged Man Who Took the Coat to remain on his reserve, 
"which he promised to In contrast, Piapot and Long Lodge had griev- 
ances that caused them and their followers to move off the reserve, the for- 
mer stating "that he and his people could not endure the stench that ema- 
nated from the dead bodies of unburied Indians then Lying on the ground."333 
Irvine wrote of this situation and his concern for law and order: 

These bodies had, in accordance with their usual custom in that respect, been placed 
in small trees which having been burned down by Ere, caused the bodies to drop 
upon the ground where they remained. He also told me that he was going with his 
people to some place where they would be able to catch fish suBcient to live upon. 1 
explained to him fully that the Government would not permit in the present settled 
state of the country, or w e d  patties of either whites or Indians moving to different 
parts of the Territories, such a [illegible] being c o n k q  to law and that he had better 
carefully consider his movements. 

I returned here last night and leave today with My men and one gun for 
Qu'AppeUe, and will in all probability meet the Indians en route. 

My object in going is to guard against their interfering with the settlers in that 
district [illegible] and I consider that the presence of the Police will have a beneficial 
effect and be reassuring to the settlets umdccustomed to the habits of Indians and who 
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might probably view matters in a more serious light than the occasion requires and 
besides the presence of so large a number of Police might have a gwd effect on the 
Indians mind and be the means of inducing them to reconsider their movement and 
possibly of rmming to their Reserve."" 

When the Assiniboine went to their Indian Head reserve the second time, 
there were "eighty-six in all," considerably fewer than had arrived the year 
before. McDonald explained that Man Who Took the Coat had returned with 
80 of his followers and Long Lodge's head man named Little Mountain. "We 
have managed to put thirty-seven acres under crop for them," wrote McDon- 
ald on July 6, 1883.335 Statistics in the department's Annual Report indicated 
that the crops included 22 acres of barley, 6.5 acres of potatoes, 5.5 acres of 
turnips, and 3 acres of garden vegetables. The yield was 200 bushels of bai- 
ley and 60 bushels of p0tatoes.3~~ 

One month later, the office of the Indian Agent was moved from 
Qu'Appelle to Indian Head. At the end of August 1883, McDonald reported 
that, "since spring, Indians have been coming from the vicinity of Cypress 
Hills and going on their reserve." Piapot and his band were among those 
who had returned to their reserves.33' 

Government "Success," Fall 1883 
By October 1883, Dewdney was satisfied that his "effort to disperse these 
bands and endeavor to get them to move to those sections of the Territories 
which they had formerly claimed as their own and had ceded under treaty to 
the Dominion" had been successful, and that the Assiniboine "placed on 
their reserve at Indian Head are now quite contented and doing we11."33 
Dewdney's October 24, 1883, letter to Macdonald detailed the attitudes and 
ideas that had motivated him over the previous three years: 

Being aware of the importance attached by you of relieving that part of the country 
adjacent to the International Boundary line of those of our Indians who have for some 
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years past looked upon it as their wintering ground, I have the honor to report that, 
during the past summer my efforts have in a great measure been framed in order to 
accomplish this end. 

Need I assure you that not a litde time was necessarily occupied in this endeavor, 
as with a pardonable jealousy the Indian clung to those haunts which were the scenes 
of his brightest days, feeling loath to leave a countly where many of them had been 
nurtured and experienced the delights of the chase & [illegible] he might never again 
return. Moral suasion and it alone was the only means adopted by me in accomplish- 
ing what [illegible] in view and this with Indians means [illegible] and a constant 
repetition of grounds already gone over. 

I feel happy in being able to report that out of the 300 or 400 lodges, representing 
over 3WO Indians, which frequented the country in question, at the time of writing 
but few remain - some 30 or 40 lodges -and these can be moved at any moment 8 
considered advisable. 

To give a succinct report of my doings in the maner, I would state, that last April I 
decided to send my Assistant Commission to meet these Indians at Cypress Hills, some 
30 odd miles north of the line, and this gentleman, although they advanced d man- 
ner of reasons for not complying with his requests as regards quitting the locality, 
advised me that he felt coddent ... 

Among the ditficulties and these not the least that had to be encountered, were the 
strenuous endeavors on the part of interested traders and others, who benefited by 
the presence of the Indians, to persuade them that the words of the Great Mother 
were not to their good, and wen on the point of being prevailed upon to depart a 
[illegible] and successfnl attempt was made to retain them longer by advising them to 
await my arrival, as I was then about going through the country to visit the Blackfeet 

My interview with them showed that 1 endorsed the course taken by my Assistant 
and after expressing my views in a most marked manner which appeared to dispel 
much of the hope they entertained of being able to have matters changed to meet 
their views, the greater portion under Big Bear, Lucky Man and Piapot left for the 
north and east, the Saskatchewan and Qu'AppeUe Districts respectfully, the parts in 
which they were supposed to be treated with and claimed as their own. 

A hundred or more lodges of recalcitrants remained behind, but 1 felt assured that 
later on in the season these could be forced to act in accordance with my wishes and 
the Department make a large saving as regards transport supplies etc. which predic- 
tion has been Fulfilled for on a return of Chief Lucky Man and some few lodges from 
the north I [illegible] ...33Y 

From an oficial point of view at least, the situation had been resolved. 

339 Dewdney to Superintendent General of Indian ABdn, October 24, 1883, NA. RG 10, vol. 3744, file 29506-3 
(ICC Documenls, pp. 336-41). 
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FAMINE, INDIAN HEAD, SPRING 1884 

Overall, the government may have been satisfied with the outcome, but neg- 
lect, illness, and starvation continued to be the lot of the Assiniboine on the 
Indian Head reserve. In May 1884, a physician who visited the encampments 
of Piapot, long Lodge, and Man Who Took the Coat reported that the scurvy 
he observed there in February persisted owing to the absence of fresh food 
and vegetables from their diet. He felt it was useless simply to supply ammu- 
nition because ducks and chickens were very scarce?4o 

Hayter Reed fonvarded the physician's report to Macdonald, but rather 
than admit any failing on the part of the department, Reed too blamed the 
Indians for their misfortune: 

[N]o doubt the death rate is large but it must be borne in mind that the Erst seeds of 
their complaints were sown dufig the sojourning of the Indians in the Fort Walsh 
District, owing to immoral habits, and were it not for this fact the use of [unreadable] 
would not have such a hurtful effect. 

When the doctor speaks of stamation the same does not mean that the quantities 
issued were not sufficient but that the Indians were unable to eat the bacon.j4' 

Reed's use of the word "sojourning" implied that the Assiniboine were tem- 
porary residents of the Cypress Hills. Nevertheless, he did order a small 
quantity of meat and potatoes to be s~ppl ied .3~~ 

The department's year-end statistics indicate that the Assiniboine planted 
55.5 acres of land with the following crops in 1884: wheat, 6.5 acres; barley, 
2 acres; potatoes, 35 acres; mrnips, 8 acres; carrots, 2 acres; and onions, 22 
a~res.3~3 

BAND AMALGAMATION AND RESERVE SURVEY, 1885 

Long Lodge died on Christmas Eve 1884, and Dewdney immediately proposed 
joining the two Assiniboine bands under Man Who Took the Coat.3M In early 
March, McDonald convinced the followers of Long Lodge that this was a good 

340 D.C. Edwards lo Agent McDonald, May 13, 1884, NA, RG LO, vol. 3745. 6k 29506.4 (ICC Documenls, pp. 349- 
51). 

341 H q e r  Reed, Indian Commissioner, to Superintendent General of Indian Main, May 20, 1884, Nh RG 10, mi. 
3745, Me 295064 (1% Documenu, pp. 352-53). 

342 Hayter Reed, Indian Commissioner, to Superintendent General of Indian Mais, May 20, 1884, NA, RC 10, mi. 
3745, Me 295064 (ICC Documenu, pp. 352-53). 

343 J a p e  Benson, "Repon on the Miluboine C h  to the Cypress Hills Raerve? November 27, 1998 (ICC Exhibit 
11, PI 11, p. 38). 

344 Dewdney lo Superintendent General of Indian Aiiain. January 10. 1885, N4. RC 10, uol. 3704. file I7825 (ICC 
Docwnene, p. 363). 
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idea,345 and the amalgamation was formally approved by the department later 
that month.3a 

At about the same time, Dewdney instructed Nelson to survey the Indian 
Head reserves, as Nelson's report to Dewdney shows: 

In the winter you informed me of your intention to have the reserves at Indian Head 
surveyed before undertaking the survey of the more mensive reserves at Bear W 
and Whitefish Lake. "' 

Accordingly, on June 5 ,  1885, John Nelson's survey party travelled about 10 
miles southeast of Indian Head to survey the reserve for the band of Man 
Who Took the Coat and his new Long Lodge adhe~ents.3~~ By that time, Piapot 
was no longer at Indian Head, having returned to the Qu'Appelle Valley. 

Nelson discussed the boundaries of the reserve with Man Who Took the 
Coat and the Indian agent: 

I left Indian Head, accompanied by Colonel McDonald, Indian Agent, lo consult Chief 
Jack in regard to the boundaries of his reserve. He said since talking with Colonel 
McDonald in the spring, he had carefully examined the block of land set apart for the 
Assiniboine Indians, and would like to obrain that part of it which had been aban- 
doned by Pie-pot, for he found both land and timber good, and preferred it to any 
farther west. Seeing no objection to this, it was decided between us that the tract 
which he desired should form part of the reserve for his band and that of the late 
Chief Long lodge. The reselve was Gndy laid out nine miles from east to west by 
eight from north to 

The resulting 73.2 square mile (46,854 acre) area was confirmed as 
Assiniboine Indian Reserve (IR) 76 on May 17, 1889, by Order in Council 
1151-1889.350 Under the terms of Treaty 4, this tract represented land for 

345 Agenl McDondd lo lndlan Commissiaoer, March 4, 1885, NA, RG 10, vol. 3704, fde 17825 (ICC Documents, 
pp. 365-67). 

346 Dewdney to Superintendent General of Indian Malrs, March 9, 1885. NA. RG 10. vol. 3704, Ne 17825 (ICC 
Documents, p 428), and author unknown to Dewdnq, March 28, 1885, NA, RG 10, vol. 3704, fde 17825 (ICC 
Documenls, p. 429). 

347 Nelson Report, December 5, 1885, in Canada. Parliament. Sessional Papers, 1886. No. 4. "Annud Repon of 
the Depment  of Indian Mairs for Ule ear ended 31' December 1885," cited in J a p e  Bemon, "Repon on 
the Assiniboine Claim to the Cypress d Kcserve,'' November 27, 1998 (ICC W b i t  11, pt 11, p. 28) 

348 Nelson lo Dewdney. December 5, 1885. in Canada, Parliament, SBssianlPapers, 1886. No. 4. "hnnual Repon 
of the Department of Indian Malrs for Yew Ended 31' December 1885; 146-51 (ICC Documents. pp. 368- 
73); and federal Order in Caund, May 17, 1889 (ICC Documents, pp 374-75). 

349 Nelson lo Dewdney, December 5, 1885, in Canada. Parlimeat, SsssonalPapers, 1886, No. 4, "hnud  Repon 
of the Depanment of Indim Atlain for the Year Ended 31YDecember 1885," 146, cited in Jim Gallo, "Research 
Report on Carly the Kenle Claim lo a Reserve in the Cypress tiilk." revised November 1998 (ICC Exhibit 100, " 57) 

350 Fidecil Order in Council, May 17, 1889 (ICC Documents. pp. 374-75). 
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366 people; as at December 31, 1884, the department's Annual Report 
showed a total of 339 people, consisting of 251 in the band of Man Who 
Took the Coat and 88 with Long I~dge.35~ IR 76 was withdrawn from the 
operation of the Dominion Lank Act on June 12, 1893, by Order in Council 
1694-1893.352 

EXISTENCE OF CYPReSS HILLS RESERVE DENIED, 1909 
About 20 years after the Assiniboine reserve near Indian Head was con- 
firmed, the Deputy Minister of the Department of the Interior received an 
inquiry km A.J. Haig of Toronto, Ontario. He wanted "a map 
showing the Assiniboine Reserve in the Cypress Ws." He seemed somewhat 
familiar with the property: "A survey of it was made by Man P. Patrick, D.L.S. 
If there is any map published by your Department showing it would you 
kindly send me a copy and obIige."334 

Indian Affairs' response was to deny the existence of the former 
Assiniboine Reserve: 

With reference to your letter of fie 10th instant, I have to state that this Depart- 
ment has no Indian Reserve in the Cypress Ws. 

What is now known as the Assiniboiie Reseme is a few miles south west of the 
town of Wolseley, Sask. A plan of this reserve can be sent to you if it is the one 
desired?ii 

Russell pursued the matter further, asking again for a map of "the nld 
Assiniboine Reserve": 

L m aware rh;u here is now no Indian kncne UI die q y m s  H~l l j  a114 8y1u Iouk ;u 
mv I~twr ol the loth Inst. I think vuu wiU Gnd 1 wrak of the old nhsemt. whirh I know ~~ ~ -~ . ~ 

from being on he ground at the time did exist'and was sweyed, 1 think, by AUan 
Poyntz Patrick, DLF, some time in the early eightys. I am anxious lor the purpose of 
identifying certain points on the gmund to get the place of the southern and western 
b o u n m  [sic]?% 

351 Jim W o ,  "Research Repon on Cvry the W e  C h  lo a Rerewe in the Cypress W:' r-d November 
1998 (ICC Exhibil lW, p. 57). 

351 Order in Council eC 16941893, ]me 12, 1893, N.4 ffi 2, Series I (ICC Douuaen&s,,pp. 376-78). 
353 No informuion wa orovided Lo the Commission temtdio~ A l .  Haia Russell or whar mollmted his inouiw into a - - .  - . . 

"rwne" in the ~yp'reo Hills. 
354 AJ. Haig Russell lo Depuy Wnisler of the interiar, October LO, 1909, Nh. RG 10, mi. 4001, lde 209590-1 (ICC 

Documents, p. 379). 
355 S Stewan, h i s t m t  Secrew, In& AEdaia, w iLJ. Haig Russell, October 20, 1909, NA, RG LO, vol. 4WI, Gie 

209590-1 (102 Dacumenu. p. 380). 
3% A.J. Haig Russell to Seeretuy, lndnn AEdrs. October 23, 1909 (ICC Documears, p. 381). 
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J.D. McLean, Secretary, Department of Indian Affairs, would not admit to 
the existence of such a survey. He stated that the department did not have any 
such plans or field notes. Since there was no confirmation of the reserve, it 
was not under the jurisdiction of Indian aairs .  McLean wrote: 

With reference to your letter of the Z3rd inst I have to stale that if Mr. k Patrick, 
D.LS. surveyed an Indian Reserve in the Cypms Ws in the early eighties it was not 
conEmed as such and therefoe did not come under this Deparlment, so that there 
are not now any plans or tield notes of record here. It would become part of the 
Dominion Lands and the sulvey consequently would not be recognized by that 
Department."7 

The question of whether a reserve was created for the Assiniboine in the 
Cypress Hills will be discussed in the next part of this report. What consti- 
tutes a "reserve" and, in particular, what circumstances necessitate a "sur- 
render" of a reserve are essentially the questions before this Commission. 
Our analysis of these issues follows in the next sections of this report. 

j i 7  J.D. McLm. Setremy, Indian &irs, 
208590.1 (ICC Documents. p. 382). 

October 



PART I11 

ISSUES 

Counsel for the First Nation and for Canada agreed that the Commission 
should address the following issues in this inquiry: 

1. Was a reserve set apart at the Cypress Hills for the people of Chiefs Man 
Who Took the Coat and Long Lodge? More speciftcally, 

(a) was a reserve created pursuant to the terms of Treaty 4; 
(b) was a reserve created pursuant to the provisions of the Indian 

Acl; or 
(c) was a de facto reserve created? 

2. If a reserve was created, was there a valid surrender or extinguishment 
of the Band's interest in the reserve? 

3. If there was a valid surrender, did the Crown breach any treaty, fiduci- 
ary, or other lawful obligation owed by Canada to the people of Chiefs 
Man Who Took the Coat and Long Lodge? 

Part N of this report sets out our analysis and findings on the issues 
before the Commission in this inquiry. 
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PART IV 

ANALYSIS 

ISSUE 1 CREATION OF CYPRESS HILLS RESERVE 

Was a reserve set apart at the Cypress Hills for the people of Chiefs Man Who 
Took the Coat and Long Lodge? More specifically, 

(a) was a reserve created pursuant to the terms of Treaty 4; 
(b) was a reserve created pursuant to the provisions of the Indian Act; or 
(c) was a de facto reserve created? 

Issue l(a): Was a Reserve Created Pursuant to the Terms of 
Treaty 4? 
Treaty 4 was first executed at the Qu'Appelle Lakes on September 15, 1874, 
and its reserve clause describes the process for establishing Indian reserves 
and the nature of the Crown's obligation: 

And Her Majesty the Queen hereby agrees, through the said Commissioners, to assign 
reserves for said Indians, such rrserves to be selected by officers of Her Majesty's 
Government of the Dominion of Canada appointed for that pulpose, after conference 
with each band of Indians, and to be of sufficient area to allow one square mile for 
each family of Eve, or in that proportion for larger or smaller fa mi lie^.)'^ 

In 1877, the Assiniboine bands represented by Chiefs Man Who Took the 
Coat and Long Lodge adhered to Treaty 4, which incorporated, by reference, 
the provisions regarding the creation of reserves in the treaty by including, 
within the text of the adhesion, the following: 

We, members of the Assiniboine tribe of Indians, having had communication of the 
treaty hereto annexed, made on the 15& day of September, one thousand eight hun- 

350 Trem No 4 belween Her M@s@ fbe Qum and lbe C m  and Saulteaux Tribes of fndknr a1 Qu%p@lle 
and foe Ellice (Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1966) (ICC Documents, p. 29). 
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dred and seventy four ... in consideration of the provisions of the treaty being 
extended lo us ... And we hereby agree to accept the several provisions and the pay- 
ment in the fouowing manner, viz: That those who have not already received payment 
receive this year the sums of huelve dollars for the year 1876 ... and five dollars for 
the year 1877 ... and the dollars per m u m  for evety subsequent year ...'I9 

When they adhered to the treaty, the Assiniboine bands made it lalown that 
their territory included the Cypress Ws: 

The country claimed by the Assiniboine, admitted in treaty (his year by me [Walshl as 
h e  country of their forefathers, extends from the west end of Cypress Mountain to 
Wood Mountain on the east, north to the South Saskatchewan and south to Milk 
River.J60 

The terms of Treaty 4, then, required the Crown to set aside a reserve for 
the people of Chiefs Man Who Took the Coat and Long Lodge. Although 
Treaty 4 outlines a process for the establishment of Indian reserves, that 
process allows for considerable flexibility as to timing; the treaty is therefore 
not helpful in deciding the point in time when, in fact, a reserve has been 
created. In a number of other cases, the Commission has wrestled with the 
difficult factual question of whether a reserve has been created or not. As in 
those inquiries, we find it necessary to consider certain well-defined princi- 
ples of law relating to treaty interpretation and to apply those fundamental 
principles to the reserve creation clause of Treaty 4 and to the circumstances 
of this case. 

Principles of Treaty Interpretation 
The Commission's deliberation in this and other inquiries has been informed 
most fundamentally by the hallmark principles of treaty interpretation 
recently summarized in R. v. Badger 

At the outset, it may be helpful to once again set out some of the applicable principles 
of treaty interpretalion. First, it must be remembered that a treaty represents an 
exchange of solemn promises between the Crown and the various Indian nations. It is 
an agreement whose nature is sacred. ... Second, the honour of the Crown is always at 
stake in its dealings with Indian people. Interpretations of treaties and statutoly pmvi- 
sions which have an impact upon treaty or Aboriginal rights must be approached in a 

359 Adksion fa Treaty No 4 behueen tk Assiniboine h d  of lndiam and Her Majesty fk Queen at Port 
Wakb (Otlawl: Queen's Pnnles 1966) (ICC Documents, pp. 27-28). 

3M Report, J.M. Wllsh lo Minister of the Intenor, E.A. Meredith, October 28, 1877. Canada, Parliament, S B s d o d  
Papers. 1879. No. 10, m x - u i v  (1% DocumenLi pp. 3942). 
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manner which maintains the integrity of the Crown. It is always assumed that the 
Crown intends to fulfil its promises. No appearance of "sharp dealing" will be sanc- 
tioned. ... Third, any ambiguities or doubtful expressions in the wording of the treaty 
or document must be resolved in favour of the Indians. A corollary to this principle is 
that any limitations which restrict the rights of Indians under treaties must be nar- 
rowly construed. ... Fourth, the onus of proving that a treaty or aboriginal right has 
been extinguished lies upon the Crown. There must be "strict prwf of the fact of 
extinguishmen(" and evidence of a clear and plain intention on the part of the govem- 
ment to extinguish treaty rights.%' 

The Supreme Court of Canada most recently tested and affirmed the sec- 
ond principle stated in Badger, "that the honour of the Crown is always at 
stake in its dealings with aboriginal people," in R. v. Mar~haU.3~~ This princi- 
ple, the Court noted, dates back to its decision in Re Indian Claims, where it 
stated 

that the terms and conditions expressed in those instruments [the treaties] as to be 
performed by or on behalf of the Crown, have always been regarded as involving a 
trust gnciously assumed by the Crown to the fulGLlment of which with the Indians the 
bith and honour of the Crown is pledged, and which trust has always been most 
faithfully W e d  as a treaty obligation of the Cmwn.s3 

The Commission has previously relied upon these principles of interpreta- 
tion in the context of three treaty land entitlement inquiries under Treaties 4 
and 6.3" Counsel to the First Nation and Canada have referred us to the 
Commission's findings in those three inquiries: Kahkewistahaw First Nation, 
Lucky Man Cree First Nation, and Gamblers First Nation. These cases provide 
a useful starting point for our analysis. 

In the Commission's Inquiry into the Treaty Land Entitlement Claim of 
the Xzhkewistahaw First Nation, the Commission stated: 

[ A ]  band's entitlement to reserve land arises upon the band signing or adhering to 
treahi. However, the quantiJication and locatiotr of the band's entitlement are not 
triggered until certain procedures described in the treaty are carried out. Under 

361 R v Badger, 119961 1 SCR 771 at 793.9. 
362 R. u. Manboll, It9991 3 SCR 456. 
363 R v Marrball, 119991 3 SCR 456 11 497, citing with appmwl Re Indim Cla im (1895), 25 SCR 434 al 511- 

I 2  
364 As we stated m our repan of the Luch Man Cree treaty land endllement, "[ill is jun this son of consensus or 

meeting of the minds thn the Commission referred to in in report d&g with the i(ah!mistahaw Bmd of 
Treaty 4, md we beliw that this conclusion ir equally applicable to bands under Treaty 6; 1% Inquiry into 
tbe T m l y  knd E n t i t h m  C b i n  of tbe Lucby Man Cree Ndion (OUawa, March 1997). 73, reponed 
(lW8) 6 ICCP 109 at 162. 
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Treaty 4, ''such reserves [are/ to be sek ted  by officers of Her Majesws Government 
of the Dominion of Canada appointed for that purpose, after conference w'th each 
band of the Indim&* 

The Commission went on to describe the purpose of the "conference" with 
the band: 

In our view, the purpose of the "conference" wifh the band was to ensure that the 
land to be set aside as reserve met with the approval of the chief and headman and 
that it was suitable for its intended purpose ...* 

The Commission observed in that report that the process to create a reserve 
required a decision by both Canada and the First Nation: 

It was only when ag*eement or consensus was reached between the patties to the 
treaty - by Canada agreeing to survey the land selected by the band, and by the band 
accepting the survey as properly defining the desired reserve - that the land as sur- 
veyed could be said to constitute a reserve for the purposes of the treaty."' 

In the Commission's report on the treaty land entitlement claim of the 
Lucky Man Cree Nation, the Commission stated that the act of consensus will 
follow the survey: 

It was only folbwing the survey, when the band indicated its acceptance of the sur- 
veyed area as its reserve - either expressly (by saying so) or implicdy (by living on 
or using the reserve for its bendt) - that a true consensus could have been said to 
exis1.m 

The Commission went on to state: 

Arguably the logical extension of (his requirement for consensus is that, just as it 
would have been open to a band to rejectfor its own reasons a reserve site selected 
by Canada, it would have been equally open to Canada to reject sites requested by the 

365 ICC, Inquiry i*o lbe Tm@ land E n I i ~ n l  Claim oJlbc f f i b h i s t a k w  First N a l h  (MU% November 
1996). 67, repared (1998) 6 LCCP 21. 

366 ICC h p i y  inlo lbs Ttw@ladfinliII~mdnt Claim of1h X a b h i s t a k w  FirslWon (Olhm November 
1996). 67-68. reponed (1998) 6 ICCP 21. 

367 ICC, Inquiry inlo ibe Treaty l a n d E n l i h m 1  Claim o / l k  X a b h i s t a k w  First Nalirm (Ottaw November 
1996), 69, reponed (1998) 6 lCCP 21. 

368 LCC, 11quiy tnro lbe Tmty l a n d E n l i l k 1  Claim of lk Luchy Msm Cree N a l i a  ( O l l a ~ .  Much 19971, 
74, repaned (1998) 6 ICCP 109. 
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band if there were valid reasons for doing so. Canada's discretion in this regard 
would presumably have to be exercised reasonably, however.- 

Finally, in the report on Gamblers First Nation TLE inquiry, the Commis- 
sion addressed the requirement of the "conference" found in Treaty 4 and 
the need for consensus. The Commission said the following: 

To summarize, the Commission considers the "conference" requirement of Treaty 4 
to be more than a formality. It is included to ensure that the land meets with the 
approval of band leaders and that it will be suitable for its intended purposes. Once 
Canada agrees to the band's selection and completes the survey, the band can 
expressly approve or disapprove of the land set apart; alternatively, it can signal its 
approval by continuing to reside on and use the reserve for the collective benefit of its 
members, or its disapproval by refusing to !ive on and use the reserve as surveyed. 

... 
Neither pary in this case has penuaded the Commission that it should take a 

different approach from the one it took in the Kahkewistahaw and Lucky Man inquir- 
ies. We still believe that the treaty makers intended the process of reserve selection to 
proceed by way of consensus and that, as a result, neither Canada nor the Band could 
unilaterally determine the location of the re~erve."~ 

Therefore, as we have previously stated, in our view the Crown's obligation 
under Treaty 4 was to establish a reserve for the First Nation after appropri- 
ate consultation with the band to ensure that the reserved lands were suitable 
for their intended purpose. Following the process of consultation, the lands 
selected would generally be surveyed and Canada and the band would con- 
firm their acceptance of that survey, either formally or by way of conduct. 
Thus, the requisite elements in the setting aside of a reserve include: 

consultation and selection; 
survey; and 
acceptance. 

We will now consider each of these elements in the circumstances of this 
case. 

369 ICC. Inquiry inlo l k  Tmly  LandEntilhenI Ckzim ofthe Lucky Man Cree Nalion (Otmwz, March 1997). 
7677. repaned (1998) 6 ICCP 109. 

370 ICC, Inquiry info 168 T m q  l o n d E n t i f ~ I  C(am of Ik CnmMers 8irs) mthn (Ouawa, October 1998), 
65, 67, reported (1999) 1 1  ICCP 3. 
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Consultation and Selection 
The evidence is uncontradicted that, within two years of adhering to Treaty 4, 
members of the Assiniboine Band of Man Who Took the Coat communicated 
their desire to settle down and select a reserve. Referring to a conference 
held at Fort Walsh on June 26, 1879, Commissioner Dewdney stated: 

I told them the Government would send them instructors who would show them how 
to cultivate the soil. I impressed upon them that the Government expected they should 
work the same as the white man did. I told them that I had brought two fame8  with 
me who would at once commence to break up the soil and raise crops to furnish 
them with seed and food while at work on their own Reservations. 

I told them that if they would only make up their minds to settle down, I was sure 
that in two or three years they would be independent, and have plenty to live on, 
without begging from the Government ... 

AU the Indians expressed great satisfaction at which I told them and two of the 
principal Chiefs, "The Man that stole the coat" an Assiniboine and "little child" a 
Cree, a t  once expmssed a desire to select their land and settle down.31' 

In a subsequent lener sent by Dewdney dated January 2, 1880, Man Who 
Took the Coat identified the lands he was selecting: 

The Assiniboine have not, as yet, senled on their resenations. One band whose Chiefs 
name is "The Man-that-stole-the-coat", expressed a wish last spring to settle, and 
picked out land at the west of Cypress Mounrain for his resemtion.ln 

The evidence is also incontrovertible that the Assiniboine people were 
seeking a reserve in the Cypress Mountains. Dewdney reported that Man Who 
Took the Coat had identiGed the land he and his Followers wanted as their 
reserve when he visited the site on October 26, 1879: 

On the 2G6 I left my party, and, in company with lavallee visited the locality that the 
Assiniboine Chief had notiGed me in the spring that he would like for his resenations. 
It is situated on the north-west end of the Cypress Mounrains, and is well located b r  
farming, provided early summer frosts are not prevalent.") 

311 Edgar Dewdnq, Commission er of Indian i\ffsim, No&-West Territories, to Superintendent General of Indian 
Main, Januvy 2, 1880, in Canada, Parliament. Swional Pnpers, 1880, No. 4, "Annual Report 01 the Depart- 
ment of the lnterior far the Year Ended 30tb JUM 1879.' (IOG Documens. pp. 64-69). Emphasis added. 

372 Edgar Dewdnq, Commissioner of lndian Main, Nod-West Territories, to Superintendent General of lodian 
Main, Januaw 2, 1880. Canadl Parliament, & ~ s i ~ ~ ~ P a p S r s ,  1880, NO. 4. "hnual Repan of the Depanment 
of the Interior for h e  Yw Ended 30th June 1879" (la Documenls. p. 56). 

373 Bdgar Dewdnq, Indian Commissioner, Noh-West Territories, to Superintendent of l n d h  Main. Januw 2, 
1880, Canada, F'adiament. Sesrional Papers, 1180, No. 4, "Annual Repon of the DepvWeol of !he lnkriar for 
h e  Year Ended 30rh June 1879  (ICC Documem, p. 54). 



The words of Chief Man Who Took the Coat were echoed by his descend- 
ants when the Commission twice visited the people of the Carry the Kettle 
First Nation and heard their oral history. The first of two visits took place in 
May 1997 and coincided with the First Nation's annual pilgrimage to the 
burial site of the Cypress H i  Massacre. Speaking through an interpreter, 
Elder Kaye Thompson spoke of her people's spiritual connection to the terri- 
tory of the Cypress Hills: 

The reserve land chosen for our people through our Chief, The Man Who Took the 
Coat, was endowed with such sigdcant qualities, echoing the sacred relationship 
pertinent to all of existence. To our people this area was their most sacred land Our 
blessed homeland blossomed with sustenance, offeering harmony, with such vitality, 
conceiving ceremonial grandeur, forever perpetuating life.'74 

It is not surprising that "the Assiniboine ChieEs selected the 'Head of the 
Mountain' in the western section of the Cypress Hills as the site of their 
reserve,"J7i given the history (both written and oral) that substantiates their 
occupation of the area. Tne Commission was struck by the extent to which 
the Assiniboine people had relied upon the Cypress Hills since time immemo- 
rial as a place of sanctuary during the winter months. Indeed, their eco- 
nomic, cultural, and spiritual connection to the Cypress H i s  is not chal- 
lenged by Canada. 

Tbe Survey 
In the fall of 1879, Commissioner Dewdney instructed surveyor A.P. Patrick 
to survey a reserve for the Assiniboine in the Cypress Hills, but owing to 
inclement weather, Patrick was unable to complete his work until the follow- 
ing year. By January 29, 1880, Dewdney wrote to Surveyor General Lindsay 
Russell in Ottawa to report on Patrick's progress: "Mr. Patrick is now at Fort 
Walsh, and when able to work will complete a Reserve for the Assiniboine 
and one for the Cree ..."376 It was not until June 1881 that Patrick forwarded 
his survey to Dewdney in Ottawa. In its submissions to the Commission, 
Canada took issue with A.P. Patrick's survey on two grounds. First, Canada 
argues that Commissioner Dewdney lacked the requisite authority to conduct 
and approve of a survey. Rather, the conduct and approval of the surveys 
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were vested with the Surveyor General and the Dominion Lands Branch. Sec- 
ond, kP. Patrick did not perform a "completed survey," as required by the 
procedure of the time. The Commission rejects both of Canada's arguments 
for the following reasons. 

Dewdney's Authotity 
The Commission regards Canada's argument that Commissioner Dewdney 
lacked the authority to conduct and approve a survey as specious. Edgar 
Dewdney, as the Indian Commissioner for the North-West, was one of the 
senior representatives of the Government of Canada in the west at this time, 
charged with responsibility to carry out the requirements of the treaty cove- 
nants, and in this capacity subject only to the instructions of the Minister of 
the interior. It is absurd to contend - some 120 years after the fact - that 
Indian Commissioner Dewdney lacked the authority to instruct and guide the 
very surveys that were then being undertaken across the prairies under his 
direction. It is acknowledged that the scope of Commissioner Dewdney's 
authority was subject to some discussion, but the Commission finds nothing 
in the subsequent actions of the Crown, in this case or elsewhere, to suggest 
that Dewdney's authority to instruct and approve surveys was repudiated at 
any time. In any event, the fundamental question, as we shall see, is whether 
the survey plans were accepted by Canada following their completion. 

It is clear that the surveyor responsible for surveying the Assiniboine 
reserve, A.P. Patrick, received his instructions from Dewdney and proceeded 
on this basis. In his report of the survey of the Assiniboine reserve, A.P. 
Patrick stated: 

I had received your instructions on the 17* November, 1879, to dehe  the limits of 
the Assiniboie ... Reserve, and had made several altempts to carry them into execu- 
tion; but owing to the severity of the winter, I was able to make but vely little progress 
... I have to report that this Reservation comprises an area of about 340 square miles. 
It extends along the northern slope of the Cypress Hills. The direction of which is east 
and west, a distance of I I d e s  having a depth of lwo miles on the summit platform 
and stretching away for 31 miles out on the prairie land ridge. The Indian farm is on 
the highest point of the range 4,000 feet above sea level and about two miles from the 
brow of the hills. On my arrival 1 met the Chiefs of the Band, who urged upon me 
their desire that the lines should be tun so as to include the whole of the timbered 
land. 

After much persuasion, they consented that the course of the lines should be run 
as I provided north and south and east and west; my object in view being that the 
lines should in their direction accord with their general system adopted in govem- 
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ment surveys; and further by this partition, a fair division of the timbered lands would 
be made. 

i carried out my survey accordingly and on my leaving them the Chiefs expressed 
themselves very weU satisfied with the result .,,3n 

Clearly, the oral evidence of the First Nation is that the Crown asked it to 
select a reserve and, once communicated, the Crown undertook a survey. In 
her oral testimony, Elder Kaye Thompson described the reserve in the follow- 
ing terms: 

The Man Who Took the Coat requested his reserve be Surveyed at the head of the 
mountain, and he was given his reserve. The reserve was known as the "Assiniboine 
Reservation". We did not seU this land.378 

Elder Andrew Rider offered this description: 

We are told by our forefathers that the Queen asked us to select a reserve in our 
traditional homeland, and the signing of the treaty this is what our leaders have done 
after consulting with our people our traditional way ... When we talk about Cypress 
W s ,  we are ralldng about a reserve west of here, and the reserve that was chosen by 
the people . . . j R  

Completed Survey 
We now consider Canada's second challenge to Patrick's survey - namely, 
that it was not a "completed survey" by the standards of the day (as outlined 
in Manual Shewing the System of Survey).380 Although the documentary 
record is admittedly lacking, the Commission believes that Patrick did com- 
plete a survey, which was submitted to Ottawa for review. We have no reason 
to believe that Patrick's survey was defective or wanting in specificity. We 
therefore reject Canada's argument. 

Canada points out that a copy of survey has never actually been found. 
Counsel argues that the only document that has been found, Patrick's field 
book, does not contain the information necessary to plot a survey which 
conformed to the survey requirements of the day. It is Canada's submission 

377 1A.P Patrick1 lo Bdgv Dewdnqi, Uldivl Commissioner, Noh-West Territories, December 16, 1880, (IS 
Dorllm~nn nn 10-7s) -~ , rr. - ..,. 
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that there is no greater evidence of this deficiency than the January 18, 1999, 
memorandum of Samuel Doyle of the Manitoba and Canada Land Surveyor's 
Commission to Mr Gallo, wherein Mr Doyle concludes that "the data neces- 
sary tn plot the survey is not shown ... due to the deficiencies of the subject 
field notes ... I am unable to plot the surveyed boundaries with any degree of 
~ertainty."3~~ 

The First Nation refutes Canada's submission as overly technical and sub- 
mits that, if there is an issue as to the form of survey, the onus of proving that 
the survey was in some way deficient should be borne by Canada. Nonethe- 
less, the First Nation points to the record of the day in which Patrick's survey 
was received in Ottawa in June 1881 and then fonvarded by the Deputy 
Superintendent General of Indian AtTairs, Vankoughnet, to Dewdney for 
approval. There is no suggestion on record that Vankoughnet found the 
materials in any way deficient. 

In our view, the evidence before us demonstrates that Patrick did in fact 
survey a reserve for the Assiniboine in the Cypress Hills. The submission of 
Canada that this survey was technically deficient by the standard of the day is, 
however, not borne out by the facts. A review of the 1871 Manual reveals a 
system of survey adopted to set aside township blocks, and it has not been 
shown that this Manual was intended to define the specific requirements for 
the survey of Indian reserves. Daniel Babiuk, in his "Report Regarding the 
Claim of Carry the Kettle First Nation," explains the importance of specific 
mechanics to mark out Indian reserve boundaries: 

The manual deals with the sumeying of base lines, meridians, tomhip blocks and 
the subdivision of township blocks. There is absolutely no indication of how monu- 
ments on Indian Reserve boundaries should be marked. Traditionally hey were 
marked I.R.; furthermore, not one of the diagrams indicated an Indian Reserve. The 
absence of any refe~nce to an Indian Reserve ... is very conspi~uous.~~ 

We do not agree that the Manual established a standard procedure for the 
marking the boundaries of an Indian reserve and, in any event, it is ridicu- 
lous to attempt to measure a survey plan, which Canada itself cannot pro- 
duce, against such a manual. We also reject the use of the "General Instruc- 
tions (1883)" circular as a basis by which we should now compare Patrick's 
field book for the simple reason that this circular is not contemporaneous to 

381 Rwised Submissions on Behdf of h e  Government of Canada, March 1, 1999, p. 9, and AppendLx A. 
382 Daniel Babiuk, "A Repon Regarding the Claim d C q  the Keule Flrsr Nation: Mlrch 1, 1999 (ICC U b i l  17, 

P. 3). 
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Patrick's work, and Canada has not drawn our attention to, or put into evi- 
dence, any guideline that may have been available to Patrick when he under- 
took his survey. The documentary record establishes that Patrick completed a 
survey of a reserve in the Cypress Hills in mid-summer 1880 and forwarded 
his plan to Ottawa for approval. Two other survey plans were forwarded at 
that same time, and it is informative that neither of those plans were rejected 
on the basis that they did not conform to the Manual or the "General 
Instructions (1883)," or indeed for any other reason. In short, we have no 
reason to believe that Patrick's survey was not proper by the standards of the 
day. 

There is, however, the requirement that, following the act of selection and 
the act of survey, both the First Nation and Canada accept the survey of the 
land selected by the band. 

Acceptance of the Suwey 
The key factual question before the Commission was whether Canada and the 
First Nation "accepted the Patrick survey, either through a process of formal 
confirmation or by their conduct. 

In the case of Carry the Kettle First Nation, the evidence is uncontradicted 
that the Band accepted the land surveyed by Patrick as its reserve. As evi- 
dence that the Assiniboine occupied and used the land surveyed by A.P. Pat- 
rick - thereby demonstrating their acceptance of this land as a reserve - the 
First Nation lists the following: 

Reports of the Assiniboine fishing on the "reserve"; 

- Report of surgeon, George K e ~ e d y ,  after inquiring into sickness among 
the Assiniboine, in December 1880: 

... Oclober and November were marked by the prevalence of mmles on the 
reserve on "the Head of the Mountain ..."j" 

The Assiniboine were paid treaty at the "Assiniboine Reserve" in 1880; 

In Dewdney's 1880 report, he suggests that there were abandoned houses 
on the reserve "which will be made use of by the Indian Instructor sent 
there as well as by the Indians themselve~";~~ 

383 Jayme Benson, "Repon on h e  Assiniboie Claim lo h e  Cypress Kills Reserve:' Nwember 27, 1998 (ICC Phibit 
11, Supponing Documents, tab 33). 

384 Edgar Dewdney, Indian Comm~ssioner, North-West Territo"~, to Superintendent General of Indian Main. 
January 2, 1880, Canada, P a r b e d ,  SesEional Papsrs, 1880, No. 4, " h u l l  Repon of the Depamenl oi the 
lnteriar for he Year Ended 3Mh June 1 8 7 9  (ICC Documents, p. 54). 



From reports of farming operations, the Assiniboine were farming on the 
lands surveyed by Patrick in 1880; 

It was not until the spring of 1882 that the Assiniboine people left for 
Indian Head.385 

It is the First Nations' submission that the above factors, along with the 
fact that reports do not clearly show the Assiniboine people to be anywhere 
other than the area surveyed by Patrick, should lead the Commission to con- 
clude that the Band did in fact make use of and occupy the land surveyed for 
it as a reserve. Taken together, this evidence of use and occupation should 
lead the Commission to find that the Man Who Took the Coat and his follow- 
ers accepted the surveyed land as their reserve. 

Furthermore, the First Nation submits that Canada did administer the area 
as a reserve as evidenced by the following: 

- Commissioner Dewdney reported to the Prime Minister and Parliament that 
the area was a reserve. 

A farm instructor was dispatched to the area by Commissioner Dewdney 

An Indian agent was assigned to the area. 

Treaty payments were made at the " r e ~ e r v e . " ~  

In our view, the evidence before us demonstrates that the First Nation 
accepted the land surveyed by Patrick for the Assiniboine as its reserve. More 
problematic, however, is the question whether Canada "accepted the Patrick 
survey. 

The key Facts seem to us to be the following: 

a Commissioner Dewdney instructed Patrick to survey an Assiniboine 
reserve in the Cypress Hills on November 17, 1879. 

b Patrick began his survey in the winter of 1879, but did not complete it 
until the summer of 1880. 

385 Submissions on Behalf of Carry the Kettle Fin1 Nation, Pebnnry 5, 1999, pp. 48-52. 
386 Submissions on Behalf of Carry the Kertle First Nztion, Febmvy 5 ,  1999, pp. 48-52. 
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Patrick submitted his survey (along with two others) to Ottawa in June 
1881, where it was received by the Deputy Superintendent General of 
Indian Affairs, Vankoughnet. 

Vankoughnet then forwarded the plans on June 23, 1881, to Commis- 
sioner Dewdney, requesting approval or "certification." 

The plans were received by Dewdney's office on July 4, 1881. 

There appears to be no copy of Patrick's plan of survey in existence 
today. 

By November 1880, Commissioner Dewdney had recommended to 
Superintendent General of Indian Affairs Macdonald that the Assiniboine 
be relocated out of the Cypress Hills. 

The Carry the Kettle people had taken up occupation of the lands sur- 
veyed by Patrick at least since Patrick began preparations of the survey. 

Over the course of the summer and fall of 1881, the government advised 
the Assiniboine of its intention to close Fort Walsh and to relocate the 
Assiniboine from the Cypress Hills. 

In the spring of 1882, the government attempted physically to remove the 
Assiniboine from the Cypress Hills and settle them at Indian Head, Sas- 
katchewan. Reluctant to stay, the Assiniboine returned to the Cypress 
H i ,  where they remained until the spring of 1883. At that time the 
government eventually succeeded in relocating the community to pro- 
posed reserves at Indian Head. 

The situation at Fort Walsh and Cypress Hills during the winter of 
1881-82 was as tragic as any in Canadian history. Approximately 2000 
Indian people, including the Carry the Kettle band, were huddled at Fort 
Walsh facing starvation, deprivation, and uncertainty as to their future. 
The WMP and the Department of Indian Affairs had been instructed to 
persuade, or, alternatively, coerce the various bands to disperse from 
Fort Walsh. In response to very specific instructions, the rations upon 
which the people had come to rely for survival were being meted out and 
in some cases withheld in an attempt to force people to leave. 

The First Nation submits that the survey was accepted by the appropriate 
government authorities, as evidenced by the department's administration of 
the lands as an Indian reserve. The Commission has concluded, somewhat 
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reluctantly, that the Government of Canada did not accept Patrick's survey 
and, therefore, that the lands set aside as a reserve in the plan were not 
accepted by Canada pursuant to the terms of Treaty 4. As we have noted 
previously, it is our view that the requisite elements to the setting aside of 
reserves under Treaty 4 included consultation and selection, followed by sur- 
vey, followed by ultimate acceptance by both the First Nation and Canada. The 
acceptance of the survey could be effected in a formal manna or could be 
found in the conduct of either party. In this case, we have concluded that 
Canada did not accept Patrick's survey when it was submitted to Ottawa in 
June 1881. It is certainly clear that Dewdney dispatched Patrick to survey a 
reserve for the Assiniboine in the Cypress Hills. It is also incontrovertible that 
the Assiniboine did select land in the Cypress Hills and that Patrick did in fact 
survey the land selected. Nor is it possible to doubt that the land surveyed by 
Patrick was accepted by the Band. However, it is extremely unlikely that 
Dewdney would have accepted Patrick's survey when it reached his office in 
July 1881, since Canada, in consultation with Dewdney and others, had made 
a decision to relocate the Assiniboine from the Cypress W s  well before July 
1881. In fact, that decision appears to have been made by November 1880 
and communicated to the Assiniboine in the summer of 1881. Although there 
is no documentary record substantiating the rejection of Patrick's survey, a l l  
of Dewdney's actions and correspondence evidence a decision having been 
made to relocate the Assiniboine from the Cypress Hills. We therefore con- 
clude that Canada did not accept Patrick's survey of the area selected by the 
Assiniboine in the Cypress Hills as a reserve pursuant to the requirements 
under Treaty 4. That being said, and as we will explain further in this report, 
whether Canada's decision to relocate the Assiniboine from the Cypress HiUs 
was "fair" at the time and whether it is "fair" today is a matter we feel we 
must address within our "supplementary mandate" at the conclusion of this 
report. 

Canada has, however, put forward several arguments that the Commission 
rejects and that we wish to briefly comment upon. 

first, Canada asserts that the Assiniboine had "abandoned the Cypress 
H i s  before Patrick submitted his survey plan to the Government of 
Canada."' This is inaccurate. Patrick's survey plan was submitted to Ottawa 
in June 1881, and the Assiniboine were still living in the area when the gov- 
ernment began its relocation efforts in the spring of 1882. 

$87 Revised Submission on Behllf of the Government of Canad* March 1, 1999, p. 11 
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Second, Canada argues that the only appropriate evidence for "accept- 
ance" of the Band's selection of land as reserve is the formal approval of the 
survey by the duly authorized officers of the Interior Department or the 
Department of Indian Affairs. No such approval of A.P. Patrick's survey of 
1880 can be found on record, and therefore Canada argues that to state "a 
survey in and of itself gives full effect to the reserve clause of Treaty 4 is both 
erroneous and unsupported by the historical record.""8 We do not agree 
with Canada. In our view, the government could, by its conduct, be said to 
have "accepted" an allocation of reserve land, even though the survey was 
not formally approved. In the circumstances before the Commission, how- 
ever, we conclude from all the evidence that the survey plan was rejected by 
Canada because it was quite inconsistent with the policy that had been 
adopted by the highest level of government of the day. 

Finally, Canada submits that the absence of an order in council confirming 
the survey is further proof of Canada's lack of acceptance of the reserve. The 
exercise of the royal prerogative being an "outward public manifestation of 
the will of the Crown,'' Canada argues that reserves are "set apart" in law by 
the existence of the royal prerogative, which is evidenced by one of the fol- 
lowing instruments: 

a proclamation, writ, letters patent, grant of other document under the 
Great Seal; 
an order in council; or - a warrant, commission, order, or instruction under the Sign Manual.J89 

Canada refers to the Commission's finding in the Kahkewistahaw TLE 
report that an order in council can evidence the Crown's agreement of a 
reserve as surveyed. Although not disagreeing that an order in council can 
evidence the Crown's acceptance, the Commission did not 6nd that a federal 
order in council is a necessary precondition to creating a reserve. At page 78 
of the Kahkewistahaw TLE report the Commission stated: 

The subsequent conduct of the parties c o h s  that they agreed to treat the 1881 
survey as the First Nation's reserve under Treaty 4. Although the Commission does not 
make any findings on whetber a federal order in council is necessary belore an 
Indian resetve can be created, the fact that the sutvey plan submitted by Nelson was 

388 Revised Submlssian on Behalf af the Government af Cmaada. March I,  199, p. 16 
389 Revised Subrnision on Behalf of the Cowmment of Canada. March 1. 1999, p. 18 
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accepted by Canada by m a  of an order in council provides evidence tha~ the Crown 
agreed to the reserve surveyed by Nelson in 1881 ...)" 

The parties agree that there is no evidence of an order in council confirm- 
ing the setting aside of a reserve in Cypress Ws. In the Commission's view, 
an order in council is not a necessary prerequisite in any event. 

In the final analysis, the Commission does agree that reserves were some- 
times rejected, as unsuitable by Canada, a@ they had been surveyed but 
&fore they were formally "set apart" for a band.3g1 Canada cites the follow- 
ing passage from the Commission's Lucky Man T E  report in support: 

Arguably, the logical extension of this requirement for consensus is that, just as it 
would have been open to the band to reject for its own reasons a reserve site selected 
by Canada, it wo& have been e q d y  o p  to Cam& to reject sites requested by 
tbe band if there iuere valid reasonsfor doing so . . . 3 9  

Issue l(b): Was a Reserve Created Pursuant to the Indlnn Act? 
The issue to he determined here is whether a reserve has been set aside 
pursuant to the terms of the Indian Act. The Act at issue in these proceed- 
ings is the 1876 Indian By section 6 of the Act, a reserve is defined as 
follows: 

6. The term "reserve" means any tract or tracts of land set apart by treaty or other- 
wise for the use or beneht of or granted to a particular band of Indians, of which the 
legal title is in the Crown, but which is unsurrendered, and includes all the trees, 
wood, timber, soil, stone, minerals, metals or other valuables therein." 

Canada argues in its written submission that the dehtion of "reserve" as 
set out in the Indian Act establishes neither the authority nor the process for 
creating re~erves.3~' Instead, Canada contends that the phrase "set apart by 
treaty or otherwise" directs us to the provisions of the treaty relative to 
reserve creation. Canada refers to the work of Professor Richard Bartlett in 
"The Establishment of Indian Reserves on the Prairies" and his analysis of the 
distinction between the Robinson treaties, which expressly defined the 

390 la, bpuip iMo lbe I k d y  InndGntiUemsnl Chin  of !be 8izbkwislabmu Firsf Natia (Ottawa, November 
I%%), 78, reparted (1998) 6 ICCP 21. 
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reserves set out thereunder, and the numbered treaties, in so far as Treaties 
3,4,  6, 8, and 10 do not provide for a "reservation" of any portion of land 
ceded under treaty. 

The "numbered treaties upon such surrender provide for the establishment of 
reserves within the surrendered ferritoly ... Tteaties #3, 4, 6, 8 and 10 provided for 
the acreage of the reserves but declared that their location would be determined by 
subsequent selection." 

In effect, Canada then relies upon its previous submission to the effect that 
reserve lands were never "set apart" under the treaty itself. Canada also 
addresses the term "or otherwise" in section 6 of the Act and spec$caUy 
considers whether the lands surveyed by Patrick within Treaty 4 territory in 
1880 at "Head of the Mountain" were "otherwise" set apart. Canada appears 
to equate the phrase "or otherwise" to the exercise of (a) the royal preroga- 
tive for setting the lands apart as reserve, or (b) any "other authentic testi- 
mony" of the exercise of either the royal prerogative or a statutory authority 
for setting the lands apart as reserve. 

As previously stated, there is neither an order in council nor any written 
instrument which provides evidence of the Crown agreeing to Patrick's sur- 
vey. Further, there is no evidence of "other authentic testimony" - namely, 
the exercise of a statutory authority. Therefore, Canada takes the position that 
the lands surveyed by Patrick in 1880 were not "othenvise set apart" as a 
reserve within the meaning of section 6 of the Indian Act, SC 1876, c. 18. 

In contrast, the First Nation submits that Canada's suggested reading of 
section 6 of the Act - to require that reserves be set out expressly in the 
treaties themselves - places too restrictive a meaning on "by treaty" as used 
in the definition of the term "reserve." 

The use of the term "by" within the phrase "lands set apart by Treaty" has 
a broad meaning and should not be limited to the text of the treaty. Drawing 
from a range of common usages, the First Nation believes that the term "by 
Treaty" should be given the meaning of land set apart "through the Treaty," 
or "in consensus of the Treaty," or "in a manner consistent with the 
treaty."397 Such an interpretation would be consistent, the Band argues, with 
the liberal construction rule of statutory interpretation. In the absence of 
specific provisions in the Indian Act in respect of the creation of reserves, or 

3% Richard Badett, 'The Fswbllshment of Indian Reserves on the Prairies; [I9801 3 CNLR 11-12 
397 Subm!ssions an Behalf of C a r q  the Ketlle Erst Naoa. Febebruarj 5. 1999, p. 105. 
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a process of setting lands apart, we are left with an examination, on the facts 
of this case, of the requirements under treaty to establish reserves. 

In the case of Ross River Dena Council Band u. Canada, the Yukon 
Supreme Court was asked to determine if land which had been set aside as a 
band village site, but not designated as a reserve by order in council, should 
be considered a reserve for the purposes of the application of section 87 of 
the Indian A ~ t . ~ 9 ~  In considering whether the land constituted a reserve, Jus- 
tice Maddison stated: 

The Indian Act never has provided a method of creating a reserve. It follows that 
reserves have been "established in many Werent ways and several methods now 
appear to be recognized as having validly set apart land for the use and benefit of 
Indians.": Jack Wwdward, Native Law,196, p. 231. And as Ia Forest, G.V. said in 
Natural Resources and Public Property under the C a d i a n  Constitution, Univer- 
sity of Toronto Press, at p. 121: 

In the areas not resewed by the proclamation [of 17631, reserves were estab- 
lished under many Merent types of authorities and instruments.'* 

In concluding that an absence of an order in council was not a bar to the 
creation of a reserve, Justice Maddison stated: 

The area resewed on January 26, 1965, was a tract of land that was (and is) vested in 
her Majesty. It has been applied for, for the use and benefit of a band: the Ross River 
Band. It was applied for, for a permanent use: a village site. That constitutes "use and 
benefit of a band" as in the Indian Act definition of " re~erve . "~  

The federal Crown appealed the decision of the Ross River Dena Council 
Band u. Canah to the Yukon Court of Appeal, which rendered its decision 
on December 15, 1999, after the close of legal argument in this inquiry, 
although legal counsel to both the First Nation and Canada put the Commis- 
sion on notice of the appeal decision.401 The Yukon Court of Appeal, in a 2 to 
1 decision, overturned the decision of Justice Maddison to find that the land 
"set aside" for the Ross River Dena is not a " ~ e s e r v e . " ~ ~  In its reasons, the 
court stated, 

398 Section 87 of the Indian Ad de& with mauen of twtion. 
3B Rou Riwr &M Carncil and v C o d ,  [I9981 3 CNLR 284 at 293 (YSC) 
403 Ron Riwr Oma Council Band o. C a d .  119981 3 CNLR 284 at 293-94 (YSC). 
401 Aly Alibhai, Colmosol. Depment  ofJustice, to David Osbam, Commission Counsel, Indian Claims Commission. 

December 18. I$%; Tom Wallet, Counsel lo Carly the Keule Pint Nation, lo  Kathleen tickers, legal Couosol, 
Indian Wlims Commission, Januvy 24, 2000 (ICC Gle 2107-19-03). 
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Reserves were historically created hy the federal Crown in futGlment of its obligations 
under treaties with Indians, and of its fiduciaq obligations generally with respect to 
Indians. As it is the prerogaWe of the federal Crown to establish a Reserve, evidence 
of the formal creation of a Reserve is usually in a federal Order-in-Council. 

... 
To constitute a Reserve, the lands must be set apart for the use and h e f t  of a 

band. ..." 

That there exists, and has existed in the Yukon, a statutory distinction 
between "lands set aside" and "reserves" was noted by the Coua of Appeal to 
be beyond doubt. That this distinction is the result of a unique statutory 
regime required the Court of Appeal to give a meaningful interpretation to 
these two categories of land. The court inferred from its reading of an inter- 
nal government document outlining the "procedure for setting aside or 
resening lands in the territories" that "a more formal procedure, e.g. Order- 
in-Council, was contemplated for the creation of a reserve," thus allowing 
lands "set aside" to have a character quite distinct from "reserve land."4a4 

In contrast, the Saskatchewan Queen's Bench decision of Luc La Ronge 
Indian Band u. Canada recently considered, among other issues, "what 
steps must be taken to create an Indian Reserve" in regards to land within 
Treafq 6. The judgment of the court was delivered by Gerein J, and in consid- 
ering the procedure to create a reserve stated: 

There is no single method to create a Reserve. However, there are certain things 
which are essential. The Crown must make a deliberate decision to establish a 
Reserve; there must be consultation with the Indians; there must be a clear demarca- 
tion of the lands; and there must be some manifestation by the Crown that the lands 
will constitute an Indian Reserve. 

The position of the plain& is that if there is consulta.tion and demarcation, 
whether by survey or reference to !he township plan, then a Reserve comes into 
existence. In my opinion, that approach is too broad and simplistic. There were times 
when this happened and a Reserve did result. There were instances when the sutveyor 
was instructed to create the Reserve. No further approval was needed. There were 
other instances when the instructions were not all inclusive and the Cmwn did not 
expressly give its approval, but by its sllence and subsequent attitude the Crown mani- 
fested its acquiescence in the land being constituted a Reserve. Then there were other 
instances when the instructions clearly limited the authority. In such a case a survey 
in itself was not sullldent. 

403 RossRiverDena councJ&mda Canada (December 15. 199g), (YU) [unreported], 7 83. Emphasis added. 
404 Ross Riwr D m  Council Brmd u. C a d  (December 15, 19991, (YU) [unreponedl, 11 108. 
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It is my conclusion that the land was not "set apart" until the Crown treated it as 
such. That could happen in more than one way, including an absence of protest. 

As best I can make out, on the prairies all of the Reselves are the subject of an 
Order-in-Council. However, I do not consider such Orders to be an essential part of 
the process of eslablishing a Reserve ... The Orders-in-Council were no more than an 
admhktrative act which confirmed ot darified what already was a reality."" 

In our view, Gerein J has correctly summarized the law as we understand 
it with respect to when a reserve is created. The reasoning of the court in 
that respect closely follows that of this Commission in its previous work, 
including the Luckq Man Cree Nation Report. 

The Commission does not accept the contention that the setting aside of 
reserve land, in the context of the numbered prairie treaties, was simply a 
mader of royal prerogative. The treaties contemplated the involvement of 
both parties in the reserve creation process and, in our view, a true meeting 
of the minds was fundamental to the selection, surveying, and setting aside of 
reserves. In the result, there must exist some evidence of the intent of both 
Canada and the First Nation that the lands identified should be set aside as 
Indian reserves. In the circumstances of this case, we are unable to conclude 
that the Government of Canada was party to such a consensus. 

Although it is clear that the First Nation's and the government's represent- 
atives in western Canada were working towards the setting aside of reserve 
lands at the Cypress Hills location in the summer of 1879 and 1880, it is 
equally clear that the Prime Minister of the day, Sir John A. Macdonald, who 
was also the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs at that time, and Edgar 
Dewdney, then the Indian Commissioner, had already decided by November 
1880 that an Assiniboine reserve in the Cypress Hills would not be accept- 
able. It seems reasonably clear that this decision was made before the Patrick 
survey was received in Ottawa by Dewdney, on July 4, 1881. Although there is 
no documentary record to substantiate the rejection of Patrick's survey by 
Dewdney, all Dewdney's actions and correspondence speak to a decision 
having been made in late 1880 to relocate all the Indian people, including 
the Assiniboine, out of the Cypress Hills area. It is therefore not surprising 
that there is no record of the government's confirming Patrick's survey, as it 
did his Okanese and Starblanket surveys, which were also received by Dewd- 
ney in Ottawa in July 1881. 

105 inc la Rvnge Indian Band v G m d ~ ,  I2OM)I 1 CNLR 245 a1 337-38. 
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We have therefore concluded that it cannot be said that Canada ever 
accepted the existence of a reserve for the Assiniboine in the Cypress Hills. 
This is our conclusion irrespective of whether the foundation for the exis- 
tence of the reserve is said to be the treaty or the Indian Act. The factual 
question in issue remains the same in either case - namely, whether Canada 
set apart the Cypress W s  lands as a reserve and treated it as such. We have 
concluded that Canada did not. 

A related question is, of course, whether the Assiniboine people can be 
said to have "accepted the reserves proposed for them at Indian Head, Sas- 
katchewan, in 1883. Those reserves were obviously not accepted without 
some real reservations on the part of many of the followers of Chiefs Long 
Lodge and Man Who Took the Coat. As noted previously in this report, a 
significant number of these people refused in the first instance to abandon 
their residency in the Cypress Hills, and continued to return to the Cypress 
Hills seeking refuge in the troubled years that followed. Ultimately, however, 
it seems as though the government achieved its enunciated policy by relocat- 
ing the Assiniboine people to reserves outside the Cypress Hills, reserves 
which, in the fullness of time, it must be said they "accepted" as their own. 
Whether it was "fair" at the time and whether it is "fair" today, that the 
Assiniboine area does not refIect any historical or spiritual connection of the 
Assiniboine, is a separate matter, one we feel compelled to address at the 
conclusion of this report. 

Issue l(c): Was a De Facto Reserve Created? 
The third issue for the Commission's consideration was whether a reserve 
was created in a de facto sense. We understand such a situation would exist 
where a reserve has, in fact, been created, even though the formal proce- 
dures, which would normally be ascribed to, have not been followed. 

"De facto" is defined in Black's Law Dictionay as follows: 

de facto I. In fact, indeed, actually. This phrase is used to characterize an officer, a 
government, a past action, or a state of aEairs which must be accepted for all practi- 
cal purposes, but is illegal or illegitimate.a 

Both the First Nation and Canada submit that a reserve may be created on 
a defacto basis. In Canada's view, the concept of defacto reserve creation 

4ffi BIochb Lnu Dicfiaary, 6th ed.. 417, 
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arises from the decision of the Supreme Court of Canada in Canadian 
PaciJic Ltd v. Paul et al., [I9881 2 SCR 456, where the Court stated: 

It is clear that by virtue of the 1851 deed the land in question was vested in the 
Crown. Shortly thereafter it became an Indian reserve. The trial judge placed some 
importance on the fact that there was no formal allocation of he  land as a reserve 
prior to Confederation. It seems to us, however, to be somewhat inconsistent to 
demand such formality for allocation as a reserve while at the same time accepting 
the lack of a "formal grant" of land to the Woodstock Railway Company. We are of the 
new that it can be accepted that the land in question was p m  of the Wo'oodstock 
Reserve before Confederation." 

Similarly the decision in k c  ka Ronge Band v. Beckn~an~~ is cited by 
Canada in support of the de facto creation of reserves. But, as Canada sub- 
mits, the court in that case did not make a final determination as to precisely 
what was required to create a reserve de facto. Matheson J did, however, 
suggest that evidence of the use or occupation of the land in question by the 
band, as well as consideration by Canada of the land as a reserve, would be 
necessary to establish the existence of a reserve: 

If this dispute over the Candle lake lands was between the pmvince and Canada, an 
argument by Canada that an Indian reserve existed, in fact, might receive serious 
consideration 8 the evidence justified a conclusion of a de hcto reservation. But 
Canada does not take that position, quite pmperly, because there is no evidence to 
suppoa it. The Candle rake lands were never occupied, nor used, by any members of 
the Lac la Ronge Band as a resene, and the lands were never considered by Canada, 
whose responsibility it was to establish Indian reserves, as a resenation.@ 

In effect, the question before the Commission is the very question that we 
have already addressed - namely, whether Canada by its conduct set aside a 
reserve. The First Nation argues that a de facto reserve can be said to be 
created in circumstances where Canada and the band treat an allocation of 
land as reserve, even though the land is not set aside in any formal manner. 
We agree that the law of Canada allows for such a de facto reserve creation, 
and in that respect the case authorities seem entirely consistent: Canadian 
Pacijic Ltd v. Pa~l,4'~ k c  Lu Ronge Band v. Be~knuzn,4~~ Ross River Dena 

407 CnMdian PWI@IC Lld v Paul el al, [I9881 2 SCR 654 at 675. 
408 k c  k Ron@ &md v Becbman, 119901 3 CNLR 10 (Sask. QB). 
409 k Rmge Sand v Becbman, I19901 3 CNLR 10 at 36 (Suk QB) 
410 C o d i a n  PociJic Lld r Paul eI al, 119881 2 SCR 654. 
411 b Konge &nu' a B e c h n ,  I19901 3 WYLR 10 (Smk. QB). 
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Council Band v. Canada.41z However, fundamental to the creation of a 
reserve is a determination, as a question of fact, that both the First Nation 
and Canada accepted the allocated land as the First Nation's reserve. The 
totality of evidence does not demonstrate that the land set aside in the 
Cypress Hills was a reserve for the Assiniboine people. The Commission feels 
that recasting the issue as "de facto" does not change the essential factual 
question that we have previously answered. 

Unlike Paul, we do not believe that the Crown, by its conduct in this case, 
can he found to have accepted the creation of a reserve for the Assiniboine. 
In fact, Canada started proceedings to move the Assiniboine out of the 
Cypress Hills even before they were presented with Patrick's survey. If we are 
to accept the First Nation's argument of a de facto reserve in this case, then 
we must be prepared to h d  that a surveyor hired by the government has the 
ability unilaterally to create a reserve, which the government must then 
accept - de facto. Surely this cannot be the case. For the reasons already 
stated, we do not believe Canada accepted a reserve for the Assiniboine in the 
Cypress Hills. 

Having found that the totality of the evidence does not support a finding 
that a reserve was created for the Assiniboine in the Cypress Ws pursuant to 
the terms of Treaty 4, the provisions of the Indian Act, or on a de facto 
basis, we are forced, somewhat reluctantly, to conclude that Canada does not 
owe an outstanding lawful obligation to the First Nation. 

ISSUES 2 AND 3 

2 If a reserve was created, was there a valid surrender or extinguishment 
of the Band's interest in the reserve? 

3 If there was a valid surrender, did the Crown breach any treaty, fiduciary, 
or other lawful obligation owed by Canada to the people of Chiefs Man 
Who Took the Coat and Long Lodge? 

Based upon our findings in Issue I(a), (b), and (c), it is not necessary 
for us to consider Issues 2 and 3. 

4 1 2  Ross ~ i m r  Dem Council Bnnd w. C a d  (December 15, 19991, (YM) lunreportedl. 
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FAIRNESS IN THE RESULT: OUR SUPPLEMENTARY NIANDATE 

The Commission has since its inception understood that it has a responsibil- 
ity to the Governor General in Council, described as a "supplementary man- 
date," to draw to government's attention circumstances where we consider 
the outcome to be unfair, even though those circumstances do not, strictly 
speaking, give rise to an outstanding lawful obligation. This is such a case. 

The supplementary mandate of the Commission was first described in 
1991 by the then Minister of Indian Affairs, Tom Siddon, in the following 
terms: 

If, in c a q i n g  out its review, the Commission concludes that the policy was imple- 
mented correctly but the outcome is nonetheless unfair, 1 would again welcome its 
recommendations on how to proceed."" 

Moreover, in a 1993 letter to the Commission, the Minister of lndian Affairs, 
Pauline Browes, reiterated the position taken by her predecessor. Minister 
Browes's letter makes two key points in relation to the Commission's 
jurisdiction: 

(1) 1 expect to accept the Commission's recommendations where they fall within the 
Speci6c Claims Policy; (2) 1 would welcome the commission's recommendations on 
how to proceed in cases where the commission concluded that the policy had been 
implemented correctly but the outcome was nevertheless unfair ..."' 

The Commission has exercised this authority sparingly and only in unique 
circumstances which give rise to a demonstrable inequity or unfairness that 
we feel should be drawn to the attention of the Government of Canada. 

The Commission relies upon its supplementary mandate in this case 
because the "outstanding lawful obligation" test, which is defined in the Spe- 
cific Claims Policy, will not bring this historical grievance to a close. Moreo- 
ver, the historical circumstances of the Cypress Hills Massacre and the relo- 
cation of the ksiniboine people out of the Cypress Hills require a just 
solution, which cannot he achieved within the framework of the Specific 
Claims Policy. Indeed, it seems to us that the claim put forward by the Carry 
the Kettle Band has less to do with monetary compensation than it does with 

413 Tom Siddon, Minister of lndian Affairs and Northern Dwelopmenf. to Ovide Mercredi. Nationll Chief, Assembly 
af First NationS. November 22. 1991. 

414 Pauline Bmwes, Midstel of Indian Affairs and Nonhero DmloomeN. to Harm S. LaForme. Chief Comrms- 
sianer, Indian Cl&s Commission, October 13, 1993. 
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some form of recognition of the connection between these Assiniboine peo- 
ple and the Cypress Hills, one that would recognize, rather than deny, their 
historical occupation and spiritual and cultural connections to these lands. 

It is clear to us that, when reserves were selected and apportioned under 
Treaty 4, the Assiniboine people sought to preserve their connection to the 
Cypress Hills. Although many other First Nations had sought sanctuary in the 
Cypress Hills, the Carry the Kettle Band repeatedly fought the government's 
attempts to relocate it to other reserve lands. Eventually, the Carry the Kettle 
Band succumbed to this pressure, but it did so reluctantly and only when 
faced with the spectre of starvation as an alternative. Only the Nekaneet Band, 
which refused to accept any reserve as a substitute until 1913, could be said 
to have been more steadfast in its commitment to the Cypress W s .  We have 
found the ancestral claim of the Carry the Kettle Band to the Cypress W s  to 
be historically accurate and morally compelling. 

We would also point out to the Government of Canada that it was this very 
band which was victimized by American traders and wolfers in the event 
known as the Cypress Hills Massacre. Indeed, the Carry the Kettle community 
continues to journey annually to the Cypress Hills, and the site of the massa- 
cre is a place of significant emotional and spiritual importance to it. Remark- 
ably, the location of the Cypress Hills Massacre is not set aside or demar- 
cated in any way. At least part of this site remains in private hands. Given that 
the Cypress Hills Massacre was one of the instrumental historical events in 
the settlement of the Canadian West, this situation strikes us as surprising. It 
is clear, in the final analysis, that the Carry the Kettle First Nation received 
treaty land elsewhere in Saskatchewan and, indeed, we are aware that in 
recent years a treaty land entitlement was advanced by that First Nation to 
secure its proper quantum of land under Treaty 4. It is dBcult to suggest, at 
this juncture, that those other reserve lands were not "accepted by these 
Assiniboine people in substitution for the Cypress Hills lands. However, none 
of these facts addresses the historical grievance. They do not recognize the 
connection that has existed between the Carry the Kettle people and the 
Cypress Hills since time immemorial, nor do they recognize the historical 
importance and trauma associated with the Cypress Hills Massacre. 

We believe that circumstances often arise in the context of aboriginal land 
claims where it is possible to resolve a historical grievance and simultane- 
ously create a great deal of good will with the investment of a relatively small 
amount of money. Indeed, in some respects, many claims would be more 
usefully resolved if they were addressed on the basis of the pursuit of a just 



solution, one that recognized important historical connections to the land, 
rather than through the payment of vast sums of compensation. This case 
seems to us to be exactly such a circumstance. It is not really a claim about 
money, and a fair result would be for the Government of Canada to work 
together with the Assiniboine people to achieve two objectives. First, the site 
of the Cypress W s  Massacre should be acquired, and appropriately desig- 
nated and recognized, as the important historical location it is. Secondly, the 
government should work together with the Assiniboine people to secure an 
appropriate site in the Cypress Hills for the cultural and spiritual purposes of 
this First Nation. In our view, this can be done economically and in a manner 
that is respectful of the other legitimate stakeholders who occupy, use, and 
enjoy the Cypress W s .  In our opinion, it is only fair, however, that those 
others recognize that it is these very Assiniboine people who have sought 
sanctuary in the Cypress Hills since before recorded history. The Government 
of Canada does not have a legal obligation to do either of these things, but in 
our view it would be the right, just, and moral thing to do. 
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PART V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

We have concluded that a reserve in the Cypress Hills was not created for the 
people of Chiefs Man Who Took the Coat and Long Lodge by the terms of 
Treaty 4, the provisions of the Indian Act, or on a de facto basis. We never- 
theless recommend, pursuant to our supplementary mandate, that the Gov- 
ernment of Canada recognize the Cary the Kettle First Nation's historical 
connection to the Cypress Hills and restore to the Assiniboine people their 
connection to this territory. 

RECOMMENDATION 1 

That the site of the Cypress Hills Massacre be acquired by the Gov- 
ernment of Canada and appropriately designated and recognized as 
the important historical location it is. 

RECOMMENDATION 2 

That the Government of Canada work together with the Assiniboine 
people to secure an appropriate site in the Cypress Hills for the cul- 
turd and spiritual purposes of this First Nation. 

FOR THE INDIAN CLAIMS COMMISSION 

P.E. James Prentice, QC Roger J. Augustine Carole T. Corcoran 
Co-Chair Commissioner Commissioner 

Dated this 28th day of July, 2000. 



APPENDIX A 

CARRY THE KETTLE FIRST NATION CYPRESS HILLS INQUIRY 

1 Request to conduct an inquiry August 30, 1996 

2 Planning conferences 

3 Community sessions 

November 26, 1996 
March 11, 1997 

May 30, 1997 
October 20, 1997 

The Commission heard from the following witnesses: 
Chief James O'Watch, Elsie Koochicum, Kaye Thompson, Dr K e ~ e t h  Ryan, 
Melda Netmaker, Andrew Rider, Delmer Runs, Wilma Kennedy, Bertha 
O'Watch, Cora Grey 

4 Legal argument May 5, 1999 

5 Content of formal record 

The formal record for the Carry the Kettle First Nation Inquiry consists of 
the following: 

19 exhibits tendered during the inquiry, including the documentary 
record (3 volumes of documents with annotated index) 

written submissions from counsel for Carry the Kettle First Nation and 
counsel for Canada 

transcripts from community sessions (two volumes) 

The report of the Commission and letters of transmittal to the parties will 
complete the formal record of this inquiry. 




